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INTRODUCTION 
During the last four to five decades there has been a great interest in 
intracranial tumors. Careful clinical analysis and correlated gross and histo-
pathological examination have resulted in a better understanding and an 
increasing knowledge of this serious condition. The experience has learned 
the clinicians to diagnose with increasing frequency and accuracy the presence 
and location of an intracranial neoplasm. The pathologist has gained a better 
insight into the various tumortypes. The teamwork of clinicians and patho-
logists has resulted in an outlining of the biological behavior of the several 
tumortypes. 
Although it may appear at present that the interest in the pathology of 
tumors of the nervous system is somewhat declining, it cannot be said that 
all the problems around this subject have been cleared. In many cases there 
still is a relatively too long delay before a neoplasm is recognized as such 
and can be attacked by the neurological surgeon. A thorough knowledge of 
the initial symptomatology of the tumors is highly important and experience 
can still be gained from the study of a large series. Moreover, the ideal 
situation where one will be able to diagnose, on the basis of the clinical 
symptomatology only, the pathological aspect of the newgrowth has not been 
reached in most instances. Yet, there is no doubt that this information would 
be very valuable, because in many types of lesions there is a therapy of choice 
which tends to produce the most favorable results. A try for this ideal appears 
therefore worthwhile and the purpose set to this study was to analyse and 
correlate the available material of primary intracerebellar neoplasms of the 
'Psychiatrisch-Neurologische en Neurochirurgische Kliniek St. Ursula' in 
Wassenaar * in such a way that we might possibly gain more information in 
this problem. 
Our efforts are not new since at least one study is known to us (Borck and 
Tonnis, 1955) which is based on the same idea. In addition there are several 
other major studies on tumors of the cerebellum and there are also many, 
sometimes excellent, individual case reports, but these were in general directed 
* We express our gratitude toward the Director of the 'Psychiatrisch-Neurologische 
en Neurochirurgische Kliniek St. Ursula', Dr. J. M. J. Tans, for his permission to use 
all the available and necessary records and information, to Professor Dr. H. J. G. Wyers 
who recorded and accumulated all the pathological material over more than 25 years, 
and to the former and present Medical Staff of this clinic for the accumulation and 
recording of the clinical data. 
toward an outlining of the biological behavior of the neoplasms. That tumors 
of the cerebellum, although fairly frequent, have never received as much 
attention as tumors of the brain may be concluded from a statement of 
van Dam in 1941, that his paper was the first complete pathological anatomi-
cal study of tumors of the cerebellum. We felt that the accessibility to a fairly 
large and generally well documented material, studied as indicated, might add 
to the general experience and become of benefit to the future patients. 
This study has been outlined as follows: Chapter I summarizes the general 
knowledge of the symptomatology of cerebellar tumors. In Chapter II we 
will review briefly some aspects of the histological classifications of brain-
tumors and we will analyse our material anatomically and histologically. 
Following each type of neoplasm we will provide some essential statistical 
data such as age, sex, pre-operative duration of symptoms and post-operative 
survival period. In Chapter III we will analyse the symptomatology and 
compare the findings of the several tumorgroups to each other. In the dis-
cussion we will relate our findings to those of the literature and try to find a 
correlation between one or more symptoms or signs and the histologic type 
of the neoplasm. 
CHAPTER I 
THE SYMPTOMATOLOGY OF CEREBELLAR NEOPLASMS 
Although most intracranial tumors do have some symptoms in common, 
they also produce more or less characteristic signs which enable the clinician 
to diagnose in most cases a more or less precise location of the neoplasm. 
However, not only the location of the tumor determines the fate of the 
patient, but several other factors can be credited. Pette (1938) separated these 
into three groups : 
a) the location and the type of the tumor; 
b) the influence of the tumor on the neighboring tissues and on the brain 
as an organ; , 
c) the influence on the centrally regulated vital functions. 
It is easily acceptable that these factors cannot be separated and for this 
reason this division does not provide a suitable basis for a discussion of the 
clinical symptomatology. It appears more convenient to divide the symptoms 
of intracranial tumors into the two following headings: 
a) symptoms of increased intracranial pressure; 
b) symptoms which are the result of the local growth of the tumor and 
which are of value for the localisation of the neoplasm. 
It should be pointed out that this division must not be interpreted too 
strict since e.g. some of the symptoms of increased intracranial pressure may 
have localizing significance. 
Mechanism and symptoms of increased intracranial pressure 
Mechanism 
The intracranial pressure is determined by the capacity of the skull, the 
intracranial contents (i.e. the brain with meninges, blood and cerebrospinal 
fluid) and the bloodpressure. Normally there is a fairly constant and narrow 
equilibrium of these factors. When there is an increase of the contents of the 
intracranial cavity, this equilibrium may become disturbed and the intracranial 
pressure may be raised. In adults the capacity of the skull is about invariable 
and the results of a raise of the intracranial pressure will be more serious than 
at the children's age because in this latter age group a certain degree of 
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expansion of the skull capacity is permitted by a non-union of the bony 
sutures. Because of this it may be expected that the signs of increased intra-
cranial pressure in childhood are often slighter than in adults and that they 
may appear in this age group also in a somewhat later phase of the disease. 
The separation of the sutures however provides two additional symptoms 
which may be found in children with an elevated intracranial pressure: the 
'cracked-pot sound' (Macewen's sign) on percussion of the skull and an 
increased circumference of the skull. 
An elevation of the intracranial pressure may be produced by any sufficient 
increase in volume of the intracranial contents and in the cases with an intra-
cranial tumor several factors can be recognized which however most often 
operate in combination. 
Mass of the tumor. The importance of this factor is dependent on the type 
of tumor. The type of neoplasm not only determines the rate of growth but 
also the production of cysts and the tendency to other, the intracranial 
pressure raising factors referred to in the following paragraphs. In slow 
growing tumors the increase of mass is slight and developing gradually; this 
permits often a certain degree of re-adjustment of the surrounding structures 
and even atrophy of the neighboring tissues. In rapidly growing tumors the 
expansion of mass is greater and developing faster with the effect that less 
adjustment of the surrounding is permitted. Nevertheless the general impres-
sion exists that the mass of the tumor, when compared to the other factors 
which may increase the intracranial pressure, is not the most important factor 
in the process of raising the intracranial pressure in cases of intracranial 
neoplasms. Because of their size this does not always appear to apply to the 
cysts accompanying some of the tumors. 
Little however is known about the several types of cysts; nor about the 
genesis, the time needed for development, nor about the fluid production and 
eventual resorption. On clinical grounds it is often stated that the size of 
the cyst is variable and changes in its volume are said to occur. The mecha-
nism however is not well explained. 
Edema and swelling. Quite often it is noted that the tissues surrounding a 
tumor are having an increased content of fluid (so-called collateral edema). 
On histological grounds a distinction is made between edema (intercellular 
increase of fluid) and swelling (intracellular increase of fluid). Both are the 
result of a disturbance in the circulation of blood and cerebrospinal fluid. 
The obstruction in the circulation of blood may be caused through com-
pression of the veins and venous sinuses by the tumor and its accompanying 
cysts. Owing to the obstructed circulation of blood there is a raise of the 
venous pressure, which results in less resorption of the tissue fluid. Secondly, 
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due to a slowing of the blood stream, damage may be done to the endothelial 
cells of the capillaries, which in turn may favor the escape of fluid and 
blood. Necrosis in and around the tumor may also be evoked by the obstructed 
circulation of blood (see later). Extreme increased pressure of the cere-
brospinal fluid may more rarely also compress the veins and venous sinuses 
and cause extravasation of fluid. Another factor which is sometimes said to 
be responsible for collateral edema is the escape of 'toxic' substances from 
the tumor into the surrounding structures where it may increase the per-
meability of the bloodvessels. 
Hemorrhages. The hemorrhages cannot only be found in the tumor itself but 
also around it. They are caused by rupture of one or more bloodvessels. 
This rupturing of the bloodvessels is felt to be the result of venous congestion 
and of damage to the vesselwalls by hypoxia. It also may be facilitated by the 
fragility of the newly formed bloodvessels inside the tumor or by damage to 
the vesselwalls by the infiltrating tumor. Damaging influences of toxic 
substances of the tumor on the bloodvessels are also sometimes considered as 
a co-operating factor. 
Necrosis. Necrosis of tumortissue may be caused by several factors. A 
narrow supply of blood is encountered especially in rapidly growing neoplasms 
and a slight raise of the intracranial pressure may apparently be sufficient to 
cause hypoxia which may result in necrosis. Other factors, not unusually 
seen, are thrombosis of the vessellumen and narrowing of the vessellumen by 
proliferation of the endothelial cells and these processes may also lead to 
necrobiosis and necrosis. Aside from these facts an increase of the intra-
cranial pressure may not only interfere with the adequate bloodsupply through 
obstruction of the venous return flow but may also sometimes compress the 
arteries. 
As a result of the necrosis proteins are broken down to smaller particles 
which do have an increased osmotic activity. By the attraction of more 
fluid swelling will be caused which in turn will raise the intracranial pressure. 
To the foregoing mechanisms, which may raise the intracranial pressure, 
can be added the effects of the obstruction of the cerebrospinal fluid cir-
culation. Whatever the mechanism may be, there normally is a close equili-
brium between the production, drainage and resorption of the cerebrospinal 
fluid. It is generally accepted that this fluid is produced by the choroid plexus 
in the ventricles of the brain, and circulates through the Sylvian duct and the 
foramina of Magendie and Luschka to the exterior surface of the brain and 
to the spinal canal. Cerebellar tumors or their secondary effects (e.g. collateral 
edema) may easily interfere with the flow of the cerebrospinal fluid through 
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the duct, the fourth ventricle and foramina and this explains the elevation of 
the intracerebral pressure and secondarily the development of an internal 
hydrocephalus. In a number of cases it can be doubted whether this mechanism 
is sufficient to explain the facts and sometimes it can be observed that this 
mechanism certainly does not exist. A second and sometimes additional 
mechanism is that the flow of the cerebrospinal fluid through the foramen 
magnum is obstructed by compression of the cerebellar tonsils and brainstem 
into the foramen magnum. A third mechanism may be the obstruction of the 
flow of the cerebrospinal fluid from the infratentorial to the supratentorial 
space through the opening in the cerebellar tentorium because this has been 
blocked by the increased volume of the infratentorial brain substance. 
Symptoms 
The clinical symptoms produced by the increased intracranial pressure 
may be subjectively: headache and vertigo, and objectively: papilledema, 
vomiting, seizures, disturbance of pulse rate, bloodpressure and respiratory 
rate, dyspituitarism and mental symptoms. 
Headache is a very common sign as well of diseases of the central nervous 
system as of diseases of the internal organs. In a recent study on 'Brain 
tumor headache' Rushton and Rooke (1962) noted from their data con-
cerning 221 cases of brain tumors, that it did not appear possible to extract 
a description of headache which is characteristic of these tumors. In their 
series 60 % of the patients with a brain tumor had complaints of headache 
while 40 % had not. The headaches of intracranial tumors may present 
certain patterns which are however most often not specific enough to be 
dependable for the diagnosis. The characteristics most often referred to are: 
its paroxysmal character at least in the beginning, its occurrence during the 
night and early morning, its provocation or aggravation by all kind of acti-
vities which tend to raise the intracranial pressure, its gradual progression 
and its resistance to the usual remedies. Rushton and Rooke found in their 
study that the headaches associated with brain tumors are often mild or 
moderate in intensity and that they seldom approach the intensity of a 
severe migraine attack. In 18 of the 122 patients that this information was 
available, it was found that the headache was constant while in the remaining 
104 it had an intermittent character. In only a fourth of the patients suffering 
from headache it was found that they were having headache during sleep, on 
arising or both, while in approximately half of the cases headache might come 
on at any time of the day or night without any particular pattern. In most 
cases (75 % in the series of Rushton and Rooke) the headache of brain 
tumors is not diffuse but localized and may be of focal significance, especially 
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when it is unilateral and associated with local tenderness of the skull. Rushton 
and Rooke found that there was a relationship between the initial headache 
and the location of the tumor in 40 of 132 patients having headache. Unfor-
tunately the authors do not provide details. 
In a number of patients the headache is diffuse from the beginning or does 
become so in a later phase of the illness. It is then mostly thought to be the 
result of increased intracranial pressure and mostly explained by a diffuse 
stimulation of the sensible nerve endings in the meninges and bloodvessels. 
According to Eisberg (1929) it is not so much the absolute level of the intra-
cranial pressure as well the sudden changes in pressure that cause the 
headache. Northfield (1938) attributed the headache to an 'abnormal state 
of tension of the bloodvessels'. In only less than half the number of patients 
with headache due to an intracranial tumor noted Rushton and Rooke (1962) 
evidence of increased intracranial pressure; it can thus be concluded that the 
increased intracranial pressure is certainly not the only factor in causing 
headache in patients with an intracranial neoplasm. 
With subtentorial tumors the headache may be (sub-)occipital or, less 
frequently, frontal. In the former location it often radiates down the back of 
the neck and is said to be due to pressure on the meningeal branch of the 
vagal nerve. In the latter situation it is thought to be the result of pressure 
on the tentorium which in turn may stimulate the recurrent branch of the 
first branch of the trigeminal nerve (Biemond 1961). 
Vertigo. The idea vertigo appears ill defined and there is quite a difference 
between the concept of a layman, the patient and a physiologist. Brain (1962) 
defines vertigo as 'the conciousness of disordered orientation of the body 
in space'. On anatomical and physiological considerations he recognized 
several levels from which the disturbance of function may originate (psycho-
genic, cortical, ocular, cerebellar, brainstem, N. VIII, and aural origin). 
Apart from the spatial disorientation (which may be experienced as moving 
of the external world, the body may be felt moving or the posture and move-
ments of the limbs may be felt ill adjusted and unsteady) other more objective 
signs may be present such as a tendency to fall, nystagmus, pass pointing 
and visceral disturbances (e.g. pallor, sweating, nausea, vomiting, etc.). 
Vertigo observed as a sign of mcreased intracranial pressure is mostly 
described as a feeling of unsteadiness with a tendency to fall on stooping and 
rarely as a subjective sense of rotation. As possible mechanisms in causing 
vertigo in patients with increased intracranial pressure are recognized direct 
stimulation of the vestibular nerve or its central connections or a congestion 
(or edema) of the labyrinthal system. 
Papilledema may be due to any raise of the intracranial pressure. Elevation 
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of the intracranial pressure is freely conducted to the subarachnoid space 
around the optic nerve where it may obstruct the blood flow through the 
central vein of the optic nerve and where it may interfere with the lymphatic 
drainage (when it exists) along the optic nerve. 
Papilledema may accompany any tumor of the brain and it is a fairly 
constant sign in cerebellar neoplasms. According to Brain (1962) cerebellar 
tumors give rise to papilledema of the greatest severity but Boldrey, Naffziger 
and Arnstein (1950) deny the possibility to differentiate a supratentorial 
tumor from one in the posterior fossa by the general appearance of the 
papilledema. Francois, Hoffmann and Jadoul (1961) pointed out that a rapid 
development, not only of the congestion but also of the atrophy of the optical 
nerve, should direct the attention more toward a process in the cerebellum. 
They noted the papilledema always bilaterally, but according to their ex-
perience it may differ in intensity on both sides. They expressed that the 
degree of papilledema bears no indication to the volume of the neoplasm but 
stated that it is only related to the rapidity with which the increased intra-
cranial pressure develops. With a slow raise of the pressure the intracranial 
circulation may adapt itself gradually to the pathological circumstances and 
cause only a slight degree of papilledema. 
Vomiting associated with elevated intracranial pressure occurs most often 
suddenly, frequently in the early morning; it is often forceful (projectile) and 
rarely preceded by nausea. Directly after the attack the patients are feeling 
well and may digest their meal undisturbed. The mechanism is said to be an 
interference with the bloodsupply to the vomiting center either as the result 
of the raised intracranial pressure or as the result of a local disturbance 
(e.g. edema). 
Seizures are observed in cases of intracranial tumors but according to most 
authors (e.g. Borck and Tönnis, 1955; Biemond, 1961; Brain, 1962) they 
are rare in cases with infratentorial tumors and may be a symptom of in-
creased intracranial pressure. In a recent paper Backus and Millichap (1962) 
expressed that the mechanism of seizures with supratentorial tumors is 
independent of, and probably unrelated to, an elevation of the intracranial 
pressure. There is no statement with reference to the infratentorial tumors. In 
a series of 291 children with intracranial tumors (165 of them being infra-
tentorial) seizures occurred in 50 cases (19 cases infratentorial). Symptoms of 
increased intracranial pressure were present at the time of the first seizure in 
20 % of the patients with supratentorial tumors and in 79 % of the patients 
with infratentorial tumors. At the time of diagnosis 79 % of the patients with 
infratentorial tumors had signs of increased intracranial pressure and only 45 % 
of those with supratentorial tumors. Another significant fact appears to be that 
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the diagnosis of supratentorial tumors was delayed for an average of two 
years after the initial seizure, whereas infratentorial tumors were diagnosed 
within an average time of three months after the initial seizure. In these facts 
we find evidence that in cases with infratentorial tumors the seizures could 
well be related to an elevation of the intracranial pressure. 
Disturbance of pulse rate, blood pressure and respiratory rate. According to 
Brain (1962) an acute or subacute rise of the intracranial pressure often 
causes slowing of the pulse rate. A gradual rising of the intracranial pressure 
however, such as in the case of an intracranial tumor, does evenso not un-
usually cause bradycardia, but also moderate tachycardia may result. Ac-
cording to Biemond (1961) bradycardia is rare in cases of braintumors, 
but in some tumors of the posterior fossa there may be periods of bradycardia 
which are probably the result of a temporary rise of pressure of the cere-
brospinal fluid. 
It is stated by Brain that a chronic rise of the intracranial pressure, espe-
cially when caused by a lesion below the tentorium, may result in a lowering 
of the bloodpressure. 
The respiratory rate is in the beginning little affected by a gradual rise of the 
intracranial pressure but in later phases the Cheyne Stokes type of respiration 
may be observed and in periods the respiration may be rapid and shallow. 
This group of disturbances is thought to be caused by a direct stimulation 
of the vital centers in the brainstem. 
Dyspituitarism. This complex of symptoms in cases of increased intracranial 
pressure should be regarded as secondary to a pressure atrophy of the 
pituitary, of the hypothalamus or of both. It is said to be relatively more 
frequent in cases of infratentorial tumors which is in agreement with the 
general statement (e.g. Backus and Millichap, 1962) that an elevation of the 
intracranial pressure is also more common in these cases as is also hydro-
cephalus. 
Mental symptoms as a sign of raised intracranial pressure may be observed 
in the most various forms as e.g. changes in consciousness or behavior. 
Changes in the pattern of behavior may also be found as the local effect of 
a tumorgrowth and intracranial tumors in certain locations (e.g. frontal lobe) 
tend to these symptoms without a serious disturbance of the intracranial 
pressure. In cases of infratentorial neoplasms changes in behavior are 
rarely observed (Brain, 1962; Bodechtel, 1963). 
Disturbances of function of the intracranial nerves as a sign of elevation of 
the intracranial pressure were first pointed out, according to Brain (1962), 
by Collier (1904). Since these, unless properly interpreted, may lead to 
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mistakes in localisation, he termed them 'false localizing signs'. They will 
most often be peripheral types of disturbances and most probably be the 
result of a compression of the nerves against the bony skull, or of a com-
pression of the nerves by arteries (e.g. N. VI). A similar symptomatology 
may of course also be observed as the result of local tumorgrowth or of a 
shift of the brainstem (or cerebellum) due to the expanding mass of tumor 
or its accompanying cyst. 
Cerebellar fits, as they are commonly referred to, are a group of acute and 
very disturbing signs which occur in attacks and are characterized by agony, 
severe pain in the neck and occipital area of the head, stiffness of the neck, 
stretch cramps of the extremities, opisthotonus, slowing of the pulse rate, 
disturbance of the respiration and sometimes loss of consciousness. These 
attacks, which may result in acute death of the patient, are due to severe 
compression of the brainstem. They may be caused by the downward dis-
placement of the brainstem which becomes compressed in the foramen 
magnum together with the cerebellar tonsils (producing the so-called cere-
bellar herniation). 
Disturbances in the function of the corticospinal tract may be noted in some 
cases of increased intracranial pressure. They may be of focal significance in 
many pathological processes of the brain, mesencephalon, medulla oblongata 
and spinal cord, but they may also be found with other infratentorial neo-
plasms. According to Borck and Tönnis (1955) they are caused by a direct 
damage of the efferent motor pathways but similar effects may be mimicked 
by ataxia (cerebellar hypotonia). Their manifestation may be paresis, paralysis 
and reflexchanges. Biemond (1961) stated that ataxia associated with low 
reflexes would, with the exception of children, point to a cerebellar process, 
while ataxia associated with high reflex activity would be indicative for a 
process in the mesencephalon. 
There certainly are still more signs of increased intracranial pressure such 
as e.g. photophobia which was recently stressed by Aronson and Okazaki 
(1963) as being of importance as a symptom of increased intracranial 
pressure. It is generally felt however that these are less reliable, only of 
relative significance and too inconstant to be valuable for the diagnosis. 
Summarizing it can be noted that there appears to be no single symptom 
of increased intracranial pressure that is absolutely specific for a lesion in 
the cerebellum. There are apparently only a few vague indications of relative 
importance indicative for such a location. These are: relatively more frequent 
suboccipital headache, papilledema of greater severity, cerebellar fits, signs 
of dyspituitarism; rare are seizures and changes in the pattern of behavior. 
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Symptoms due to the location of the tumor and to its local secondary effects 
(focal symptomatology) 
Pathophysiology 
Pathophysiologically these symptoms are the result of the local growth of 
the tumor and therefore they may produce one or more indications for a 
localisation of the neoplasm. The local effects of a newgrowth may be 
manifold and as such the following factors may be recognized: 
a) destruction of the pre-existing structures by the infiltrating tumor; 
b) disturbances due to edema around the neoplasm (collateral edema); 
c) disturbances due to compression of the structures surrounding the neo­
plasm by the expanding tumor, its accompanying cyst, its collateral edema 
or its hemorrhages; 
d) disturbances as a result of circulatory obstruction. 
Some of these effects may be reversible (e.g. sub b, с and possibly d.) and 
restoration of physiological function may result. In occasional instances one 
may be able, on the basis of some aspects of the symptoms, to suspect one 
or more of these mechanisms. In most cases however one will be unable to 
recognize the mechanisms by which the symptoms are caused. This is un­
fortunate since e.g. one cannot predict the exact extension of the neoplasm 
on clinical grounds or one does not know how much return of function may 
by expected on removal of the neoplasm. In many cases however, the clinical 
symptomatology may carry sufficient indications for a more or less precise 
localisation of the pathological proces. 
It is a well recognized fact that the diagnosis of a posterior fossa lesion on 
clinical grounds only, may be extremely difficult or even impossible. One of 
the reasons is that the symptoms of the increased intracranial pressure are 
often so overwhelming that they may totally obscure the focal symptoms. 
Another reason for this difficulty is that the same or similar symptoms may 
be either mimicked or caused by other pathological processes which may even 
be located at some distance of the focus of irritation e.g. ataxia (Boldrey, 
Naffziger and Arnstein, 1950), and disturbance of coordination (Bergstrand, 
Bergstedt and Herrlin, 1958) in cases of cerebral tumors. 
For a clear understanding of the effects of a disturbed cerebellar function 
on the motoric behavior of a patient a few simple basic facts of the cerebellar 
function have to be memorized. 
It appears still most commonly accepted that the location of the cerebellar 
function is more on a functional base than that there are circumscribed 
regions which are correlated with the function of a discrete group of muscles. 
The only apparent relationship that generally is recognized is that the cere-
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bellar hemisphere exerts its influence mainly on the ipsilateral extremity and 
that the vermis influences the muscles of the trunk. 
Physiological studies of Adrian (1944) have, according to Lovatt Evans 
(1947), indicated that there is in the cerebellar cortex, as in the cerebral 
hemisphere, a rough local representation of the proprioceptive regions. Evenso 
Biemond (1961) stated that study of small circumscribed tumors and ab-
scesses has shown that, a least in man, the upper extremities are more repre-
sented in the lobuli semilunaris and gracilis and the lower extremities more 
in the lobus biventer and amygdalae. Rarely however, according to Biemond, 
this appears of use for the localisation of the tumor. 
The function of the cerebellum, in the complex organisation of the central 
nervous system, appears to be one of association and integration. This means 
that impulses of divergent nature and origin are received in the cerebellum 
and are unified to aspecific impulses for the regulation of the execution of 
voluntary movements, as well those at will as those that are automatic. The 
cerebellum as tonus and motor activity regulating organ is part of the complex 
totality of circuits that organize the muscular activity and it exerts a modi-
fying or regulating influence upon muscular activities whose primary centres 
are situated in other parts of the brain or in the spinal cord. The main cere-
bellar functions are the maintenance of the postural tonus and the attainment 
of precision in regard to force, timing and direction of the muscular move-
ments. 
Symptoms 
In the case of cerebellar dysfunction it appears that the spontaneous and 
automatic motority are mostly disturbed and the clinical symptoms that may 
be recognized are: dystonia, disturbance of posture, movements, gait, speech 
and nystagmus. 
Dystonia: the inability to maintain the proper tonus. This may be either 
hypotonia or hypertonia. The hypotonia is evident from the flaccidity of the 
muscles and the diminished resistance to passive movements. In hypertonia the 
muscles arc in a state of continuous contraction, which is evident from an 
augmented tension and the increased resistance to passive movements. Both 
are thought to be due to the loss of the facilitory influence of the cerebellum 
upon the reflexes. 
Disturbance of posture. In the most pronounced cases of posterior fossa 
lesions the patients are unable to stand without support and they tend to fall 
toward one side, forwards or backwards. In the less severe cases abnormal 
attitudes may be observed: the trunk may be concave toward the affected 
side and sometimes rotated with the shoulder of the affected side advanced; 
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there may be rotation of the head with the chin directed towards the sound 
side and flexed towards the shoulder of the affected side; in standing the body 
is inclined toward the side of the lesion and tends to fall to that side. Falling 
forwards or backwards should occur more often in lesions of the vermis. 
Disturbance of movements or ataxia; as such are recognized: 
a) dysmetria: the lack of ability to adjust the range and the force of 
contraction that is necessary for the accomplishment of a given act. This 
phenomenon is a manifestation of the general lack of synergic muscular 
control; 
b) dysdiadochokinese: the inability to carry out alternating movements 
with rapidity and regularity. These disorders are due to an improper associa-
tion of the antagonistic musclegroups. In order to compensate for this dis-
ability the patient often performs an intended movement in stages which 
results in the so-called decomposition of movements; 
c) rebound phenomenon: the inability to sudden counteraction of a move-
ment due to the absence of the "braking' action of the antagonistic muscles; 
d) tremor: coarse involuntary movements which rarely may be present at 
rest but which may be evoked or increased by voluntary efforts. It is due to 
the loss of the steadying effect which increased tonus of the antagonistic 
muscles normally affords to voluntary movements. 
Disturbance of gait. The gait in cases of cerebellar neoplasms is often 
staggering or reeling in character, unsteady and the patients tend to walk with 
a wide base and to deviate to the affected side. When able to realize the 
deviation the patient may attempt to correct it by bringing himself back from 
time to time to the intended line of travel and this results often in a zig-zag 
course. The movements of the lower limbs are ataxic; they are often thrown 
about in an ackward uncontrolled manner; the feet are raised unnecessarily 
high and brought down again clumsily, often in a clamping fashion. The 
pattern of the disturbed gait is found to vary according to the muscular 
groups that are most severity affected; frequently the patient is unable to 
stand or walk and when walking is attempted the limbs are thrown out in 
almost any direction. When the muscles of the pelvic girdle alone are in-
volved, the trunk is held rigidly erect and the limbs are thrown forward from 
the pelvis, the upper part of the body appearing to be led by the legs. When 
the shoulder girdle alone is involved there is less difficulty in standing or 
walking. The patients hold the legs wide apart and when walking lurch in 
one or the other direction, the upper part of the body leading and appearing 
to draw the legs after it. When there is a unilateral involvement of one or 
more muscle groups other varieted patterns may be presented. 
Disturbance of speech is due to decomposition and to loss of delicacy and 
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precision in coordination of the muscles of phonation and articulation. The 
speech is slow and loud, scanned, separating the syllables from each other, 
monotonous and nasal. 
Nystagmus, repeated oscillations of the eyes, are most probably due to a 
poor coordination of the muscular activity. 
After this short review of the cerebellar symptomatology in patients with a 
neoplasm, the question remains whether any of these symptoms is of signifi-
cance for the localisation of the neoplasm. As has been stated before, the ver-
mis exerts its influence solely on the muscles of the trunk so that the symptoms 
of its disturbance can be expected to be localized there too. Lesions of the 
vermis produce ataxia of the trunk which results in unsteadiness and a ten-
dency to fall, an inability to sit straight or even to sit at all and a disturbance 
of gait. There is an absence of ataxia of the individual extremities. When the 
lesion is located in one of the hemispheres there is an ataxia, hypotonia, 
dysmetna, dysdiadochokinese on the ipsilateral side and when walking, the 
patient staggers toward the side of the lesion. 
Additional aid in the effort of localizing a neoplasm may be found in the 
disturbance of function of structures surrounding the cerebellum, i.e. the 
cranial nerves, the pons and the medulla. The function of the cranial nerves 
will mostly be affected when a neoplasm (or its accompanying cyst), located 
in one of the hemispheres, exerts pressure upon them. The nerves that may 
be affected range from the fifth to the twelfth on the same side of the neo-
plasm. It may be reminded that increased intracranial pressure can bring 
about similar disturbances. Pressure upon the pons or medulla may be 
exerted by a mesial located tumor but also by a lateral located neoplasm. 
This pressure may rarely cause a disturbance of the nuclei of the cranial 
nerves but more often it results in signs of corticospinal defects, sensory loss 
or unusually of impairment of postural sensibility. When the pressure is 
exerted asymmetrically on the pons or medulla, the clinical defects will mainly 
be present on the opposite side of the body. 
Electro-encephalography 
Electro-encephalography has proven to be of valuable assistance in the 
diagnosis of cerebral tumors (e.g. van der Drift, 1957, Magnus, Storm van 
Leeuwen and Cobb, 1961, Fischer-Williams, Last, Lyberi and Northfield, 
1962). 
According to Fischgold, Zalis and Buisson-Ferey (1961) the positive 
character of the electrical changes produced by cerebral tumors and the 
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quality of the location depend on the various factors such as topography, 
histology and the stage of evolution of the neoplasm, the intracranial hyper-
tension, the absence or presence of epilepsy and the state of alertness of the 
patient at the time of the recording. Electro-encephalographic examination 
however has also its limitations and this is specifically true for lesions in the 
posterior fossa and mainly for two reasons; although there exists an electrical 
activity of the cerebellum (which can be noted by applying the electrodes 
directly to the cerebellar cortex) this can clinically not be recorded in an 
useful way (through the occipital bones) because too many disturbances are 
registered which are produced by the muscles of the neck. Secondly, since 
most of the tumors of the posterior fossa do occur in childhood, where the 
electrical genesis is governed in some respects by different rules (Hess, 1961), 
the pathological patterns are much more difficult to evaluate. Furthermore 
it should be realized that brain tumors themselves, cerebral as well as cere-
bellar, are in general electrically inactive. The electrical activity encountered 
in cases of intracranial neoplasms is due either to a direct local damage of the 
cortex or to a subcortical damage which exersises an abnormal influence on 
the cerebral cortex. 
Notwithstanding these handicaps there are some findings which may be 
helpfull in the diagnosis of a posterior fossa tumor. Hess (1961) stated that 
a normal E.E.G. in a case of a clinically evident braintumor offers a fairly 
good support for a location in the posterior fossa and this was noted by him 
in 31 % of his cases. He repeated the statement of Puech, Fischgold, Lairey-
Bounes and Dreyfus-Brisac (1950) that a normal E.E.G. together with severe 
papilledema is evidence for a tumor in the posterior fossa and that such a 
finding makes a location in the cerebral hemisphere improbable. 
Also van der Drift (1957) stressed the conclusion that when there are clear 
signs in a patient suggesting a braintumor, a normal or a more or less diffuse 
disturbed E.E.G. supports the diagnosis of a posterior fossa tumor. This 
author however noted a normal E.E.G. in only two cases of his series of 
seventy patients with an infratentorial lesion. Fischer-Williams and co-workers 
(1962) reported that, in view of the fact that it was at one time thought that 
posterior fossa lesions might not cause E.E.G. abnormalities, it was of interest 
to observe that in none of their five cases and in only two of van der Drift's 
cases a normal E.E.G. was recorded. They summarized that posterior fossa 
gliomas tend to cause bilateral abnormalities which may be mild or severe, 
focal temporo-occipital Delta activity may be present, particularly in young 
patients. 
Drumheller, Keith and Bickford (1949) observed a bilateral abnormal 
activity in the E.E.G. recorded from the occipital region or occipital and 
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contiguous regions in 21 of the 30 children who had tumors of the posterior 
fossa. They admitted however that similar abnormalities could occasionally 
be found in conditions other than braintumors of the posterior fossa. Ac-
cording to these authors, these conditions could usually be excluded by use 
of history and laboratory aids. 
Dumermuth (1958) stated that strong dominance of general abnormalities 
in the occipital area as well as transmitted rhythm to the occipital area can 
be accepted as an indication for a cerebellar neoplasm. In addition he 
observed that there were no polymorph Delta foci in patients with a neoplasm 
in that location. In his series of infratentorial neoplasms he found normal 
recordings in 27 % of the cases. 
Fischgold and co-workers (1961) however concluded that the electro-
encephalographic recordings, produced by the cortex of the cerebral hemis-
pheres in cases of infratentorial tumors, may be abnormal, but that the 
experience has learned that these findings are too inconstant to be of any 
help in the establishment of the diagnosis and that they do not give an indica-
tion of the location of the process. 
Hess (1961) summarized his findings in cases of infratentorial tumors as 
follows: 'these (cases) show many normal records; abnormalities are always 
generalized and prevail in a higher proportion in the temporal and, in nearly 
half the cases, in the post-central occipital regions; they are never dominated 
by Delta waves but contain much Theta-activity and more Beta-activity than 
the other groups (hemisphere and deep central tumors); less intermittent 
Delta-rhythms than the hemisphere tumors, rarely with several maxima, half 
of them symmetrical and tending to higher frequencies. Few Delta foci, 
usually single, temporal and intermittent; rare spikes, comparatively frequent 
sharp transients'. 
In cases of cerebral tumors Hootsmans (1961) recognized two patterns of 
disturbances: the focal changes and the changes on distance. He pointed out 
that tumors of the posterior fossa produce only slight or no focal changes and 
that for the localisation one is dependent on the changes produced on distance 
in the cerebral hemispheres. These latter changes are divided and described 
by him according to the location on the skull: 
a) occipital area of the skull: continuous low activity superimposed on or 
replacing the Alpha-rhythm. This activity is considered to be the result of the 
direct pressure of the cerebellar tumor on the roof of the posterior fossa. 
When it is dominating on one side it may be of significance for the latérali-
sation of the process; 
b) middle area of the skull (parieto-temporal): a Theta-rhythm is found, 
often with paroxysmal fusiform discharges on the side of the neoplasm. This 
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rhythm is considered as a pathological synchronisation of the electrical activity 
of the cortical cells and may be caused by pressure of the tumor on or 
infiltrating in the reticular formation of the brainstem; 
c) frontal area of the skull; regular Delta waves, in groups bilateral syn-
chronous or unilateral either homo- or heterolateral of the cerebellar tumor. 
May this description by Hootsmans be true for typical cases of cerebellar 
tumors, in many however other sources of disturbances are recognized and 
as such the increased intracranial pressure ranks high. Hess (1961) concluded 
that increased intracranial pressure is certainly not the only factor in pro-
ducing unspecific generalized abnormalities, but with posterior fossa tumors 
it is more important than with lesions of the hemispheres. 
From this review of the literature it will be clear that, at least at present, 
there is no common opinion on the changes produced electro-encephalo-
graphically by neoplasms of the posterior fossa. Studies of larger series may 
provide more information. 
Another aim of the electro-encephalography, apart from its help in the 
localisation, has been whether it may have some significance in the determi-
nation of the type of tumor. Not much has been found up till now, but as well 
van der Drift (1957) as Hootsmans (1961) indicated that fast growing pro-
cesses are accompanied in general by more heavy disturbances than the slower 
growing processes. Van der Drift (1957) expressed positively that the E.E.G. 
abnormalities in cases of posterior fossa tumors are on the whole independent 
of the nature of the neoplasms. He felt that this was due to the fact that these 
E.E.G. abnormalities are of a diffuse character and are caused by the increased 
intracranial pressure or by the influence of the tumor on the brainstem. It is 
pointed out however by van der Drift that diffuse E.E.G. abnormalities occur 
at an earlier stage in the medulloblastomas than in the slow growing more 
laterally located astrocytomas; apart from this the E.E.G. abnormalities are 
in principle the same in medulloblastomas as in astrocytomas. 
It may be concluded that it is generally felt that E.E.G. recordings in cases 
with a posterior fossa lesion are valuable but of limited assistance. It may 
well be that future technical developments (such as echo-, gamma and electro-
rheo-encephalography) can aid more assistance in the process of localisation 
and differentia] diagnosis of the neoplasms of the posterior fossa. 
Roentgenologic examination 
Under this heading we will present a short review of the plain x-ray 
examination, the ventriculography and the angiography. The air-encephalo-
graphy does not need consideration in this study since this procedure is 
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contra-indicated when there is a suspicion of a lesion in the posterior fossa. 
It is beyond our competence to bring technical details on these types of 
examinations and therefore we will limit our description only to the most 
pertinent findings. 
Plain X-ray examination. The changes that may be visualized in cases of 
posterior fossa lesions can be divided into those which are the results of 
increased intracranial pressure and those which are the result of the local 
growth of the neoplasm. 
The most conspicuous one in the former group is a general erosion of the 
bones of the skull at the sites where pressure exists from the underlying gyri 
(convolutional thinning); this produces on the plain x-ray a cloudy ap-
pearance. A somewhat similar appearance may however be normal in 
children, but in patients of this age group with increased intracranial pressure 
an additional sign may be observed in the separation of the bony sutures. 
Erosion of the clinoid processes, deepening and expansion in the antero-
posterior direction of the sella are additional signs of increased intracranial 
pressure. 
In the second group of changes, i.e. those that are the result of the local 
growth of the tumor, we may find focal atrophy of the bone of the skull 
overlying the neoplasm and this may sometimes be associated with a focal 
protrussion of the bone. Occasionally calcification in or around the tumor 
may be seen or focal increased vascularity may be evident. Displacement of 
the pineal gland, when calcified, may be visible radiographically, but this 
sign is rarely found in cases of posterior fossa lesions. Planigraphy may 
occasionally be helpful in cases which present visible lesions on the plain 
x-ray film. 
Ventriculography. By means of introduction of air or a contrast medium in 
the ventricular system of the brain this structure may be visualized and 
abnormalities such as symmetrical or asymmetrical changes in the size, shape 
and position of this system may be observed. In cases of posterior fossa lesions 
the most marked abnormality is a symmetrical enlargement of both lateral 
ventricles, the third ventricle and sometimes of the aquaduct. Displacement 
of the aquaduct and occasionally of the posterior part of the third ventricle 
may be seen in patients with a tumor in the posterior fossa. In many of these 
cases one does not succeed in filling the fourth ventricle, buth when one is 
succesful its abnormal shape, size and position may be observed in many 
cases. The outlines of the ventricular surface may often be irregular and 
protruding in a divergent manner. 
Angiography. The only one of these methods that may sometimes be 
helpful in the diagnosis of a posterior fossa lesion is angiography by the way 
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of injection of a contrast medium in one of the vertebral arteries. Inter-
pretation of these angiograms is extremely difficult because of the great 
variations in the vascular patterns of the posterior fossa. Displacement of the 
basilar artery may be observed even as the increased vascularity of a neo-
plasm and these observations may be helpful in the diagnosis and localisation 
of the tumor. 
Laboratory examinations 
Cerebrospinal fluid. Since lumbar puncture is contraindicated in cases in 
which one is suspicious of an infratentorial lesion, cerebrospinal fluid from 
this source is rarely available for examination. Examination of the cere-
brospinal fluid obtained at the ventriculography has rarely be found to be 
of significance for the diagnosis and as far as we could ascertain no abnor-
malities are known which are characteristic for these lesions. The only 
pertinent finding may be the raised pressure of the cerebrospinal fluid that 
can be recorded at the time of the ventriculography. 
Blood. In 1943 Carpenter, Schwartz and Walker found that two cases of 
cerebellar hemangioblastomas were associated with what they called a poly-
cytcmia vera. This observation has been confirmed by several other investi-
gators (e.g. Schmid and French, 1955; Brody and Rodriguez 1961). Ac-
cording to Ward, Foltz and Knopp (1956) the pre- and post-operative peri-
pheral bloodcounts and bloodvolume determinations revealed that the in-
creased red cell counts, hemoglobin and hematocrit were caused by an 
increase of the erythrocytic elements only and they found that these values 
showed a decrease following the surgical removal of the tumor. They also 
postulated that the erythrocytosis associated with solid cerebellar hemangio-
blastomas may be secondary to an erythropoetic hormone secreted by these 
tumors. 
Occasionally abnormalities in the mineral composition of the blood may 
be encountered. Since they may well be explained as a result of the vomiting 
that is so often present in lesions of the posterior fossa, they are not regarded 
as being specific for a neoplastic lesion of the cerebellum. 
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CHAPTER II 
THE HISTOLOGIC ASPECTS OF THE CEREBELLAR NEOPLASMS 
Classification of tumors of the central nervous system 
The brain and the spinal cord are composed of elements which are 
histogenetically derived from two sources: the neuro-ectoderm and the 
mesoderm. 
The primary tumors of the central nervous system can therefore be divided 
in neuro-ectodermal and mesenchymal tumors. To these should be added a 
third group: the tumors arising on the basis of congenital malformation. The 
neuro-ectodermal tumors can be sub-divided in those originating from the 
glial cells (gliomatous tumors) and those arising from the nerve cells. 
The group of the gliomatous tumors (or more commonly gliomas) in-
cludes a varied group of neoplasms which have in common that they originate 
from the neuro-ectodermal dérivâtes: the neuro-glia, the ependymal cells, or 
the precursors of these cells. 
The non-gliomatous tumors are the neoplasms which arise from the mesen-
chymal tissues such as e.g. bloodvessels, connective tissue, nerve sheats. The 
third group also comprises a mixed variety of neoplasms such as epidermoids, 
dermoids, teratomas, and lipomas. 
A grouping of the gliomatous tumors on the basis of the cell of origin may 
at first sight appear as well very convenient as simple. In practice however 
many problems are encountered which are mostly due to the extreme 
variation of the histological aspects of the tumors and secondly to a lack of 
facilities which might enable us to identify the cell of origin of the tumor. 
Many classification schemes have been developed in the past four to five 
decades, but up to the present date no common opinion has been reached. 
The statement of Buey and Gustafson (1939) can at present still be applied: 
'classification of tumors serves a useful purpose only when properly con-
cicved and regarded. Classification must be regarded as providing merily 
arbitrary pockets into which we can place tumors of similar character in order 
that they may be more easily considered. The pathologist will always seak to 
spread the classification wider and wider until the ultimate and natural point 
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is reached at which each tumor, differing as it does from every other, occupies 
a little class all its own; the clinician will persistently tend to narrow the 
classification down untili he is left with only two: 'hard' or 'soft', 'cystic' 
or 'solid', 'vascular' or 'avascular' depending on his point of view but 
usually benign and malignant. But in so simplifying the problem he has lost 
all the usefulness of classification. Not only have the finer qualities dis-
appeared but with this simplification the ability to distinguish benignity and 
malignancy has gone to'. 
It is nearly an impossible task (and also one without much sense since there 
are many excellent historical reviews) to discuss all the classification schemes 
that have been proposed. We will limit therefore our review to the most 
pertinent facts and indicate our preference for the idea of Kernohan.* 
Abemethy (1804) is credited by Scherer (1940) to have been the first to 
recognize grossly the tumors of gliomatous nature although histologically little 
was known at that time. The next essential contribution to the knowledge of 
these tumors can be attributed to Virchow, who in 1863 divided the tumors 
of the brain in myxomas, sarcomas and gliomas. In this latter group he 
recognized a relationship between the tumors and the neuroglia, but according 
to Bailey (1932) it was Golgi in 1875 who insisted that the diagnosis of 
glioma should be dependent on the presence of star-shaped cells. 
The following important step in the attempt to classify the tumors of the 
brain is found in a series of papers mainly those of Ribbert (1918), Strauss 
and Globus (1918) and Globus and Strauss (1925). It was attempted by 
these authors to correlate the cells of the tumors of the central nervous system 
with a histogenetic scheme that described the various stages in the develop-
ment of the cellular components of the brain and spinal cord. Some tumor 
groups became outlined and were recognized as a histologic subdivision of 
the gliomas (such as neuro-epithelioma, spongioblastoma multiforme, astro-
cytoma and ependymoma). 
The trend initiated by this idea of classifying, namely on the basis of the 
correlation of the histologic aspects of the tumors to that of a histogenetic 
scheme of the development of the celltypes of the central nervous system, 
found its culmination in the classical work of Bailey and Gushing in 1926. 
To the already recognized types of tumors these investigators added some 
new entities: medulloblastoma, astroblastoma, oligodendrogliomas and uni-
polar spongioblastoma. In their final system Bailey and Gushing recognized 
fifteen groups of tumors. 
* It is a great pleasure to express my gratitude to Dr. J. W. Kernohan for the training 
and personal guidance recieved from him during my stay at the Mayo Clinic. 
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Classification scheme according to Bailey and Gushing (1926). 
1. Medullo-epithelioma 9. Spongioblastoma (later glioblastoma) 
2. Medulloblastoma multiforme 
3. Pineoblastoma 1 0 · Astroblastoma 
11. Astrocytoma (protoplasmaticum 
and fibrillare) 
12. Oligodendroglioma 
4. Pinealoma 
5. Ependymoblastoma 
6. Ependymoma
 l3 Neuroblastoma 
7. Neuroepithelioma 14. Ganglioneuroma 
8. Spongioblastoma unipolare 15. Papilloma chorioideum 
The greatest merrit of the work of Bailey and Gushing was that it em-
phasized a correlation of clinical, surgical and pathological points of view 
and that the biological character of some of the tumors became more or less 
outlined. 
Although this system became wideley used, many objections have devel-
oped or persisted and this has resulted in many modifications, not only by 
the authors themselves (e.g.: Bailey 1927, 1938; Bailey and Gushing, 1930) 
but also by other investigators (such as: Penfield, 1931; Roussy and Oberling, 
1932; Bergstrand, 1932; Hortega, 1932; Chiovenda, 1933; Henschen, 1934; 
Elvidge, Penfield and Cone, 1937; and many others). Scherer (according to 
Ziilch, 1958) did not believe in the possibility of a classification and felt that 
the formation of subgroups could be pushed ad infinitum. 
Apart from the complexity of the system, some of the objections against 
this idea of classification were for instance that a glioma is rarely composed 
of one cellular type of cell and that there is a lack of similarity between the 
developing embryological cell and the cells in some of the several tumors. 
General pathologists were also aware that the resemblance of the, what were 
thought to be, immature tumorcells to the histogenetical pattern was purely 
hypothetical and rarely recognized in tumors elsewhere in the body. 
Ostertag (1936), dissatisfied with the existing schemes, proposed a classifi-
cation in which attention was given not only to the histogenesis but also to 
the ontogenesis and the development of the brain as an organ. The scheme 
that resulted appeared complicated and impractical; the main factor in the 
grouping of the neoplasms was their location. This system did not find wide 
acceptance. 
Another idea as a base for a classification of the tumors of the brain was 
suggested by Kernohan and co-workers in 1949. This attempt was based upon 
the observation that general pathologists, when dealing with tumors elsewhere 
in the body, regard the malignant cells as anaplastic modifications of the 
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normal mature cells. Kernohans's classification of the gliomas is evenso 
founded upon the assumption that the tumorcells of the gliomas are derived 
from and represent different phases of anaplasia of the normal neural 
elements. The suggested classification is grounded on anaplasia of each of 
the four types of adult cells present in the central nervous system (astrocytes, 
ependymal cells, oligodendrocytes and nerve cells). By applying grades 
according to the histological malignancy, grade I for the least malignant to 
grade IV for the most malignant tumors arising from each celltype, a simple 
system of classification was designed. Study of a large series of neoplasms by 
Kernohan and co-workers revealed that these histological determined grades 
of malignancy correlated well with the biological behavior of the tumors. 
It should be stated that Kernohan does not deny the occasional develop-
ment of neoplasms from embryological cellrests of immature cells, but this 
would be a rare occurrence and be found mostly in the young age group. 
As could be expected the idea of Kernohan was met with approval by 
many investigators (especially on the American continent) who felt that the 
background of this type of classification was very valuable. There were also 
many others who vigorously objected to it (e.g. Globus and Cares, 1953; 
Ziilch, 1958, 1959, 1962; Russell and Rubinstein, 1959) and felt that it was 
an oversimplification. 
In a recent paper Ziilch (1962) agrees that, despite the great variations of 
cellular and architectural patterns and the regressive changes (which are often 
type-specific), the type of tumor can accurately be diagnosed in most cases. 
He is however unable to join the system of grading as devised by Kernohan 
because as he expressed in 1959: 'I believe that one can only come to such 
a subdivision when one pursues only a rough classification of braintumors 
without going in a careful study of the several types. Then, this is certainly 
a possible and perhaps also dependable basis'. 
As an answer the statement of Buey and Gustafson (1939) on the interest 
of pathologists and clinicians in the extend of a classification could be 
repeated (see page 18). 
For the diagnosis of the histological type and grade of malignancy of a 
neoplasm the pathologist has to consider all the available histological criteria. 
It is agreed that the histological patterns of gliomas are extremely varied and 
it is only rarely that several neoplasms are completely identical. Nevertheless 
it appears necessary for a feasable classification not to make it too extensive 
and complicated. It appears therefore more important to search for some 
common essential criteria that unite than to point to the endless number 
of differences which are often not essential. 
Concerning the clinical consequences of a neoplasm in an individual 
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patient one is dependent on many more factors than the histologic type and 
as such can be mentioned e.g. location, extension and operability of the 
lesion, the condition of the patient, etc. The combination of all factors together 
will determine the fate of the individual patient. 
The following facts are for us a justification of the classification of Kerno-
han: it is based on the logical assumption concerning the cell of origin; this 
assumption is identical with the experience of general pathologists that most 
of the neoplasms in the body originate from mature cells and that from the 
cell of origin several degrees of dedifferentiation are possible. Secondly, a 
histological well differentiated neoplasm is in general less malignant than 
a poor or not differentiated one and this too is in agreement with the general 
pathology. Thirdly, the histological diagnosis, when the histological criteria 
are properly applied, does present a fairly dependable basis for the prognosis, 
although due consideration should be given by the clinician to the other 
factors which might influence the outlook for the individual patient. 
In some way Ziilch appears to be attracted by the system of grading of 
the neoplasms, but he stated that he was unable to find a proper correlation 
between the histologic degree of malignancy, as proposed by Kernohan, and 
the biological behavior of the neoplasms. He expressed (1962) that according 
to his experience a change in the basis of the classification might provide a 
better system. He proposed therefore a scala of malignancy of 5 degrees. 
Scala of Malignancy of intracranial neoplasms according to Ziilch (1962). 
Group 0: Neurinomas, meningiomas, craniopharyngiomas, adenomas of 
the pituitary, epidermoids, dermoids, teratomas, lipomas. 
Group I: Spongioblastomas, ependymomas of the ventricle, angioblasto-
mas, plexus papillomas, temporo-basal gangliocytomas. 
Group II: Oligodendrogliomas, astrocytomas, remaining gangliocytomas, 
cerebral ependymomas. 
Group III: Pinealomas, malignant oligodendrogliomas, malignant astro-
cytomas, malignant gangliocytomas, malignant meningiomas. 
Group IV: Medulloblastomas (retinoblastomas), glioblastomas, primary 
sarcomas. 
Apart from the group (group 0) of benign extracerebral tumors there are 
four groups of malignancy (group I to IV) in each of which the individual 
types of intracranial neoplasms are only comparable in respect to the expected 
survival time. Ziilch accentuates that there is no need to accept four degrees 
of malignancy of each type of neoplasm. 
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For several reasons we are unable to join Ziilch with this proposal. To us 
it appears complex and impractical and at present we cannot see how we 
can compare such a histological variety of neoplasms in one group. Each 
type has its own characteristics and biological behavior and we cannot 
accept that the expected survival time allows us to assemble the various 
types of neoplasms in one group. Furthermore, most types of neoplasms 
are represented in two or more groups: e.g. gangliocytomas, oligodendro-
gliomas and also the astrocytomas (since we regard the sponglioblastomas, 
astrocytomas, malignant astrocytomas and glioblastomas as belonging to one 
common group of astrocytomas). The division of ependymomas is based on 
their location (ventricular and cerebral) but e.g. the ventricular ependymomas 
do present a wide range of malignancy which is not reflected in the scheme 
of Ziilch. 
Because Ziilch's proposal is based on divergent principles, location for 
some types (e.g. ependymomas, gangliocytomas) and histological aspects for 
others (e.g. astrocytomas, oligodendrogliomas) it is confusing and we cannot 
see that it adds anything of value to the idea of Kernohan. 
Astrocytoma 
Historical Notes 
Astrocytomas are the neoplasms which originate from astrocytes. The 
normal mature astrocytes are generally divided into two types: the fibrous 
and the protoplasmatic type. Both types of cells have in common that they 
appear as relatively small multipolar, stellate shaped cells. The fibrous astro-
cytes are mainly present in the white matter of the central nervous system 
and they possess numerous smooth, thin, fairly straight cellular processes 
running in all directions from the cellbody. These processes, which are 
extending to a considerable distance from the cellbody, branch infrequently. 
The cellbody of the fibrous astrocyte contains fine fibrillae which transverse 
from one expansion to another expansion. These fine fibrillae can only be 
visualized with the use of special staining technics (e.g. Mallory phospho-
tungstic acid stain; Holzer-stain). 
The protoplasmatic astrocytes, chiefly present in the gray matter of the 
central nervous system, are characterized by a slightly larger cellbody than 
the fibrous astrocytes and by numerous freely branching, relatively short 
and heavy cellular processes which radiate in all directions from the cell-
body. The branching of the processes of the protoplasmatic astrocytes takes 
place at more obtuse angles than those of the fibrous astrocytes. 
The cellular processes of both types of astrocytes ramify among the nerve 
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cells and fibretracts. A number of the processes are attached to small blood-
vessels by means of so-called foot-like structures. 
The astrocytic nucleus is fairly regular and round to oval. Its chromatine 
is scattered evenly in the nucleus and is moderate to small in amount. When 
a nucleolus can be visualized, it is small. 
To these two types of astrocytes can be added a third: the gemistocytic 
one, which is a reactive type of astrocyte supposedly derived from the fibrous 
type. In normal circumstances this type of cell is not present in the central 
nervous system. Its name is derived from 'gemästete Astrocyt', which in-
dicates its appearance: a large swollen cell with a clear pink protoplasm in 
the hematoxyline and eosin stain and a nucleus which has been displaced 
toward the periphery of the cell. Cellular processes are mostly rare. 
As has been indicated before we will adhere to the classification as 
described by Kernohan and co-workers (1949). In this system, on the basis 
of the anaplasia, four grades of malignancy of the astrocytomas are recogni-
zed. The morphology of the individual cells in each of these grades of 
malignancy may vary, sometimes considerably, but the basic cell — the 
astrocyte — will be found with more or less trouble. The variegated mor-
phology of the astrocytomas has been the basis for the histogenetic hypo-
thesis (see page 19). The distinctive predominant cell type of each tumor was 
thought to resemble one of the cells of the embryologie nervous system at a 
certain stage of its development. It was felt by various authors that there 
existed a definite interrelationship between the astrocytomas, the astroblas-
tomas and the glio- (or spongio-) blastoma multiforme. Already Bailey and 
Gushing (1926) admitted the possibility that the spongioblastoma might arise 
from the protoplasmatic astrocytoma. Bailey and Buey (1930) expressed the 
opinion that the astroblastoma might pass over by insensible transitions to 
glioblastoma multiforme. Elvidge, Penfield and Cone (1937) stated that the 
astroblastoma, histologically and biologically, was located between the astro-
cytoma and the glioblastoma multiforme. Scherer (1940) pointed to the fre-
quency with which regions of the glioblastomas multiforme are found in 
astrocytomas and that a glioblastoma is rarely admixed with any other glioma 
except the astrocytoma. Svien, Mabon, Kernohan and Adson (1949), rather 
than attempting to relate the various cells of the gliomas to certain stages 
of the development of the nervous system of the embryo, interpreted these 
variations as anaplastic transformations of normal astrocytes. They regarded 
the cells of the three tumorgroups, the astrocytoma, astroblastoma and glio-
blastoma multiforme as neoplastic variants of normal astrocytes. The tumors 
of this group were graded as astrocytomas, grade I to IV, employing a 
modification of a system first used by Broders. Criteria for the various grades 
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were established and they were solely based on the histologic picture. 
In the original paper of Kernohan and co-workers (1949) the criteria 
were briefly summarized as follows: 
Grade I: is characterized by relatively normal appearing astrocytes with 
no anaplasia. 
Grade II: is characterized by early anaplastic transformation of a small 
number of cells. No mitotic figures are present. 
Grade III: is characterized by moderate anaplastic transformation of, 
roughly, one half of the cells. Mitotic figures are present, averaging at least 
one in every other highpower field. 
Grade IV: is characterized by marked anaplastic transformation of most 
of the cells. Mitotic figures are abundant, averaging 4 or 5 in every high-
power field. 
Doubt has been expressed by several authors whether the cerebellar astro-
cytomas represent an identical type of tumor as the astrocytomas that are 
found in the cerebrum and some investigators (e.g. Bergstrand, 1933, 1937; 
Ziilch, 1940-41; Ringertz and Nordenstam, 1951) have suggested that the 
cerebellar astrocytomas are a separate entity among the gliomas. They have 
based their opinion on the observation that the cerebellar astrocytomas, in 
comparison to the cerebral astrocytomas, occur mostly in the children's age 
group, have a long life history and present a strong tendency to formation 
of cysts. Bergstrand (1933) was also impressed by the different morphological 
appearance of the cells and pointed to the resemblance of the tumorcells to 
the embryological glia of the cerebellum in a full term foetus and neonatus. 
He was of the opinion that these tumors were not astrocytomas but an 
embryonal type of tumor and proposed therefore the name 'gliocytoma 
embryonale'. In a later study Bergstrand (1937) stated that the cerebellar 
astrocytomas were malformations, partially composed of embryonal glialcells 
and partially of neuroblasts. That they are neoplasms with autonomic growth, 
he said, is possible but not certain; probably they grow proportional to the 
other tissues. The formation of cysts or disproportionate growth may be the 
reason that they cause symptoms. Ziilch (1940-41) adhered to the first theory 
of Bergstrand and accepted that the cerebellar astrocytomas were a separate 
entity. He felt that they belonged to the spongioblastomas, but there is, he 
stated, no need to create a separate group of cerebellar spongioblastomas. 
Ringertz and Nordenstam (1951) considered the cerebellar astrocytomas 
as true neoplasms and thought that these tumors should be classed as polar 
spongioblastomas, not as astrocytomas. 
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The opinion, that the cerebellar astrocytomas do not belong to the general 
group of the astrocytomas, is not agreed upon by many other investigators. 
Gushing (1931) felt that they were real astrocytomas but agreed that they 
presented a slightly different biological behavior. He only suggested that the 
attempted separation of the astrocytomas into two types, protoplasmatic and 
fibrillary, might for all practical purposes be abandoned, for most of the tumors 
proved to be composed of both elements. Buey and Gustafson (1939) pre-
sented a clear statement when they expressed: 'of all intracranial gliomas, 
the cerebellar astrocytomas present the typical cell, the astrocyte, in the 
purest culture and contain the fewest "contaminations" of embryonic cells 
or other adult cells'. 
Also Mabon, Svien, Adson and Kernohan (1950) felt that the cerebellar 
astrocytomas should not be regarded as a separate entity. In a study of 131 
astrocytomas of the cerebellum, they found that an overwhelming majority 
(83 %) of these tumors were of grade I malignancy. To their opinion, this 
accounted for the apparent difference between the supratentorial and infra-
tentorial astrocytomas. The latter, the cerebellar astrocytomas, are apparently 
more benign. They expressed that, with respect to the pre-operative duration 
of symptoms and the post-operative survival, a comparison of the life histories 
of the tumors of grade I occurring above the tentorium with those of the same 
grade occurring below the tentorium, did not show a difference and the only 
real dissimilarity they found was that astrocytomas of grade I occur more 
frequently in the cerebellum than do the more malignant varieties. 
Gross appearance 
Our series of cerebellar astrocytomas (grade I-IV) consisted of 64 cases. 
Forty-four of these tumors were mainly found in one of the hemispheres and 
the remaining twenty were mainly present in the midline structures of the 
cerebellum. In 39 cases it was noted that the tumor was associated with one 
or more cysts. The gross aspect of the cerebellum, tumor and cyst, as in-
dicated by the surgeon, can be summarized as follows: 
In some cases the tumor or its accompanying cyst was quite apparently 
located on the surface of either hemisphere or vermis. When tumortissue was 
present, the cerebellar surface appeared grayish, grayish-yellow or reddish-
gray and this area felt firmer on palpation. When a cyst was present the 
discoloration appeared more yellow, yellow-brown or xanthochromic. On 
opening of the cyst varying amounts (up to 60 cc.) and shades of yellow to 
xantochromic fluid could be obtained which often coagulated spontaneously 
after removal. On the basis of the gross aspects two types of cysts could be 
distinguished: in some cases the wall of the cyst appeared smooth and 
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glistening white and was composed of gliotic tissue while in other cases it 
was granular and yellow gray and apparently composed of neoplastic tissue. 
In the former situation either a part of the wall of the cyst appeared dis-
colored or a mural nodule of tumortissue was found to be present. There was 
no apparent correlation between the size of the tumor and the volume of the 
cyst. 
In most cases the tumor or its accompanying cyst were not so clearly 
visible on the surface but there were other significant changes indicative for 
the presence of a lesion. When the neoplasm (with or without cyst) was 
located mesially, the vermis appeared enlarged or bulging and the foliae and 
convolutions broadened and widened. The mesial edges of the hemispheres 
were often pushed aside. The cerebellar tonsils were quite often displaced 
distally and could herniate in the foramen magnum ('pressure cone')· 
When the tumor was located in one of the hemispheres the cerebellar 
midline appeared quite often dislocated toward the opposite side and the 
hemisphere could be overlying the vermis to a greater or lesser extend. The 
cerebellar foliae and convolutions on the side of the neoplasm could be 
broadened and flattened. In some cases there was a relative asymmetry of the 
cerebellar tonsils and cerebellar herniation could be apparent, being often 
more pronounced at the side of the neoplasm than at the opposite side. In a 
few cases external changes were noted elsewell in the vermis as on the medial 
side of one of the hemispheres. In these situations the tumor (with or without 
cyst) had supposedly extended laterally or medially. 
In some cases there was a complete absence of external changes but when 
the surgeon introduced a cannula into the cerebellar area on clinical grounds 
suspected of harboring a lesion, a resistance could often be found which was 
due to the presence of a neoplasm or a cyst of a cystic neoplasm could be 
encountered. In a number of cases it was noted on exposing the fourth ven-
tricle, that the neoplasm or its cyst were bulging into it and in some cases 
either adhering to or infiltrating into its opposing wall. 
The consistency of the tumor was found to be variable and the description 
as given by the neurosurgeon or the pathologist varied from soft and friable 
to firm and rubbery. In most cases no distinct borderline could be indicated 
between the tumor and the surrounding cerebellar tissue and a gradual 
transition was thought to be present. The neoplasms never appeared en-
capsulated. 
Microscopic appearance 
Astrocytoma grade I (37 cases). The number of cells in the grade I 
astrocytoma appeared to vary considerable. In some cases the increase of 
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cells was not more than in a reactive gliosis while many other cases were 
found to be moderately cellular. In each individual case there was not much 
variation in cellularity between the several areas of the tumor and the cells 
were fairly evenly distributed over the neoplasm (Fig. 1). The nuclei varied 
slightly in magnitude, but most often they were moderately small to medium 
in size. The shape of the nuclei varied mostly from round to oval but in 
several cases varying numbers of elongated types were noted. There was no 
pleomorphism of significance. The chromatine content of the nuclei was 
slightly variable; in the majority of cases it was moderate, but in some it 
could be designated as a slight increase over normal. The chromatine was 
nearly always evenly distributed over the karyoplasm and appeared finely 
granular in most cases. Occasionally the nuclei tended to a vesicular ap-
pearance but did contain then a few coarse chromatine granules. 
Nucleoli were in general uncommon, but when present they were small 
and vague. Mitoses were absent. 
The cellbodies, when they could be recognized, were mainly of two types: 
elongated bipolar or polygonal stellate shaped. Doubt still persists on the 
nature of the elongated cells; by some (e.g. Ziilch, 1958) they are regarded 
as immature astrocytes (spongioblasts) while other investigators feel that they 
are mature astrocytes whose shape has been influenced by its environment, 
such as also happens in gliosis or as in gliomas extending into pre-existing 
tracts such as e.g. the optical nerve. 
All types of astrocytes had cellular processes. When they originated from 
the starshaped astrocytes they were mostly running in all directions, but in 
the cases with the elongated types of astrocytes they were most often arranged 
in parallel undulating bundles. The cellular processes tapered fairly rapidly 
to long slender filaments: the glial fibrils. With the use of special staining 
technics, such as Mallory phosphotungstic acid or the Holzer technic, the 
fine glial fibrils could mostly be visualized in huge numbers as straight or 
undulating fibrils in between the cells and occasionally they could be observed 
in the broader cellular processes and sometimes also in the cellbodies. In rare 
instances it could be seen that some cellular processes were attached to the 
wall of a small bloodvessel. 
The cytoplasm of the astrocytes could have different aspects: smooth, 
finely granular or vacuolated. It was noted that the nucleus did not have a 
specific location in the cell except in the elongated or spindle shaped cell 
where it was found in the center of the spindle. A few cells contained more 
than one nucleus. 
In general the astrocytomas did not present a specific architecture. Never-
theless we found in our scries certain patterns which are regarded as fairly 
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Fig. 1 Astrocytoma grade I. intracerebellar growth (U.E. 160 x) 
Fig. 2 Same case as fig. I. arachnoidal extension of the neoplasm (U.E. 160 x) 
Fig. 3 Astrocytoma grade I. arachnoidal extension containing Rosentluil fibres 
(H.E. 160 x) 
Fig. 4 Astrocytoma grade l\', ¡ntracerebellar growth (H.E. 160 x) 
Fig. 5 Same case as fig. 4 arachnoidal extension of the neoplasm (H.E. 160 X) 
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Fig. 6 Medulioblastoma, so-called Pseudorosette arrangement (H.E. 160 X) 
Fig. 7 Mediillohlastonid, arrangement of the cells in rows (H.E. 160 x) 
Fig. 8 Ependymoma grade I, perivascular arrangement (H.E. J60 x) 
typical. A small number of the grade I astrocytomas (7 cases) were largely 
or completely solid. The cellularity in a few of them exceeded only slightly 
the normal cellular density of nervous tissue and the recognition of the neo-
plasm was dependent, at least partially, on the distortion of the normal pré-
existent structures (such as myelin sheats, axon cylinders, oligodendrocytes 
and ganglioncells) and on an increase of the glial fibrils, which in these cases 
made up most of the intercellular substance. In these neoplasms we had the 
greatest problems in estimating the shape of the individual cells and although 
the glial fibrils could appear to be arranged in parallel bundles, the cells were 
not always of the elongated type, but quite often of the triangular or 
starshaped model. 
Most of the grade I astrocytomas were not solid, but presented a more 
loose texture of the intercellular substance. The cells were not densely packed 
but separated by intercellular spaces of varying size and shape. Dependent 
on the size we divided these spaces into two groups: spongious and micro-
cystic. As spongious we classified the small clefts and vacuoles that could be 
seen in between the cells. This aspect was noted in thirty cases. As microcystic 
were designated the larger intercellular spaces which were however not 
grossly visible as such. This aspect was noted in eighteen cases. As indicated 
already there were also grossly visible cysts, the macrocysts, and these were 
found in twenty-four cases of the grade I astrocytoma. Some of these macro-
cysts were completely lined by tumorcells, while others were partially lined 
by cerebellar tissue in which the gliosis was quite apparent. The intercellular 
clefts, vacuoles and microcysts were always lined by varying numbers of 
tumorcells. It remains questionable whether we are right to classify the 
macrocysts, which are partially lined by gliotic tissue and not completely by 
neoplastic tissue, in our system, but since the origin of all these types of 
intercellular spaces is still obscure we feel this at present justified. We found 
no apparent relationship between the structure of the neoplasm and the 
presence of the macrocysts since there were several cases in which a large 
cyst was found while the tumor presented a solid appearance. Of the seven 
cases in which the tumor was solid, three were associated with a grossly 
visible cyst and four not. Of the thirty cases which had a spongious aspect 
twenty-one were accompanied by a macrocyst. In the eighteen cases which 
presented microcystic patterns, spongious appearing areas were always noted 
as well and twelf of these were found to be associated with a macrocyst. In 
the twenty-four cases with one or more grossly visible cysts, we found three 
times a solid appearing astrocytoma, nine times a spongious and twelf times 
a spongious and microcystic appearing astrocytoma grade I. 
In the neoplasms with a more or less spongy or cystic structure the cellular 
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outlines could most often be clearly visualized and most of the cells were 
triangular or multipolar. The cells appeared to be connected with each other 
by the cellular processes and were forming a network in which the meshes 
were the clefts, vacuoles or microcysts. The amount of protoplasm was 
variable and we felt that, on the basis of the amount of protoplasm, the 
tumors were composed of both types of astrocytes (fibrillary and protoplas-
matic). Often we were unable to indicate the exact type of astrocyte. It 
seems however highly questionable whether the amount of protoplasm is the 
right criterium to separate both types of astrocytes and as we have indicated 
(page 23) both types also differ in the number and manner of branching of 
the cellular processes. This can however hardly be recognized in neoplastic 
astrocytes. It is our experience that the amount of protoplasm of neoplastic 
astrocytes may show great variation and may vary from a small rim around 
the nucleus to the huge amount of the gemistocytic astrocyte. We agree that 
the separation of the astrocytomas, based on the distinction of the amount 
of protoplasm, in fibrillary, protoplasmatic and gemistocytic type is the only 
division that is about practically available, but we really doubt whether this 
is correct and whether this has any practical significance. 
In our series we had no example of a pure gemistocytic astrocytoma, 
although areas composed of gemistocytic astrocytes could be noted in several 
tumors. 
In a few tumors areas with oligodendroglia-like cells were observed. It is 
often suggested that these cells are degenerating cells (astrocytes?) or that they 
are surviving elements of the pre-existing but by tumor infiltrated structures. 
The anatomical circumscription of the grade I astrocytomas offered great 
problems. It was found that there was no sharp line of demarcation and that 
there existed a gradual line of transition from the tumortissue to the sur-
rounding normal structures. In most cases it could be observed that there was 
toward the periphery of the tumor a diminishing infiltration of tumor cells in 
the surrounding tissues. Sharp demarcation of the neoplastic growth could 
only be observed at natural anatomical borderlines such as the cerebellar 
surface or the ventricular lining. In twelf cases however we found undisputed 
evidence of infiltration of the arachnoid and in another three cases this was 
suspected. Had we been able to examine the complete tumor in all cases, 
this number would undoubtedly have been higher. It was noted that the histo-
logical aspect of the tumor growing in the arachnoid was slightly different 
from that growing in the cerebellum and it would appear at first sight histo-
logically more malignant (Fig. 2). The nuclei were more often found in 
clusters which were in an irregular way separated from each other by strands 
of highly fibrillar tissue containing only a few nuclei. This fibrillar tissue was 
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clearly connected with the nuclei and stained as glial fibrils in the specific 
stains. The shape of the cells was more of the elongated type and the general 
cellular density appeared to exceed somewhat that of the intracerebellar 
tissue. The tumortissue, infiltrating the arachnoid, was found to contain more 
bloodvessels; strands of connective tissue, rarely observed in the intracere-
bellar part, were always present and often intermingled with the glial fibrils. 
In nineteen of the thirty-seven cases with an astrocytoma grade I, so-called 
Rosenthal fibres could be observed. These fibres, when typical, are carrot-
shaped, sometimes tortuous, and they stain homogeneously purple eosin-
ophilic with the hematoxylin and eosin stain. Other forms could often be seen 
and they represented in all probability transversily cut fibres. A vague internal 
lamellated structure was sometimes found, but no other specific charac-
teristics could be noted. The origin and significance of these fibres is still a 
matter of considerable controversy. The only significant finding in our series 
was that the Rosenthal fibres were not only found in the intracerebellar 
tumor, but also in the tumormasses infiltrating in the arachnoid (Fig. 3). We 
feel this as a strong evidence in favor of the theory that the Rosenthal fibres 
are of glial origin. Their occurrence in the tissues surrounding the neoplasm 
and in other, non-neoplastic conditions such as syringomyelia, indicates that 
they are not typical for neoplastic glial tissue. 
Most of the grade I astrocytomas in our series contained relatively few 
bloodvessels, but in several cases they were somewhat more numerous. Only 
in a few cases could a slight tendency to endothelial swelling or proliferation 
be noted. There were however no obliterations of the lumina of the vessels 
and also no glomerular-like structures as in the higher grades of malignancy. 
Necrosis of tumortissue was found in an occasional instance, but this 
always concerned autopsy material of patients who died in the post-operative 
period. It was thought to be the result of the surgical intervention. 
Calciumdeposits, mostly in the form of round concrements, were noted in 
four cases. 
Astrocytoma grade II. (18 cases) The grade II astrocytomas were in 
general, when compared to the grade I astrocytomas, slightly more cellular. 
The most significant difference was however the more pronounced pleo-
morphism, the more than occasional hyperchromatism of the nuclei and 
the increased frequency of multinucleated cells. Most of the cells did not 
differ significantly from those of the grade 1 astrocytoma. Mitoses were noted 
in nine of the eighteen cases; they were only found after an extensive search 
and we never counted more than an occasional one or two in a whole section 
of the tumor; consequently they were extremely rare. Giant nuclei were never 
seen. 
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The cellular morphology and details were similar to those of the grade I 
group. The cellular organisation also imposed as being similar. Eleven of the 
eighteen grade II astrocytomas were found to be associated with a grossly 
visible cyst. There was one solidly build tumor with a grossly visible cyst. Of 
the fifteen neoplasms which presented as well spongious as microcystic 
patterns, ten were associated with a grossly visible cyst and five were not. One 
neoplasm with a solid appearance and one with a spongious aspect were not 
associated with a macrocyst. 
In only a few cases we were able to judge on the borderlines of the tumor 
with the surrounding cerebellar tissue and it impressed as being similar to 
that in the grade I astrocytomas, i.e. a gradual infiltration of the surrounding 
structures. In nine cases we found clear evidence of extension of the tumor-
tissue in the arachnoid; in two cases this was possibly so. Evenas in the 
grade I astrocytomas, this infiltrating tumortissue had a slightly different 
character when compared to the intracerebellar growth: slightly more cellular, 
cells arranged in clusters which were separated by irregular shaped, highly 
fibrillar areas. 
So-called Rosenthal fibres of similar morphologic aspect as in the astro-
cytomas grade I, were found in eleven of the eighteen cases. 
In most of the neoplasms of this group there appeared to be an increased 
vascularity and in the majority of the cases a proliferation and swelling of 
the endothelial cells of the vessels was noted. Necrosis was never observed in 
this series. 
In three cases groups of cells were present, which were loaded with coarse 
granular brown pigment. This pigment appeared to contain iron in the spe-
cific stains (Perls). This observation was interpreted as a sign of an old 
hemorrhage. 
Deposits of calcium, in the form of small, mostly round concrements were 
found in four cases. They were mostly located at the borderline of the tumor 
and in the adjoining cerebellar tissue. 
Astrocytoma grade III. (7 cases) The astrocytomas grade III were charac-
terized by an increasing cellular density, pleomorphism, hyperchromatism, 
mitoses and changes in the vessels. It should be realized that all the morpho-
logical variations in a series of astrocytomas, from grade I to grade IV, form 
a gradual scala and are not always completely correlated, so e.g. the pleo-
morphism and hyperchromatism may be more marked than the increased 
cellularity. We felt that the frequency of the mitotic figures is an important 
guide in the estimation of the malignancy. 
The cellularity of the grade III astrocytomas was, when compared to the 
astrocytomas grade I, always increased and quite often markedly. The dif-
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ference with the astrocytomas grade II was occasionally less significant. The 
increased pleomorphism and hyperchromatism of the nuclei could always be 
appreciated. The frequence of the approximately 'normal' appearing astro-
cytic cells was decreasing and consequently we had more trouble in demon-
strating these cells. The increased pleomorphism culminated in many cases 
in the occurrence of varying numbers of huge irregular, sometimes bizarre 
nuclei (so-called giant nuclei) and in an increase of the multinucleated cells. 
Mitoses could easily be found in these tumors although their frequency was 
slightly different in the several cases. The number of mitotic figures exceeded 
never more than one in every one to two high-power fields; quite often they 
were less frequent but they could easily be found when searched for. 
The vascular changes, rarely present in the lower grades, were mostly 
marked. They consisted not only of an increased vascularity, but furthermore 
of a thickening of the vesselwalls due to swelling and proliferation of the 
endothelial cells and sometimes also of the adventitial cells. Occasionally 
mitoses of endothelial cells could be observed. A structure not encountered 
before were clusters of small bloodvessels with thickened wall which were 
closely packed together. These are commonly referred to as 'glomeruli'. 
In several cases thrombosis of one of more bloodvessels was seen. 
A spongy aspect with small clefts and vacuoles was encountered in all the 
seven cases of this group; in three of these cases there were also microcystic 
patterns. In four cases macrocysts were found, once with a spongy appearing 
neoplasm and three times with a neoplasm with microcystic patterns. In the 
remaining three cases nor macro- nor microcysts could be observed. In six of 
the seven cases necrotic areas of varying size and shape were present. In five 
cases the necrotic area was partially lined by cells which were arranged in a 
palisading pattern, i.e. the longitudinal axis of the ovoid or spindle shaped 
cell directed toward the centre of the necrotic area; these cells were closely 
packed and enclosing the necrotic area more or less completely. 
In several cases the borderlines of the neoplasms could be studied. The 
circumscription of the tumor was rather sharp although clearly infiltrating 
the surrounding structures; there was not, as in the lower grades of malig-
nancy, a broad zone of transition but rather a narrow one. In four of the 
seven cases infiltration of the arachnoid was noted. Evenas in the foregoing 
groups these infiltrating cells appeared more fibrillar than in the intra-
cerebellar part. 
In only two cases did we find so-called Rosenthal fibres. 
In only one case there were groups of cells which contained coarse granular 
brown pigment. 
Astrocytoma grade IV. There were only two cases in this group. The 
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gradual line of changes (such as cellularity, pleomorphism, hyperchromatism, 
mitoses, frequency of vascular changes and necrosis) extended in this group 
(Fig. 4) and specifically the number of the mitotic figures was much in­
creased. A spongious aspect was seen in both cases but no microcystic 
patterns or macrocysts were present. In one case there was evidence of exten­
sion in the arachnoid (Fig. 5). No other specific details were encountered. 
Clinical details 
For study we had available sixty-four cases which were histologically 
diagnosed as astrocytomas. Of these, thirty-seven were of grade I, eighteen 
of grade II, seven of grade III and two cases of grade IV malignancy. 
Age. The average age of the total group of astrocytomas was 15 years. 
The average of the thirty-seven cases of the grade I group was 13'/a years; 
the youngest patient was a boy of seventeen months and the oldest a man 
of 61 years of age. As can be seen in table 1 more than half the number of 
these patients (20) were in their first decade of life and more than 75 % of 
the astrocytomas grade I were found below the age of 20 years. 
TABLE 1. The distribution of the astrocytomas in decades of life 
Total Grade I Grade Π Grade III Grade IV 
Ν N N N N 
0-9 years 29 20 8 1 -
10-19 years 20 9 8 3 -
20-29 years 8 5 1 1 1 
30-39 years 3 1 1 1 -
40-49 years 1 1 
50-59 years 1 - - - 1 
60-69 years 1 1 
70-79 years 1 1 
Total N 64 37 18 7 2 
Average age (years) 15.0 13.5 11.5 26.5 35.5 
N : number of cases. 
The average age of the eighteen patients with a grade II astrocytoma was 
11 У2 years (the youngest was 2 '/2 and the oldest 37 years). Eight of these 
were found in the first and also eight in the second decade of life (table 1); 
83 % of this group was found below the age of twenty years. 
In the grade III group the average age was 26'/2 years, the youngest patient 
being 21 months and the oldest 78 years of life. Four of these seven were 
found in the first two decades of life (table 1). 
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The two patients in the grade IV group were respectively 21 and 50 years. 
Sex. There were in this series 31 males and 33 females. In the series of 
the grade I astrocytoma there were 20 males and 17 females; in the grade II 
astrocytoma series 8 males and 10 females, in the grade III 2 males and 
5 females and in the grade IV 1 male and 1 female. 
Pre-operative duration of symptoms. The average interval between the 
appearance of the first symptom and the surgical intervention was for 35 
cases of grade I astrocytoma 11 months; in two patients of this group no 
information was available. For the 18 cases with a grade II astrocytoma it 
was 5.1 months; for the seven cases with a grade III astrocytoma 4.8 months 
and for the two cases with an astrocytoma grade IV it averaged 2.2 months. 
TABLE 2. The pre-operative duration of symptoms in the astrocytomas 
Less than 3 months 
3-6 months 
6-9 months 
9-12 months 
12-15 months 
15-18 months 
over 18 months 
Total N 
Average duration in months 
Total 
N 
25 
13 
8 
10 
1 
3 
2 
62 
Grade I 
N 
9 
9 
6 
6 
-
3 
2 
35 
11.0 
Grade II 
N 
10 
3 
2 
2 
1 
-
-
18 
5.1 
Grade III 
N 
4 
1 
-
2 
-
-
-
7 
4.8 
Grade IV 
N 
2 
-
-
-
_ 
-
-
2 
2.2 
In table 2 the variation (in periods of three months) in each type of astro-
cytoma is presented. The general accepted trend that the histological more 
malignant appearing astrocytomas do have a shorter period of history, 
appears also indicated in our series but we are unable to provide definite 
prove on this material. 
Post-operative survival. In only 18 cases of our grade I astrocytoma series 
did we have follow-up information. Fifteen patients were still alive and their 
survival time averaged 110 months (variation from 20-251 months). Three 
patients were dead. In one of these recurrence of the neoplasm could be 
verified (death 136 months after surgery) while in the two other cases recur-
rence was suspected on clinical grounds (death respectively 11 and 6 months 
after surgery). 
Of seven patients with a grade II astrocytoma it was known that they were 
still alive at the time of this study; their survival averaged 109 months 
(variation from 14 to 158 months). 
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No information was obtained in the patients with a grade III astrocytoma. 
One patient with a grade IV astrocytoma died 21 months following sur-
gery due to symptoms of a recurrent neoplasm. 
Medulloblastoma 
Historical notes 
In 1925 Bailey and Gushing described a series of twenty-nine tumors 
occurring in the posterior vermis of the cerebellum in children and the authors 
expressed that these tumors were of neuro-epithelial origin. Since they could 
identify as well spongioblasts as neuroblasts within some of these tumors, 
they concluded that the neoplastic cells were very embryonic and capable of 
differentiating into either glial or neuronal cells. These authors proposed to 
call the formative cells 'medulloblasts' and they defined these cells as bipo-
tential undifferentiated elements, analogous to the 'indifferent cell' described 
by Shaper in 1897 in the external granular layer of the cerebellum. 
That the origin and nature of the medulloblastomas remained from the 
beginning subjected to considerable controversy and lively discussions may 
be noted from a statement of Penfield (1931): 'I have never seen a me-
dulloblast and cannot therefore recognize this cell in a tumor although many 
pathologists speak with facility of medulloblasts, deriving their knowledge of 
embryology from neoplastic tissue'. While some investigators (e.g. Kershman, 
1938) tried to prove the existence of the medulloblast, others (e.g. Penfield, 
1931; Bailey, 1932) definitely denied the existence of any bipotential cell and 
accepted that the nature of the medulloblastoma is purely glial. Also Ziilch 
(1941-1941) insisted on the glial character of these tumors and expressed 
doubt whether occasional occurrence of differentiated glial and neuronal 
elements would indicate an active differentiation of the tumorcclls. 
Winckler-Junius (1936) stated a preference to separate the medulloblas-
tomas in spongioblastomas and neuroblastomas. 
Stevenson and Echlin (1934) reported that, to their opinion, the cells of 
the medulloblastomas recapitulate in their appearance and migratory behavior 
many phases in the embryonal and early post-natal development of the cells 
of the granular layer of the cerebellum. This observation was repeated in 
1948 by Saccone and Epstein. The persistent external granular layer of the 
cerebellum (Obersteiner's layer) was in these cases considered as a possible 
source from which these neoplasms might arise. 
In 1938 Kershman published the result of his studies on human embryo's. 
He had noted that the neuro-epithelium in the region of the posterior medul-
lary velum gave rise, during the fetal development, to a germinal bud, which 
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would grow out and cover the surface of the cerebellum. The cells of the 
external granular layer (Obersteiner's layer) would, according to Kershman, 
migrate down to the substance of the cerebellum and be transformed partially 
to granular and basket cells (i.e. cells of the neuronal series) and partially to 
astrocytic type of cells. These cells, bipotcntial in character, would therefore 
deserve the name 'medulloblasts'. Kershman found it evenwell surprising 
that in some medullobl as tomas one could find nerve cells with neurofibrils 
and Nissl substance, while these structures cannot be demonstrated in the 
normal granular cells. 
The question remained now, whether there was any connection between 
the embryonal areas of indifferent cells (i.e. the germinal bud and external 
granular layer) and the origin of the medulloblastomas that develop in 
early life. Raaf and Kernohan (1944), in a study of the cerebellums of 161 
fetuses and infants, observed abnormal collections of cells in the region of 
the posterior medullary velum. Of 104 cerebellums, in which the posterior 
medullary velum was examined microscopically, 23 contained abnormal 
collections of cells. These cells were morphologically similar to the cells of 
the medulloblastoma. In eight of twenty-five cases of medulloblastoma it was 
found by them that the site of origin of the neoplasm was the posterior me-
dullary velum. In the remaining seventeen cases the site of origin could not 
definitely be established, but, they said, it might also have been the posterior 
medullary velum. These authors concluded that, since the site of abnormal 
collections of cells and the point of origin of the medulloblastomas were ob-
served to be the region formerly occupied by the germinal bud, the medullo-
blastomas arise frequently, if not exclussively, from the cellrests which occur 
in the region originally occupied by the germinal bud. In a later study Brzus-
towiez and Kernohan (1952) reported that the ponticulus of the medulla, 
forming the most inferior border of the fourth ventricle, contained as 
many cellrests or more than the nodulus which forms part of the posterior 
vermis. 
Ringertz and Tola (1950) noted that in some of their cases the location 
of the neoplasm was definitely anterior or lateral in the cerebellum or in the 
cerebello-pontine angle. Therefore they stated that these tumors, located 
anterior in the cerebellum and in the cerebello-pontine angle, might ap-
parently also arise from the anterior or lateral medullary velum and this 
might suggest, according to these authors, that the embryonal cell prolife-
rations may also originate there. Concerning the neoplasms located lateral in 
the cerebellum, they suggested that these might originate of remnants of the 
external granular layer. 
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It is still not settled what place the medulloblastomas should occupy in 
the classification schemes. The current conception concerning the medullo-
blastomas are extensively discussed in a monograph by Crue (1958). It 
appears on the one hand that Bailey and Cushing's original hypothesis in 
regard to the bipotential properties of the medulloblast has been accepted by 
most authors, evenas the conclusions that both glial and neuronal cells can 
originate from the medulloblast and that there may exist a series of gradual 
transitions from the medulloblastoma toward the other tumors in the neuro-
ectodermal series. On the other hand it has been suggested that the medullo-
blasts from the cellrests may sometimes be so primordial that they may give 
rise to tumorcells which have the ability to form reticulin. This has led Crue 
to the suggestion of the interesting hypothesis that there possibly are a series 
of gradual transitions from the medulloblastoma to the primary intracranial 
sarcoma. On this basis it should be assumed that the medulloblast also pos-
sesses mesenchymal potentialities. This has also been suggested by several 
case reports (e.g. Marinesco and Goldstein, 1933; Bofin and Ebels, 1963) in 
which medulloblastomas have been described containing areas of striated 
muscular tissue. 
It remains open to doubt whether the medulloblastomas 'with the ability 
to form reticulin fibres' are really medulloblastomas. Kernohan and Uihlein 
(1962) recently discussed the difficulties of the differential diagnosis of 
medulloblastomas and sarcomas and stressed that the reticulin method is 
not reliable in differentiating these neoplasms. This is specifically so when 
the local invasion of the meninges is considered, because the cells of the 
medulloblastoma stimulate an overgrowth of the reticulin in the meninges. 
When one reads the papers on medulloblastomas, one is quite often left 
with the impression that the diagnosis is a relatively easy one. Our own 
experience is in agreement with that of Kernohan (1952), namely that the 
histologic picture presented by the medulloblastomas is an inconstant and 
varied one and Kcrnohan's statement: 'much more work is required on a 
large series of these tumors before we can feel secure in the diagnosis of 
medulloblastomas' is to our opinion still true. 
Gross appearance 
The gross aspects of the medulloblastomas (41 cases) were mostly descri-
bed as soft and friable, sometimes gelatinous. The color shades varied from 
pale gray to pale yellow (fishmeat aspect) and in most cases the tumor 
appeared fairly well demarcated from the surrounding structures. In a 
number of cases (16) there was gross evidence of infiltration in the arach-
noid. Areas of necrosis were occasionally seen, but apparently not frequent. 
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In a few cases the neoplasm was found to bleed easily during the surgical 
procedure. In four cases cysts were encountered in relation to the neoplasm 
but unfortunately the aspect of the contents was only described in one 
(yellow-brown). In all these four cases the tumor was noted in the cerebellar 
hemisphere and the cyst was located on the same side. 
Of the forty-one neoplasms that were available, thirty-one were found in 
the fourth ventricle; two were confined to the vermis, six to one of the hemis-
pheres (two on the left and four on the right side) and in the remaining two 
cases, neoplastic tissue was found as well in the vermis as in both hemis-
pheres. Of the thirty-one neoplasms found in the fourth ventricle, eleven 
were solely confined to it (and all of them except two were attached to the 
posterior roof of the fourth ventricle; the remaining two were attached to the 
anterior part of the fourth ventricle) and with only slight invasion of the 
cerebellar structures; nine extended in the vermis, ten in one or both hemis-
pheres (four on the right, five on the left side and one on both sides) and in 
one case the neoplasm extended as well in the vermis as in the left hemisphere. 
Microscopic appearance 
The medulloblastomas are extremely cellular neoplasms composed of cells 
which are closely packed together and whose nuclei are regularly distributed 
over the neoplasm. The shape of the nuclei appeared to differ and varied 
between round, oval, spindle, polygonal and carrot shape. These various 
patterns were not intermingled but confined to areas of different size and 
shape. In the individual cases the shape of the nuclei varied only moderately, 
but there was a clear difference between the several cases. The pleomorphism 
of the nuclei was not very impressive. The nuclei contained a heavy staining 
chromatine network, all nuclei staining at about the same intensity, and 
occasionally one or two nucleoli could be visualized. Mitoses could be found 
in all neoplasms but their frequency varied in the several cases. Giant nuclei 
were never encountered. In many neoplasms of our series we noted small 
compact dark staining clumps of chromatine of varying size and shape, which 
were rarely surrounded by recognizable cytoplasm. They were diffusely inter-
mingled with the other cells and it was our feeling that these clumps of 
chromatine represented pyenotic nuclear masses. Since this phenomenon is 
rarely observed in other types of neoplasms (except in necrotic areas which 
is not the case in the medulloblastoma) we regard them as an aid in the 
diagnosis. 
It was difficult to distinguish the cytoplasm around the nuclei; when 
observed the amount was small, without specificity and in its shape corres-
ponding to its nucleus. When the nuclei were carrot- or spindleshaped, one 
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or two fine, often undulating, cellular processes could sometimes be observed. 
The latter type of cells are considered by some people (e.g. Bailey and 
Gushing, 1926; Crue, 1958) as spongioblasts and in the silverstaining methods 
indications were found by these authors which were felt to offer prove for 
the spongioblastic nature of these cells (see e.g. Ringertz and Tola, 1950). 
We agree that the morphology of some of these cells may resemble that of the 
spongioblasts, but with several others (e.g. Ziilch, 1940; Kernohan, 1952; 
Willis, 1962) we are not impressed at all by the results of the silver staining 
methods as a specific prove for the spongioblastic character of these cells. 
In addition, the nuclear resemblance of the celltypes under discussion is not 
so strikingly similar to that of spongioblasts although the cellular shape may 
be about identical. Some investigators (e.g. Russell, 1959) regard the cells 
with cellular processes as neuroblasts. Also this cannot be proven. 
Occasionally other cellular types (astrocytes, nerve cells) were found, but 
this was always near the borderline of the neoplasm and these cells repre-
sented to our opinion included, but surviving elements of areas invaded by 
tumor. Sometimes a reactive glia proliferation was noted. 
The cellular arrangement of the medulloblastomas is less clear and specific 
than in many other types of neoplasms. In most cases there were huge areas 
without any organized pattern: the cells appeared disorderly and closely 
packed together, did have mostly polygonal shapes and were only occasionally 
separated by small strands of connective tissue containing the bloodvessels. 
In all our cases we were able to identify, with more or less trouble and more 
or less clearly, one or both architectural patterns, which can be regarded, 
to a certain extend, as somewhat specific for the medulloblastomas. Most 
characteristic were the so-called pseudo-rosettes (Fig. 6), a pattern in which 
the tumor nuclei (which are mostly elongated) are palisading around a central 
space which is occupied by the cellular processes. Varying numbers of the 
pseudorosettes may be united to produce the aspect of a coarse irregular 
network. In the second arrangement, mostly described as a rhythmic or zebra 
pattern, the nuclei are organized in rows (Fig. 7) or columns of one or two 
nuclei thickness, which are separated from each other by strands of transverse 
cellular processes of about the same thickness. In several cases these patterns 
were only vaguely indicated in a small area, but they were, according to our 
opinion, sufficiently suggestive for the diagnosis. 
The amount of connective tissue stroma in the medulloblastomas was 
variable; it was most extensive when the neoplasm was observed in the 
meninges and much less pronounced in the intracerebellar growth. It could 
mostly be differentiated from the tumortissue evenso both might be inter-
mingled intensively. 
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Bloodvessels were generally sparse and mostly surrounded by varying 
amounts of connective tissue. 
Areas of necrosis were sometimes encountered in our series. Most often 
they were small and did not appear of much significance. We did not observe 
a specific arrangement of the cells around the necrotic areas. 
In one case did we find small calcified particles. 
Indications of old or fresh hemorrhages (except those as the result of the 
surgical intervention) were not encountered in our series. 
The borderline of the neoplasms was quite often sharp but the neoplastic 
cells were sometimes encountered around bloodvessels at some distance of 
the neoplasm. Infiltration of the arachnoid is common and was found in more 
than half of our cases. From the arachnoidal growth the tumor extended 
quite often diffusely into the adjacent gyrus. 
In all our cases we studied reticulin stains and observed that there was 
no reticulin in the intracerebellar tumormass, except along the bloodvessels 
and in the strands of connective tissue. An extensive reticulin network was 
present in the arachnoidal extension of the tumor. It is our feeling that this 
reticulin is the result of a reactive connective tissue production associated 
with the infiltration of the arachnoid by the neoplasm. 
Clinical details 
For study we had available 41 histological verified medulloblastomas. 
Age. The average age of our patients was eight years and six months. The 
youngest patient in this series was 1 year and the oldest 24 years of age. 
Twenty-six patients were in their first decade of life, twelf in their second 
and only three (ages: 20, 21 and 24 years) in their third decade of life. 
Sex. There were 20 males and 21 females. 
Pre-operative duration. The interval between the occurrence of the first 
symptom and the time of surgery averaged in the total series 5.7 months. 
In table 3 the duration of the history of all cases except three is presented 
TABLE 3 The pre-operative duration of 
symptoms in the medulloblastomas 
Less than 3 months 18 
3- 6 months 10 
6- 9 months 2 
9-12 months 5 
12-15 months 1 
15-18 months 
over 18 months 2 
Total N 38 
Average duration in months 5.7 
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in periods of three months. In the remaining three cases no precise details 
were known to us. The shortest interval was 10 days and the longest 2 years. 
It can be observed that in 35 cases the history was shorter than a year and 
in 28 even less than 6 months. 
Post-operative survival. A sufficient follow-up was available in 23 patients. 
Seventeen patients were known to be dead at the time of this study (average 
survival: 15 months); in another six cases (average survival: 27 months) inter-
mediate notes were recieved but no final information was available. 
Ependymoma 
Historical notes 
The ependymomas are the neoplasms derived from the ependymal cells. 
These ependymal cells are not only found as the lining of the ventricles of the 
brain and the central canal of the spinal cord, but they can also be noted in 
several other locations as more or less solid clusters of irregular outline. In 
the brainsubstance they are especially found in those parts where the ven-
tricles are sharply angulatcd, in the spinal cord in the area of the central 
canal (especially when this is occluded) and thirdly they may be present 
in the medullary velum (anterior, posterior and lateral). In these locations 
the ependymal cells may present varying morphological patterns; normally 
the ependymal lining of the ventricles is only one cell layer thick and the cellular 
shapes may vary from a flattened to a cylindrical appearance. Most com-
monly the cpendymal cell is described as a polyhedral cell with a moderate 
amount of protoplasm. According to Ranson and Clark (1959), the epen-
dymal cell is equiped with a fine taillike process that extends in the sub-
ependymal layer. During a certain period of the development of the human 
embryo the ependymal cells become ciliated on their free surface and at the 
base of each cilium a small granule can be found which is known as 'ble-
pharoplast'. These blepharoplasts, sometimes several grouped together, are 
located under the surface of the cell and they persist quite often although the 
cilia have disappeared. The presence of the blepharoplasts has been empha-
sized by Mallory (1902) as a distinguishing feature of ependymomas, but this 
is not agreed upon by Bailey (1924) who stated that similar structures are also 
found in the pineal gland and subependymal cells. This subject seems still 
a matter of considerable controversy since Kernohan and Fletcher-Kemohan 
(1937) observed that these granules were lacking in many ependymomas and 
Russell and Rubinstein (1959) stated: 'As a hallmark their (blepharoplasts) 
identification is of great importance, but often, it must be admitted, a matter 
of considerable difficulty.' 
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When the ependymal cells become dislocated and are no longer the lining 
cells of a normal cavity, they either form irregular clusters of dispersed poly-
gonal cells or they are grouped around a small lumen. 
Ependymomas may develop from all ependymal cells but a marked pre-
dominance is noted for the spinal cord (Slooff, Kernohan and MacCarty, 
1964) and the posterior fossa (Kernohan and Sayre, 1952). 
The first description, recognizable as that of an ependymoma, is as far as 
we are aware, a report of Bcsold in 1896. Other similar descriptions of this 
period are those of Rosenthal (1898) and Storch (1899). It was Mallory in 
1902 and Muthmann and Sauerbeck in 1903 who recognized the relation-
ship between certain types of gliomas and the ependymal cells. In the ensuing 
years many case reports have been published but in a critical analysis of all 
these reports Bailey (1924) could identify only five cases that to him were 
acceptable as true ependymomas. In 1925 Bailey divided the tumors of this 
group into ependymomas and ependymoblastomas, but in 1927 he stated 
that this distinction might be dropped from a clinical standpoint since as he 
expressed: 'All the tumors of this group are benign and cause trouble largely 
from their situation'. 
In 1931 Kernohan, Woltman and Adson divided the ependymomas, on 
histological and architectural grounds, into cellular, epithelial and myxo-
papillary types. The term ependymoblastoma was at this time preserved to 
indicate the more malignant lesions. 
In a study of Mabon, Svien, Kernohan and Craigh (1949) it was recognized 
that no correlation existed between the histological classification in use 
untili then and the biological behavior of these tumors in the brain. By 
analysis on the basis of anaplasia it became evident that four grades of 
malignancy could be recognized. Since we will adhere to the classification as 
indicated by Kernohan and all. (1949), we quote the criteria as they were 
originally published in 1949: 
Grade I: The tumorcells appear to be normal ependymocytcs and the 
various architectural patterns such as perivascular actiniform arrangement, 
the pseudorosette formation and the papillary patterns are well formed. 
There was no evidence of anaplasia as manifested by pleomorphism of the 
cytoplasm or nucleus, hyperchromatism or the presence of mitotic figures. 
Grade II: The architectural pattern is less distinct but is readily discernable. 
The great majority of the component cells are normal appearing ependy-
mocytcs. The remaining cells show evidence of early anaplastic transfor-
mation as manifested by slight to moderate pleomorphism of the cytoplasm 
and nuclei, and hyperchromatism of the nuclei. No mitotic figures are present. 
Grade III: The architectural pattern is still discernable but appears some-
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what fragmentary. About one half of the component cells are normal ap-
pearing ependymocytes. The remaining cells show evidence of moderate 
pleomorphism of the cytoplasm and nuclei and hyperchromatism of the 
nuclei. Mitotic figures are present at least one in every high power-field. 
Grade IV: Only a small number are normal appearing ependymocytes. 
The architectural patterns are presented only as remnants and the tumor as 
a whole presents a disorganized picture. The remaining cells show evidence 
of marked pleomorphism of cytoplasm and nuclei and hyperchromatism of 
the nuclei. Mitotic figures are abundant, averaging four to five per high-
power field. 
Gross appearance 
In all our cases except one, the neoplasm was indicated to have originated 
in the fourth ventricle. In the remaining case there was no indication of pre-
sence of tumortissue in the fourth ventricle, but the tumor was found in the 
cerebellopontine angle and infiltrating in the left cerebellar hemisphere and 
in the dura. This tumor most probably originated in the lateral medullary 
velum. 
In many cases the neoplasm was not confined to the fourth ventricle but 
growing or extending into the surrounding tissues. In four patients extension 
of tumortissue was present in the left cerebellar hemisphere, in three in the 
right and in two patients as well in the left as in the right hemisphere. Infil-
tration in the roof of the fourth ventricle was described in one and of the 
floor of the fourth ventricle in four cases. In two cases of this latter group 
there was also extension into the subarachnoid space between the cerebellar 
tonsils and in one case there was extension into the aquaduct of Sylvius and 
infiltration of the medulla oblongata and the left cerebellar hemisphere. 
Infiltration of the pons, brainstem or medulla oblongata was only found in 
two cases; in another four cases there was tumortissue in the subarachnoid 
space and in one of these cases the tumor was also extending into the foramen 
of Magendie. In two cases tumortissue was found only in the foramen of 
Magendie, while in a third case it was also noted to infiltrate in the medulla 
oblongata. 
Grossly visible cysts, filled with yellow fluid, were noted by the surgeons 
in three cases. 
The description of the aspect of the tumortissue varied greatly. In most 
cases the newgrowth appeared to be very soft, granular and sometimes some-
what friable. The color of the neoplasms was found to vary between reddish 
and gray and apparently dependent on its vascularity and bloodcontent. Some 
of the neoplasms were poorly demarcated and many others sharply. 
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Fig. 9 Ependymoma grade ¡I, rosette and perivascular actiniform arrangement 
(U.E. 160 x) 
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Fig. 10 Ependymoma grade I, epithelial arrangement (H.E. 160 X) 
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Fig. 11 Ependymoma grade I. papillary structures (H.E. 160 X) 
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Fig. 12 Oligodendroglioma (U.E. 160 Χ) 
Fig. 13 Hemangioendothelioma (Reticulin stain 160 χ) 
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Fig. 14 Hemangioendothelioma, foam cells (Η.E. 160 χ) 
Fig. 15 Hemangiobìastoma (U.E. ¡60 χ) 
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Fig. 16 Sarcoma of the meninges (H.E. 160 x) 
Microscopie appearance 
Most of our cases presented predominantly the cellular and architectural 
patterns of the cellular type of ependymoma. There were only two cases 
which revealed the pure papillary pattern and there was no case with a 
pure epithelial arrangement. For this reason we felt it adequate to limit our 
histological description to the different grades of malignancy. 
Ependymoma grade I. A prominent feature of the ependymomas was that 
they were quite cellular without much pleomorphism of the cells and nuclei. 
The nuclei were generally moderate in size and their shape varied from round 
to oval. The chromatine content of the nuclei was mostly moderate and the 
chromatine appeared often as distinct granules which were evenly scattered 
over the karyoplasm. In many nuclei a nucleolus could be found but its 
prominence was variable. Mitoses were never noticed. 
The nuclei were mostly surrounded by a moderate to abundant amount 
of cytoplasm of varying aspect: from coarse granular to smooth eosinophilic. 
In many cases small vacuoles could be observed in the protoplasm. The 
cellular outlines were mostly vague. 
The most frequent arrangement of the cells was that of the cells being 
packed closely together. The individual cellular morphology could then not 
always be detected because of an absence of a clear cellular membrane. When 
the cellular outlines could be visualized a mosaic-like pattern became ap-
parent. The uniform monotonous arrangement of the cells was often inter-
rupted by several characteristic features. Most commonly found was the 
so-called perivascular arrangement of tumorcells (fig. 8): the ependymal 
cells are radially oriented around the bloodvessels and straight cellular pro-
cesses of varying thickness are attaching to the vascular wall. The zone of 
cellular processes, located immediately around the bloodvessel is devoid of 
nuclei and this causes a characteristic nuclear free cuff around the blood-
vessel. This pattern was observed more or less frequently in all our cases. 
Another characteristic pattern was the epithelial-like arrangement of the 
cells around an open space. The cells may be arranged circularly around a 
small open center (so-called 'rosette formation', Fig. 9) but they also may 
line large, irregular shaped spaces (fig. 10). When this pattern is found very 
frequently, the tumor is classified as epithelial type of ependymoma. This 
was however not so in our series and in many neoplasms this pattern was 
found only occasionally. The ependymal cells lining the open spaces were 
mostly cuboidal or cylindrical and the cellular membranes were frequently 
clearly outlined. 
In two cases the compact cellmasses were separated by relatively large and 
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irregular shaped strands and areas of thin criss-crossing fibrils. These areas, 
containing relatively few nuclei, resembled more or less the subependymal 
tissue. These two neoplasms reminded us somewhat of the subependymal 
gliomas (Scheinker, 1945) but the ependymal component was so dominating 
that we felt that these cases should be classified as ependymomas, especially 
since a foregoing experience has taught us that all gradual transitions can be 
observed between a cellular ependymoma and a subependymal glioma. 
(Slooff, Kernohan and MacCarty, 1964.) 
In one case of the grade 1 ependymomas a dominating arrangement in 
papillary structures was found (fig. 11 ) and in a few other cases this pattern 
was occasionally observed. Myxomatous degeneration was rarely seen. 
In several cases there was loosening of the compactness of the cellular 
arrangement and small clefts and vacuoles, occasionally even small cysts, 
were seen in between the cells. 
Calcification was found in three cases; it was slight and consisted of 
small granules present in the stroma of the neoplasm. 
The vascularity of the ependymomas grade I was slightly variable; there 
was no proliferation of endothelial cells. Necrosis was not observed. Some-
times cells loaded with coarse granular brown pigment were found and we 
felt that they were the result of former hemorrhages. 
The circumscription of the tumortissue was, when it could be observed, 
sharp but there was no encapsulation of the neoplasm. 
Ependymoma grade II. The main differences with the former group of 
neoplasms were increasing anaplastic changes of a number of cells and nuclei. 
The majority of cells had still however a similar appearance as those of the 
grade I group. The anaplastic changes consisted of an increased pleomor-
phism of a number of the nuclei and a tendency to hyperchromatism. Mitoses 
were incidentally found but very rare. A slight increased cellularity could be 
observed in some cases but in most instances this was not recognizable. 
The architectural patterns, as described in the ependymomas grade I, were 
also noted in this group. The only difference was felt to be that they were 
slightly less pronounced, but this was not very marked. 
Ependymoma grade III and IV. In our series we had only four cases 
which were classified as grade HI and two cases as grade IV. Since the changes 
in these groups were a matter of gradation and since the number of cases 
was small, we present only one description for both grades of malignancy. 
In the cases of these groups we noted apart from an increased cellularity, 
an aggrevation of the anaplastic changes of cells and nuclei and a rise in the 
number of mitoses. The changes were more apparent in the grade IV than 
in the grade III group. The number of mitoses in this latter group averaged 
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about one in every one to two high-power fields while in the former group 
they were as frequent as several in one high-power field. The pleomorphism 
although impressive, was in this small scries never as spectacular as in the 
astrocytomas. Multinucleated cells could frequently be observed but there 
were no giant nuclei. 
The cellular patterns were far less distinct and the amount of protoplasm 
appeared often less abundant as in the lower grades of malignancy. The 
architectural arrangement, although present and recognizable, was on the 
average less pronounced and clear. A few epithelial patterns were seen in 
three cases (all grade III) and in one case (also grade III) there was a fairly 
prominent papillary arrangement. In both cases of grade IV malignancy the 
only characteristic that was present was the perivascular arrangement and in 
one case there was a vague indication of epithelial arrangement of the cells. 
Vascular proliferation was more apparent here than in the lower grades 
of malignancy. There was also occasional proliferation of the endothelial 
cells. Necrosis was observed in four cases. 
The circumscription of the neoplasm was, as far as could be determined, 
really sharp without a zone of transition into the surrounding tissues; there 
was no encapsulation. 
Clinical details 
In our series we found 23 ependymomas; nine were classified as grade I, 
eight as grade II, four as grade 111 and two as grade IV malignancy. 
Age. The average age of all patients with an ependymoma was 19 years and 
10 months. In the nine patients of the grade I group it averaged 24 years 
and 4 months; the youngest patient was 2 years eight months and the oldest 
47 years. The distribution in decades is presented in table 4. The average 
age of the eight patients with a grade II ependymoma was 23 years and 
TABLE 4 The distribution of the ependymomas in decades of life 
0- 9 years 
10-19 years 
20-29 years 
30-39 years 
40-49 years 
Total N 
Average age in years 
Total 
N 
9 
4 
3 
3 
4 
23 
19.8 
Grade I 
N 
2 
3 
-
2 
2 
9 
24.3 
Grade II 
N 
2 
1 
3 
1 
1 
8 
23.3 
Grade III 
N 
3 
-
-
-
1 
4 
11.2 
Grade 
N 
2 
-
-
-
— 
2 
3.Ç 
47 
4 months (youngest: 7 months, oldest: 48 years). The four patients with an 
ependymoma grade III were respectively 9, 11 and 13 months and 41 years. 
The two patients with a grade IV ependymoma were one year eight months 
and 6 years old. 
Sex. There were 13 males and 10 females. There was no apparent predo-
minance for one of the sexes in the subgroups. 
Pre-operative duration of symptoms. It was noted that the time of history 
varied greatly: between 1 and 144 months. In table 5 the duration of symp-
toms in the various subgroups of ependymomas is presented. In 2 patients 
no exact information was available. 
TABLE 5 The pre-operative duration of symptoms in the ependymomas 
Less than 3 months 
3- 6 months 
6- 9 months 
9-12 months 
12-15 months 
15-18 months 
over 18 months 
Total N 
Average duration in months 
Total 
N 
4 
5 
3 
3 
1 
-
5 
21 
Grade I 
N 
1 
_ 
3 
-
1 
-
4 
9 
33.5 
Grade II 
N 
3 
-
3 
-
-
1 
7 
11.9 
Grade III 
N 
1 
2 
-
-
-
-
-
3 
5 
Grade IV 
N 
2 
-
-
-
-
-
-
2 
2 
Post-operative duration. There were only five patients in which a detailed 
follow-up was available. One patient with a grade I ependymoma died 18 
months after surgery due to a clinical recurrence of the neoplasm. A second 
patient of the same sub-group died 76 months after the first surgical inter-
vention following a second operation for a recurrent neoplasm. 
One patient with a grade II ependymoma was alive and well 40 months 
after the surgery; a second patient of this sub-group was operated on again for 
recurrence of the neoplasm thirteen years after the first surgical intervention. 
One patient with a grade III ependymoma succumbed eight months after 
surgery. Clinically metastasis of the neoplasm in the spinal canal was suspected. 
Oligodendroglioma 
Historical notes 
The first recognition of the oligodendrocyte as a neuroglial element is 
attributed by Del Rio Hortega (1939) to Robertson (1900). He recognized 
this cell in the group of the 'dwarf satellites' or the 'third element' of Cajal 
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and he was of the opinion that this cell was of mesodermal origin and named 
it therefore 'mesoglia'. The term 'mesoglia' became later in use to designate 
the microglia. 
Pio Del Rio Hortega (according to Bailey and Hiller, 1924) recognized, with 
the use of newly developed silver staining technics, a difference between the 
microglia and Oligodendroglia and he suggested the possibility that these 
oligodendrocytes might be the source of neoplasms. Bailey and Hiller (1924) 
held the same view. It was not until 1926 that the oligodendrogliomas became 
recognized as an independent type of neoplasm and they were included in 
the classification of Bailey and Gushing (1926). The specific prove that the 
oligodendrogliomas were derived from the oligodendrocytes was given by 
Bailey and Buey in 1929 when they were able to produce specific impregna-
tion of the oligodendrogliomas. 
Bailey and Gushing (1926) described the oligodendrogliomas as composed 
of cells with a weak staining cytoplasm and a spherical nucleus with a dark 
staining chromatine network. In between the cells an indeterminate material 
was noted that could not be impregnated as neurofibrils, neuroglia or as 
connective tissue. Bailey and Buey (1929) were able to impregnate the cyto-
plasmatic extensions of these cells with the ammoniated silver carbonate 
method, which is a specific impregnation procedure for the oligodendrocytes, 
and this was accepted as a prove that these neoplasms were derived from the 
oligodendrocytes. The slender, delicate, dichotomously branching processes 
were noted to taper rapidly to an even calibre and presented small enlarge-
ments at irregular intervals in the centre of which a vacuole could be seen 
with Hortega's silver impregnation method. 
Ferraro (1929) stated that he found in an oligodendroglioma, apart from 
the Oligodendroglia! cells, cells which were interpreted as spongioblasts and 
cells which were felt to be in a transitional phase between the spongioblasts and 
Oligodendroglia! cells. He concluded that the unipolar spongioblast was a 
precursor of the oligodendrocyt. Also Kwan and Alpers (1931) noted in 
oligodendrogliomas uni- and bipolar spongioblasts and intermediate forms 
of cells which were said to be in between astrocytes and oligodendrocytes. 
Penfield (1931) observed that the cell of the oligodendroglioma is differen-
tiated less than the mature Oligodendroglia! cell and the neoplastic cell would 
present the specific structures of the oligodendroblasts. This author noted 
also mature astrocytes in oligodendrogliomas. 
Kernohan (1932) differentiated between oligodendrogliomas and oligoden-
droblastomas. This latter type of neoplasm would be composed of cells with 
larger nuclei and a better visible cytoplasm. In addition, mitotic figures were 
more often encountered in the latter than in the former type. 
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According to Del Rio Hortega (1932-1933) the morphologic appearence of 
the neoplastic oligodendrocyte is similar to that of the normal oligoden-
drocyte. 
Earnest, Kernohan and Craigh (1950), attempted to divide the oligoden-
drogliomas in four grades of malignancy but no suitable basis could be 
developed by them. They maintained the division in oligodendrogliomas and 
oligodendroblastomas on histological grounds only but even this, they stated, 
did not always correlate with the biological behavior of the neoplasm. 
Ravens, Adamkiewicz and Groff (1955) differentiated between oligoden-
drogliomas and oligodendrogliomas containing transitional cells such as: 
'glioblasts' or spongioblasts, astroblasts and astrocytes. These authors ex-
pressed the hypothesis that the 'glioblasts' or spongioblasts would initiate the 
tumorgrowth and were the precursors of the oligodendroblast which in turn 
was said to have the tendency to develop astroblasts and astrocytes, forming 
oligodendro-astroblastoma and oligodendro-astrocytoma. 
The occurrence of the oligodendrogliomas in the cerebellum has long been a 
matter of doubt, but Ziilch (1958) stated that, since the description of Juhász 
(1943), their occurrence can be accepted but their frequency in that location is 
low. Earlier several more reports on oligodendrogliomas in the cerebellum 
had been published and the literature in this respect was reviewed by Krueger 
and Krupp (1952) who could collect 25 cases of the literature and added 
three new ones. According to Ziilch (1958) most of these reported cases were 
spongioblastomas. We are unable to verify this statement. 
Gross appearance 
In our series we found only two cases of a pure oligodendroglioma and one 
case, which presented patterns as well of an oligodendroglioma as of an 
astrocytoma. In the gross description of these three cases we were unable to 
identify anything that was felt to be specific. Two cases were located one 
in each hemisphere (and both were associated with a cyst) and in the third 
case the neoplasm was present on the right side of the fourth ventricle. The 
aspect in all three cases was indicated as soft and rather vascular. 
Miscroscopic appearance 
In all three the cases the neoplasms were moderately cellular. 
The cells were regularly distributed over the neoplasm and closely packed 
together without any specific arrangement. 
The cytoplasm was either staining faintly or not at all, producing often an 
optically clear cell. The nuclear membrane was mostly distinctly indicated 
(fig. 12). These characteristics produced an aspect which is commonly indi-
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cated as honeycomb appearance. The nuclei were generally small and round 
with a fairly dense chromatine network that impressed as being composed of 
fine dustlike particles. An occasional nucleus was oval or polygonal but pleo-
morphism of cells and nuclei was not marked. Mitoses were only rarely seen. 
Fragments of calcium were present in all three cases. 
The vascularity of the neoplasms appeared variable but no reaction of the 
endothelial cells could be visualized. An intercellular substance could hardly 
be detected in the hematoxyline and eosin stains but in the Azan stain we 
noted sometimes thin connective tissue membranes which divided the neo-
plasm in cellnests. Although not regularly present we regarded this pattern, 
earlier described by Roussy and Oberling (1931), as fairly specific. In none 
of the cases did we find sufficient evidence for the diagnosis oligodendro-
blastoma. 
Clinical details 
Age. There were only three cases in this group. The age of the patients 
was respectively nine years, fourteen years nine months and nineteen years. 
Sex. There were two females and one male. 
Pre-operadve duration of symptoms. In two patients this period was 
respectively five and six weeks and in the third case it was seven months. 
Post-operative survival. One patient succumbed in the post-operative 
period. A second patient died six and a half months after surgery and x-ray 
irradiation of what clinically was felt to be a recurrence of the neoplasm. 
The third patient was known to be alive and well twenty-two years after the 
surgical intervention. 
Vascular neoplasms 
Historical notes 
Since the publication of Lindau's thesis (1926) the vascular tumors of the 
cerebellum have raised tremendous interest and many good papers concerning 
this subject have been published so that a complete review of all the available 
studies is an impossible task. 
According to Sargent and Greenfield (1929) cystic vascular tumors of the 
cerebellum were known since a description by Hughlings Jackson in 1872. 
Lindau (1926), while studying angiomatous nodules in cerebellar cysts, 
observed a frequent association of this lesion with angiomatosis of the retina 
(von Hippel's disease). A review of the reported cases of this latter disease 
revealed Lindau that it was not unusual to find a coincidental hemangioma of 
the cerebellum in this condition. Lindau also noted that the hemangiomas 
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of the cerebellum were often associated with a cystic pancreas, cystic kidneys, 
angiomatosis of the liver and occasionally also hypernephromas. 
In a later communication Lindau (1930-31) stated that this new disease 
entity was probably of congenital origin and due to a maldevelopment of the 
mesoderm in the third fetal month. According to Kinney and Fitzgerald, 
(1947), the work of Sabin and Karlefors has indicated that there is in the 
third fetal month a vascular mesenchyma which is situated in or adjacent to 
the posterior end of the fourth ventricle (posterior medullary velum). Lindau's 
hypothesis is probably based on this work (according to Kinney and Fitz-
gerald) since he postulated that, because the cerebellar hemispheres develop 
at about the same period, a part of the original vascular mesenchyma might 
be drawn into the cerebellar hemisphere and that this inclusion might develop 
in later life into a neoplasm. 
Histologically the neoplasms (generally designated as hemangioblastomas) 
were described as being composed of bloodvessel elements with more or less 
tendency to the formation of bloodvessels. These neoplasms differed from 
the ordinary angiomas by a rich intercapillary tissue of swollen cells loaded 
with a lipoid substance (xanthomatous cells). On the origin of these xantho-
matous cells Lindau remarked: 'this is apparently not a sign of degeneration 
but is to be ascribed to a disturbance of circulation in the tumortissue, ac-
companied by stagnation of lymph rich in lipoids, which is phagocytosed by 
the endothelial tumorcells and these are then transformed into foamcells'. 
In consideration of the formation of cysts it was assumed by Lindau that 
the contents were produced by some exsudative function, in combination 
with a lack of lymphvessels so that there is no drainage of the transu-
date. 
Not everybody agrees with the ideas and hypotheses of Lindau. It is ques-
tioned by some whether the vascular neoplasms do occur in the cerebellum 
only. According to Brasseur (1961) there are only three cases of cerebral 
hemangioblastomas beyond doubt (Rochat, 1931; Kautzky and Vierdt, 1953; 
Bernard and Walsch, ?;) and he added a fourth one. Other authors (e.g. 
Bailey, Gushing and Eisenhardt, 1928; Zeitlin, 1942; Corrodini and Browder, 
1948) regarded the so-called angioblastic meningiomas as identical to the 
xanthomatous hemangioblastomas and when one accepts this, this type of 
neoplasm will be less rare above the tentorium. In the spinal cord the heman-
gioblastomas are an accepted entity (e.g. Russell, 1932; Wolf and Wilens, 
1934; Wyburn-Mason, 1944; Slooff, Kernohan and MacCarty, 1964). 
Craigh, Wagener and Kernohan (1941) stated that there are many cases 
of Lindau-von Hippel disease in which the syndrome is incomplete and 
solitary hemangioblastomas (cystic and non-cystic), without other signs of 
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Lindau-von Hippel disease, have been described in the brain, cerebellum and 
spinal cord. 
The fat-laden cells, according to Craigh, Wagener and Kernohan (1941) 
almost pathognomonic of hemangioblastoma, are absent in occasional cases, 
although the nature of the neoplasm is beyond doubt. 
There is no common opinion on the nature of the lipoid-laden cells or 
foamcells. Tannenberg (1924) regarded the lipoid-laden cells as degenerated 
cells; Lozano and Costero (1926) felt that these cells were transformed micro-
gliomatous elements or gittercells; Cushing and Bailey (1928) thought that 
these cells were derived from endothelial cells; Roussy and Oberling (1930) 
compared the intervascular tissue with the cells of the reticulo-endothelial 
system and suggested resemblance between these lesions and the histological 
aspects of the reticulo-endotheliosis (and proposed therefore the name 'angio-
reticuloma')· This point of view was supported by McGovern and Wyke 
(1948). 
The present state of facts can be summarized: vascular neoplasms do occur 
in the central nervous system but their occurrence is most pronounced in the 
cerebellum. These neoplasms may be solitary or multiple (Raney and Cour-
ville, 1937; Wood, White and Kernohan, 1957; Fasske, 1958) and may be 
associated with other abnormalities such as vascular neoplasms in the retina, 
cysts in the central nervous system, kidneys and liver, syringomyelia and 
hypernephromas. 
The assumption, that these neoplasms are of congenital origin, is sup-
ported by their strong hereditary tendency (e.g. Levin, 1936; Patterson and 
Anderson, 1940; Tonning, Warren and Barrie, 1952; Craigh and Horras, 
1949; Silver, 1954). Silver (1954) stated that the occurrence of this neoplasm 
has been reported in a single family through seven generations. This disease, 
according to Silver, is transmitted as a Mendelian dominant, is not sex-
linked and is one of the few inherited neoplasms of man. 
In a monograph: 'Tumors arising from the bloodvessels of the brain', 
Cushing and Bailey (1928) divided the vascular 'neoplasms' of the brain into 
two groups: 'tumors composed of fully formed bloodvessels (angiomatous 
malformations)' and 'tumors of the cellular elements, which go to make up 
the bloodvessels, (hemangioblastomas)'. It still is conventional to separate 
the vascular lesions in this way, but more detailed classifications, specifically 
of the true vascular neoplasms, have been developed (e.g. Turner and Kerno-
han, 1941 ; Wyburn-Mason, 1944). Most authors do not make any subdivision 
of the vascular neoplasms and they just refer to 'hemangioblastomas'. 
Turner and Kernohan (1941) have suggested a subdivision of the vascular 
neoplasms which is based on the cellularity and cellular activity of the tumor. 
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This system has been somewhat simplified and at present three groups are 
recognized: hemangioendotheliomas, hemangioblastomas and hemangiosar-
comas. The hemangioendotheliomas are made up of a compact mass of newly 
formed capillaries and small bloodvessels lined by endothelial cells. In ad-
dition to the vascular structures there are varying numbers of lipoid-laden 
cells in between the vessels. The reticulin is well formed, abundant and often 
circular in arrangement. The hemangioblastomas present an overgrowth of 
the endothelial elements and some pleomorphism of cells and nuclei; mitosis 
may be found. The reticulin is slightly less abundant and less regular. The 
hemangiosarcomas are very cellular and present a clear pleomorphism of cells 
and nuclei; there are many mitotic figures. The number of lipoid-laden cells 
is less then in the foregoing types and the reticulin is incomplete, relatively 
sparse with apparent fragmentation of the strands although it retains a resem-
blance of the arrangement as present in the hemangioendotheliomas and 
hemangioblastomas. 
It is doubted whether this subdivision, especially of the hemangioendo-
theliomas and hemangioblastomas has any clinical significance. Just because 
there is doubt we will adhere to this division and try to find out whether 
there are in our series differences in the clinical data which support this 
proposal. 
Gross appearance 
Our series of vascular neoplasms consisted of 27 cases. In 20 cases the 
tumor was located in one of the hemispheres (11 on the right, 9 on the left 
side) and in three cases in the midline. Not sufficiently specified information 
was available in 4 cases. Twenty-three neoplasms were associated with a cyst 
and in fifteen of these cases it was specifically stated that the neoplasm 
presented itself as a mural nodule on the cystwall. In four cases no cysts 
were noted. 
The aspect of the neoplasms was generally described as reddish-blue and 
vascular. The bleeding tendency of the neoplasm during the surgical interven-
tion was often specifically noted. The size of the tumors appeared variable 
and in a few cases it measured up to two and a half centimeters in diameter. 
In many cases it was described that the neoplasm had a smooth surface and 
appeared encapsulated. In an occasional case no tumor could grossly be 
found, but at histological examination of the excised cystwall a vascular new-
growth was observed. No apparent relationship was noted between the size 
of the neoplasm and the volume of the cyst. The content of the cysts was 
in most cases a varying amount of a yellow fluid that often coagulated spon-
taneously after removal. In several cases a more or less hemorrhagic fluid 
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was obtained. The cystwall was mostly described as grayish-white and im-
pressed grossly as gliotic tissue; in some cases its aspect was more brownish, 
probably as the result of an old hemorrhage. 
Microscopic appearance 
The vascular neoplasms of our series impressed as moderately cellular 
growths and their basic composition was a network of mostly small vascular 
channels which were interconnected and united by varying numbers of larger 
vessels and sinuses. The vascular lumina could either be empty, filled with 
red bloodcells or they were narrowed or even obliterated by an overgrowth 
of endothelial cells. The endothelial cells lining the lumina of the vessels 
were mostly fairly uniform; they could be flattened and be about identical 
to normal endothelial cells, but not infrequently they appeared swollen and 
quite often to such an extend that they were filling, partially or completely, 
the lumen of the vessels. The neoplasms could then appear as fairly solid 
tumors but the difficulty in the recognition of the vascular composition of 
the growths could be overcome by the use of a reticulin stain which would 
demonstrate an extensive circular arranged reticulin network (fig. 13). In 
between the vascular structures foam cells were present, sometimes solitary 
but mostly arranged in groups and sometimes even in an overwhelming 
number that they might obscure the real character of the neoplasm (fig. 14). 
The nuclei (with the exception of those of the foamcells) were all of about 
the same size but their form varied between oval and spindle shape and these 
latter types were sometimes slightly bent. The chromatine content was gene-
rally quite heavy and appeared to be fairly coarse granular. It was however 
not unusual to find less dark staining and sometimes even vesicular appearing 
nuclei. In the hemangioblastomas the nuclei were more pleomorphic than in 
the hemangioendotheliomas and in the former type there was also some 
evidence of small giant nuclei and hyperchromatism (fig. 15). Mitoses were 
not present as a rule in the hemangioendotheliomas but a few could mostly 
be found in the hemangioblastomas. 
The cytoplasm of the endothelial cells appeared generally finely granular 
and was staining faintly with eosin. The cellular membranes were sometimes 
but not always clearly visible. The cellular shape was very variable and could 
in general best be described as polygonal. Intracellular vacuoles were oc-
casionally present. 
The foam cells were larger than the foregoing type of cells; their shape 
was polygonal. The nuclei of these cells were relatively small, often oval to 
round and mostly fairly dark in staining intensity. Mitoses were never seen 
in these celltypes. The cytoplasm of these cells appeared extremely vacuolated 
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and only a thin meshwork of eosinophilic protoplasm was visible (fig. 14). 
We were unable to identify the contents of the vacuoles (it was Sudan IV 
positive, staining slightly with P.A.S. and negative in the Feyrter and Luxol 
fast blue stain). The foamcells were found in 14 cases of hemangioendothe-
lioma; their presence was dubious in two cases. They were present in all eight 
cases of hemangioblastoma. The three cases without foam cells did not 
present a different age group or a longer or shorter pre-operative duration 
when compared with the cases with foam cells. A connective tissue stroma 
was only found in relation to the larger bloodvessels. The great mass of 
neoplastic vascular structures did not appear to have any support except the 
reticulin membrane. The reticulin network was mostly abundant and clearly 
circular in the hemangioendotheliomas; in the hemangioblastomas it appeared 
quite often less abundant and also slightly less regular. 
The neoplastic tissue was sharply demarcated from the surrounding tissue. 
In most cases the neoplasm was in some way connected with a cyst. The wall 
of the cyst was composed of cerebellar tissue in which a varying degree of 
gliosis was apparent. Rosenthal fibres could be identified in several cases, 
as well in relation to the cyst wall as also in the cerebellar tissue adjoining 
the neoplasm. 
Indications of old hemorrhages could easily be found in many cases and 
they consisted of cells loaded with coarse granular brown pigment which 
stained positive for iron in the specific stains. 
Clinical details 
We found in our series 27 histological verified vascular neoplasms; 19 of 
these were diagnosed as hemangioendothelioma and 8 as hemangioblastoma. 
Age. The average age of all the patients with a vascular neoplasm was 
31 years and 4 months. For the 19 patients with a hemangioendothelioma it 
was 28 years and 8 months. The youngest patient in this group was 11 years 
and the oldest 57 years old. The distribution in the decades is presented in 
table 6. 
The average age of the patients with a hemangioblastoma was 35 years. 
The youngest patient in this group was 25 years and the oldest 46 years old 
(see table 6). 
Sex. There were 13 males and 14 females; there was no apparent difference 
between the hemangioendothelioma and hemangioblastoma group. 
Pre-operative duration of symptoms. Details were available in 16 patients 
with a hemangioendothelioma and in these patients the average duration was 
9.3 months. In 14 patients it was a years or less (table 7) and in 10 even less 
thans 6 months. In one patient it was 2 and in another 4 years. 
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TABLE 6 The distribution of the vascular neoplasms in decades of life 
0- 9 years 
10-19 years 
20-29 years 
30-39 years 
40-49 years 
50-59 years 
Total N 
Average age in years 
Total 
N 
4 
7 
11 
3 
2 
27 
31.3 
Hemangioendothelioma 
N 
4 
5 
7 
1 
2 
19 
28.7 
Hemangioblastoma 
N 
-
2 
4 
2 
— 
8 
35.0 
TABLE 7 The pre-operative duration of symptoms in the vascular neoplasms 
Total 
N 
Less than 3 months 10 
3 - 6 months 7 
6- 9 months 
9-12 months 4 
12-15 months 
15-18 months 
over 18 months 3 
Total N 24 
Average duration in months 
Hemangioendothelioma 
N 
6 
4 
4 
2 
16 
9.3 
Hemangioblastoma 
N 
4 
3 
1 
8 
6 
In the eight patients with a hemangioblastoma the average pre-operative 
duration was six months. In seven of these cases it was less than six months 
(table 7) and in the remaining one it was two years. 
Post-operative survival. Follow-up data in five patients with a hemangio-
endothelioma were available. Two patients died; one thirty-six months after 
surgery (cause of death unknown) and the second 104 months after the first 
surgical intervention, following a second surgical procedure for recurrence of 
a vascular cerebellar neoplasm. This latter neoplasm presented a histological 
more malignant pattern than the one that was removed first. The first spe-
cimen was diagnosed as hemangioendothelioma, the second as hemangio-
blastoma. The remaining three patients were well and alive at the time of their 
last report and their survival was respectively: 151, 109 and 45 months. 
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The fate of only two patients with a hemangioblastoma was known. One 
patient died suddenly, 104 months after the surgical intervention while in 
observation for a recurrent cerebellar neoplasm. A vascular neoplasm was 
clinically suspected (angiography) but autopsy could not be performed. The 
second patient was alive and well at the time of his last report (68 months 
after surgery). 
Sarcomas 
Historical notes 
Virchow (1864-65) described among the types of tumors of the central 
nervous system a group of highly malignant appearing neoplasms which he 
designated as 'gliosarcoma' Although according to todays criteria very ill 
defined, this name can quite regularly be encountered in the literature untili 
the time of presentation of the study of Bailey and Gushing (1926). A study 
of some of the reported cases revealed that there existed at that time a 
tremendous chaos in respect to tumors of glial and mesodermal origin and the 
neoplasms of these two origins were apparently quite often confused. After 
Bailey's (1929) outlining of primary sarcomas of the brain, reports of these 
types of neoplasms nearly completely disappeared from the literature. Until 
about the last decade only relatively few studies (e.g. Környey, 1933; Mage 
and Scherer, 1937; Hsii, 1940; Bailey and Ingraham, 1945; Nichols and 
Wagner, 1952) have been published and these reports mostly concerned 
individual cases or small series. In the last years it can be noted that there is 
a growing awareness of the possibility of primary sarcomas of the brain and 
two major studies (Ziilch, 1956; Kernohan and Uihlein, 1962) have espe-
cially focused the attention on this problem. 
Ziilch (1956) divided the sarcomas of the brain into five groups: diffuse 
Sarcomatosis of the meninges; diffuse Sarcomatosis of the bloodvessels (ad-
ventitial sarcoma); circumscribed sarcoma of the arachnoid of the cerebellum; 
circumscribed giant cell perivascular sarcoma and the fibrosarcoma both 
inside and outside the dura. 
Kernohan and Uihlein (1962) proposed a slightly different separation in 
subtypes and they recognized: fibrosarcoma (with several subdivisions); 
sarcomas of the reticulo-endothelial system; giant cell fibrosarcoma; circum-
scribed sarcoma of the cerebellum; hemangiopericytoma and the meningeal 
Sarcomatosis. 
In our series we noted only five cases that might belong to the general 
group of the sarcomas and several of them presented different details. We 
considered it therefore more convenient to present each case separately. 
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Because of the smallness of our series we did not feel ourselves competent to 
enter in a theoretical contemplation on this difficult subject. 
Case reports 
Case 1. A girl of 10'/2 years was admitted to the hospital after having had 
difficulty with walking for four weeks. At surgery a moderately soft, vascu-
lar neoplasm was partially removed from the right cerebellar hemisphere. 
The neoplasm could be seen on the surface of the cerebellum. The patient 
died the day following the surgery. Postmortem examination revealed that 
neoplastic tissue was also present in the vermis and left hemisphere. 
Microscopic appearance: a cellular neoplasm composed of cells with oval 
and spindleshaped nuclei which showed some pleomorphism but no hyper-
chromatism. Nucleoli could rarely be detected but mitoses were fairly 
abundant. Round a fair number of the nuclei a cellbody could be detected 
which was often elongated or spindleshaped. The cells were organized in 
broad wavering bundles which were crossing each other. There was a 
moderate vascularity and often it appeared difficult to distinguish the vessel-
wall from the tumortissue. Unfortunately a reticulin stain was not available 
in this case. 
On the basis of this cellular morphology and arrangement we suspected 
that this case might represent a malignant fibrosarcoma. 
Case 2. A girl of 6Î4 years was admitted to the hospital after having had 
complaints of vomiting for two months. At surgery a neoplasm was removed 
from the vermis. The aspect was said to be moderately firm and vascular. 
The patient died in the postoperative period. 
Microscopic appearance: the cellularity of this neoplasm was variable; 
there were areas where the cells were closely packed together and there were 
also areas were the cellularity was less dense. In the more compact areas the 
nuclei were moderately large and the form was elongated to spindleshaped. 
The amount of chromatine in these nuclei was fairly moderate and it im-
pressed as being composed of dust-like granules. Nucleoli were sometimes 
present. There was a moderate pleomorphism and occasionally a slight 
hyperchromatism. Mitoses were present but nowhere abundant. The cellular 
outlines were vague but occasionally one got the impression that the cells 
were elongated with long cellular processes. The less cellular areas were not 
circumscribed nor were they sharply demarcated toward the surrounding 
areas. The nuclei were mostly oval to round and of about the same size as 
the elongated nuclei of the more compact areas. The chromatin content ap-
peared evenso to be identical. Mitoses appeared less frequent than in the 
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dense areas. The cellular outlines in these areas were extremely vague but 
we had the impression that the cells were polygonal. The cytoplasm of these 
cells was less dense as that of the elongated cells. The reticulin was sparse 
and could only be noted in the areas of the elongated cells. 
We are not sure about the nature of this neoplasm. Its aspect was different 
from that of the medulloblastoma or of any other type of glioma; we felt that 
its characteristics might correspond with the diagnosis of a fibrosarcoma. 
Case 3. A 2'/2 year old boy was admitted to the hospital after his walking 
had been ataxic for about 5 months. At surgery a neoplasm was noted which 
was overlying the cerebellum and which was attached to the dura at one 
place. The boy died following the surgery. At autopsy an extensive neo-
plasm was found covering the base of the cerebellar hemispheres, the 
brainstem and the pons. The neoplasm was extending (?) in a part of the 
vermis. 
Microscopic appearance: the neoplasm was fairly cellular and composed 
of cells of slightly varying shape in which however the oval and spindle 
shaped form appeared to be dominating. The size of the nuclei was fairly 
large, somewhat variable but without marked pleomorphism. The nuclei con-
tained a moderate amount of granular chromatine; there was no hyperchro-
matism. Mitoses were only rarely present. Round the nuclei a fair amount of 
protoplasm could be recognized. The cellular outlines appeared well visible 
in some areas; many cells were spindle shaped with varying sized processes. 
There was only superficial invasion of the underlying cerebellum and often 
an extension along the bloodvessels could be recognized. In the Azan stain 
there were many blue staining fibres but in the reticulin there was only a 
sparse reticulin network. 
The classification of this case was a problem. It was certainly not a 
medulloblastoma (nuclei too large, too much cytoplasm). We felt that the 
positive Azan stain might support the mesodermal origin of this neoplasm, 
although we would have expected a more positive reticulin stain. Because 
of its presence in the meninges and because of the positive Azan stain we 
classified this neoplasm as a sarcoma. 
Case 4. A 12 V2 year old boy had been complaining of increasing headache 
for a month when admitted to the hospital. At surgery a left sided cerebellar 
neoplasm was encountered which was bulging in the fourth ventricle. It was 
partially removed; x-ray treatment was given and the boy died two months 
after surgery. 
Microscopic appearance: a very cellular neoplasm composed of cells with 
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mostly round to oval nuclei of varying size. There were a fair number of 
multi-nucleated cells and dispersed several bizarre giant nuclei. In a number 
of cells there was evidence of phagocytosis of nuclear debris. The nuclei had a 
moderate amount of finely granular chromatine; there were no nucleoli and 
there was no hyperchromatism of significance. Mitoses were very frequent. 
Around the nuclei there was a sparse amount of cytoplasm without visible 
processes. 
In the reticulin stain a reticulin network could be observed in some 
places while there were other areas where there were only fragments of 
reticulin fibres. 
Also this neoplasm presented much problems in regard to classification. 
We felt that the diagnosis of sarcoma was a possibility. 
Case 5. A man of 33 years had been having headache for 10 months when 
admitted to the hospital. At surgery the right cerebellar hemisphere appeared 
slightly bulging; no tumor could be detected although the arachnoid was 
slightly thickened. A biopsy was performed. X-ray treatment was given and 
the patient died two years after surgery. 
Microscopic appearance : In the available material the neoplasm was 
extending in the arachnoid and infiltrating the underlying cerebellum only 
along the bloodvessels. The tumortissue (fig. 16) was very cellular and com-
posed of cells with most often polygonal to oval nuclei; occasionally the nuclei 
were somewhat spindleshaped. The nuclei were having a moderate dense 
chromatine network and a clear nucleolus. Mitoses were easily found but not 
abundant. The cytoplasm was not extensive and sometimes one or more 
cellular processes could be seen. There was no characteristic arrangement of 
the cells. In the reticulin stain there were many areas with a clear reticulin 
network but this was lacking in several other areas. 
To our opinion this case might well represent a diffuse sarcoma of the 
meninges. 
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CHAPTER III 
ANALYSIS OF THE CLINICAL SYMPTOMS AND DISCUSSION 
Analysis of the clinical symptomatology 
Clinical details were available in 163 patients. The distribution of these 
cases according to the histological diagnosis was: 
Astrocytoma 64 patients 
Medulloblastoma 41 patients 
Ependymoma 23 patients 
Oligodendroglioma 2 patients 
Mixed glioma 1 patient 
Vascular neoplasm 27 patients 
Sarcoma 5 patients 
Since it was the main purpose of this study to correlate the clinical sympto-
matology and the histological types of the neoplasms, we omitted the details of 
the patient with the mixed glioma because they might confuse our purpose. 
We will present the analysis of the symptoms and signs in the following 
order: initial symptomatology, symptoms of increased intracranial pressure 
at the time of admission, symptoms of focal significance at the time of 
admission and laboratory examinations. 
Initial symptomatology 
As initial symptom was defined: the symptom or the combination of 
symptoms that could be accepted as being the first indication of the presence 
of a neoplasm in the posterior fossa. Specific details were available in 156 
cases (Table 8). Headache was the first symptom in 64 cases (41 %) and 
vomiting in 29 (18.6%). In 18 individuals (11.5 %) headache and vomiting 
were said to have appeared simultaneously. Ataxia was initially present in 
15 patients (9.6 %) and dizziness in 7 (4.5 % ) . An increased circumference 
of the head was noted first in 3 patients (1.9 %) and in a similar number of 
patients the combination of vomiting and ataxia appeared initially. Pain in 
the neck, dullness, tilting of the head, mental changes, the combination of 
headache and blurred vision, the combination of vomiting and tilting of 
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TABLE 8* The initial symptoms and their frequency in 156 patients with cerebellar neoplasms 
Medullo- Oligoden-
Astrocytoma blastoma Ependymoma droglioma 
N % N % N % N % 
Vascular 
neoplasm Sarcoma Total 
N % N % N % 
Headache 
Vomiting 
Headache and Vomiting . . 
Ataxia 
Dizziness 
Increased Circumference Head . 
Vomiting and Ataxia . . . . 
Pain in the Neck 
Dullness 
Mental changes 
Tilting of the Head . . . . 
Headache and Blurred Vision 
Vomiting and Tilting of the Head 
Vomiting and Dizziness . . 
Blurred Vision 
Hypotonia 
Headache and Tilting of the Head 
Total 
23 
11 
12 
4 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
37.0 
17.7 
19.3 
6.4 
3.2 
1.6 
1.6 
1.6 
1.6 
1.6 
1.6 
1.6 
1.6 
1.6 
1.6 
14 
10 
4 
5 
1 
2 
1 
1 
35.0 
25.0 
10.0 
12.5 
2.5 
5.0 
2.5 
2.5 
2.5 
2.5 
26.1 
26.1 
4.3 
13.0 
13.0 
4.3 
4.3 
4.3 
4.3 
(50.0) 
(50.0) 
18 
1 
1 
2 
75.0 
4.1 
4.1 
8.3 
(40.0) 
(20.0) 
1 4.1 
1 4.1 
2 (40.0) 
64 
29 
18 
15 
7 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
41.0 
18.6 
11.5 
9.6 
4.5 
1.9 
1.9 
1.3 
1.3 
1.3 
1.3 
1.3 
1.3 
1.3 
0.6 
0.6 
0.6 
62 99.6 40 100.0 23 99.7 2 100.0 24 99.7 5 100.0 156 99.9 
* We express our gratitude toward Drs. Ph. van Eiteren, Director of the Mathematical Service Institute, of the University of Nijmegen, for 
calculating and verifying the tables. 
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the head and the combination of vomiting and dizziness were each found 
in 2 patients (1.3%). Blurred vision, hypotonia and the combination of 
headache and tilting of the head were each noted as the first indication of a 
lesion in the posterior fossa in one patient (0.6 % ) . 
It appears that headache, found in 41 % of the total number of cases, was 
the most frequent initial symptom of a neoplasm in the cerebellum. It was 
also present as the most frequent initial sign in the several histological tumor-
groups (table 8) although some percentile differences could be observed: e.g. 
in the group of the vascular neoplasms headache was first noted in 18 of 
the 24 cases (75 %) but in the group of ependymomas in only 6 of the 23 
cases (26.1 % ) . Vomiting, the second symptom in prevalence, was about as 
frequent in the medulloblastomas (25.0 %) as in the ependymomas (26.1 %) 
but it was only found once (4.1%) in the group of the vascular neoplasms. 
Headache, vomiting or the combination of these two were the first symptom 
in more than two third of the patients (71.1 % ) . The remaining symptoms 
were far less frequent (table 8). In 77.5 % of all cases the initial symptom 
could solely be attributed to the increased intracranial pressure and in 17.3 % 
to a primary disturbance of the cerebellum. In the remaining 5.1% there were 
as well signs that could be attributed to an increased intracranial pressure 
as signs that were felt to be due to a cerebellar dysfunction. 
TABLE 9 The occurrence of the initial symptoms in relation to the medial or lateral location 
of the neoplasms (information available in 156 cases) 
Headache 
Vomiting 
Headache and vomiting 
Ataxia 
Dizziness 
Remaining symptoms (see table 8) 
Total N 
Total 
N 
64 
29 
18 
15 
7 
23 
156 
Medial 
N 
18 
18 
9 
11 
5 
15 
76 
% 
28.1 
62.1 
50.0 
73.4 
(71.4) 
— 
-
Lateral 
N 
46 
11 
9 
4 
2 
8 
80 
% 
71.9 
37.9 
50.0 
26.6 
(28.6) 
— 
-
When the initial symptoms are analysed in relation to the medial or lateral 
location of the neoplasm (table 9) it appears that 71.9 % of the patients with 
headache had a neoplasm that was located in one of the hemispheres. 
Vomiting, ataxia and dizziness, were relatively more frequent in midline 
lesions than in lateral located ones. 
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Symptoms of increased intracranial pressure at the time of admission 
Headache (table 10) at the time of admission to the hospital was a com-
plaint in 135 of the 145 patients in which this information was available 
(i.e. 93.1 % ) . In the remaining 17 cases there was no notice concerning the 
presence or absence of headache. In the several tumorgroups the occurrence 
of headache varied somewhat (table 10). It was present in all patients with 
an oligodendroglioma (2 cases) or a sarcoma (5 cases). It was found in 59 
of the 62 patients with an astrocytoma (95.2%), in 23 of the 24 patients 
with a vascular neoplasm (95.8 % ) , in 17 of the 18 with an ependymoma. 
(94.4 %) and in 30 of the 35 patients with a medulloblastoma (85.7 % ) . There 
did not appear to be a relationship between the histologic appearance of the 
tumor and the presence of headache nor was there any apparent connection 
between the headache and the degree of malignancy of the neoplasms. 
The headache was described as diffuse in 64 of the 135 cases that it was 
present (47.4 %). In 37 patients (27.4 %) it was indicated in the occipital, in 
20 (14.8 %) in the frontal and in 8 patients (5.9 %) as well in the frontal as 
TABLE 10 The occurrence and location of headache (information available in 145 cases) 
Information 
available 
Headache present 
Location : 
Diffuse* 
Occipital* 
Frontal* 
Parietal* 
Temporal* 
Frontal and 
occipital* 
Temporal and 
occipital* 
Frontal and 
parietal* 
N 
N 
% 
N 
% 
N 
% 
N 
% 
N 
% 
N 
% 
N 
% 
N 
% 
N 
% 
Total 
145 
135 
93.1 
64 
47.4 
37 
27.4 
20 
14.8 
3 
2.2 
1 
0.7 
S 
5.9 
1 
0.7 
1 
0.7 
Astro-
cytoma 
62 
59 
95.2 
33 
55.9 
14 
23.7 
7 
11.9 
1 
1.7 
-
-
4 
6.8 
-
-
-
-
Medullo-
blastoma 
35 
30 
85.7 
17 
56.7 
5 
16.7 
7 
23.3 
-
-
-
-
1 
3.3 
-
-
-
-
Ependy-
moma 
18 
17 
94.4 
6 
35.3 
7 
41.2 
2 
11.8 
1 
5.9 
-
-
_ 
-
1 
5.9 
-
-
Oligoden-
droglioma 
2 
2 
(100.0) 
2 
(100.0) 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
_ 
-
-
-
-
-
Vascular 
neoplasm 
24 
23 
95.« 
5 
21.7 
9 
39.1 
3 
13.0 
1 
4.3 
1 
4.3 
3 
13.0 
-
-
1 
4.3 
Sarcoma 
4 
4 
(100.0) 
1 
(25.0) 
2 
(50.0) 
1 
(25.0) 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
— 
* Percentages calculated on the number of cases having headache. 
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in the occipital area of the head. In 3 patients (2.2%) it was noted in the 
parietal area. The location of the headache in the temporal, the temporal and 
occipital, and the frontal and parietal area of the skull was indicated each by 
1 patient. In a few patients the headache was unilateral but this number of 
cases was too small to provide a clear analysis. 
A review of table 10 indicates that there is no dominant location of the 
headache in the several histologic types of cerebellar neoplasms. We were 
also unable to discover a relationship between the location of the headache 
and the degree of malignancy of the tumor neither did we note a connection 
between the location of the headache and the location of the neoplasm. Un-
fortunately there was mostly insufficient information in the case histories to 
determine whether there was a difference in location or character of the 
headache as initial symptom and the headache found at the time of admission. 
Well could it be noted that the headache was rarely found to be incessant and 
in most cases it had an intermittent character and could come on at almost 
any moment. In a small number of patients the headache could be pre-
cipitated by maneuvres that raised the intracranial pressure. 
It must be concluded that headache is a fairly general symptom in patients 
with a cerebellar neoplasm and that it does not present any characteristics in 
location or character which may be of aid in the differential diagnosis of 
the type of neoplasm. 
Vertigo (table 11) was noted as a complaint by 63 patients (42.6%) 
and it was said never to have been present in 85 (57.4 % ) . A review of the 
several histological tumorgroups (table 11) reveals that vertigo was relatively 
more frequent in ependymomas (73.7 %) than in any other type of neoplasm. 
No connection could be demonstrated between vertigo and the degree of 
malignancy of the neoplasms. Thirty-one of the 63 patients with complaints of 
vertigo had a neoplasm mainly located in the midline of the cerebellum while 
in the remaining 32 patients the tumor was mainly located in one of the 
hemispheres. 
TABLE 11 The occurrence of vertigo in the various histologic types of cerebellar neoplasms 
(information available in 148 cases) 
Information available 
Vertigo present* N 
% 
Total 
148 
63 
42.6 
Astro-
cytoma 
62 
19 
30.6 
Medullo-
blastoma 
37 
16 
43.2 
Ependy-
moma 
19 
14 
73.7 
Oligoden-
droglioma 
2 
1 
(50.0; 
Vascular 
neoplasm 
23 
12 
52.2 
Sarcoma 
5 
1 
(20.0) 
* Percentages calculated on the number of cases having vertigo. 
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TABLE 12 The occurrence of vomiting in the various histologic types of cerebellar neoplasms 
(information available in 157 cases) 
Information 
available 
Vomiting 
Projectile 
vomiting* 
N 
N 
% 
N 
% 
Total 
157 
147 
93.6 
34 
23.1 
Astro-
cytoma 
62 
60 
96.8 
12 
20.0 
Medullo-
blastoma 
41 
38 
92.7 
10 
26.3 
Ependy-
moma 
23 
20 
86.9 
4 
20.0 
Oligoden-
droglioma 
2 
2 
(100.0) 
1 
Í50.0J 
Vascular 
neoplasm 
24 
23 
95.5 
5 
21.7 
Sarcoma 
5 
4 
(80.0) 
2 
(50.0) 
* Percentages calculated on the number of cases having vomiting. 
Vomiting (table 12) at the time of admission was present as a symptom in 
147 patients (93.6%) and was absent in only 10 (6.4%). In 5 patients no 
information was available. In 34 of the 147 patients who vomited (i.e. 23.1%) 
the vomiting was forceful and of the so-called projectile character. In a 
number of cases the vomiting occurred in the early morning, but in many 
other cases no time of preference could be observed. The vomiting was only 
rarely preceded by or associated with nausea. We were unable to indicate 
a connection between the vomiting and the histologic type or the degree of 
malignancy of the neoplasms. The vomiting was so frequent at the time of 
admission that we were unable to note any relationship with the location of 
the tumor. 
TABLE 13 The occurrence of papilledema in the various histologic types of cerebellar neo-
plasms (information available in 153 cases) 
Information 
available 
Papilledema 
present 
Symmetrical* 
Ipsilateral* 
Heterolateral* 
Latéralisation* 
Ν 
Ν 
% 
Ν 
% 
Ν 
7ο 
Ν 
7„ 
Ν 
% 
Total 
153 
129 
84.3 
84 
65.1 
15 
11.6 
11 
8.5 
19 
14.7 
Astro­
cytoma 
62 
56 
9 0 J 
38 
67.9 
8 
14.3 
6 
10.7 
4 
7.1 
Medullo-
blastoma 
39 
27 
69.2 
20 
74.1 
1 
3.7 
-
-
6 
22.2 
Ependy­
moma 
22 
18 
81.8 
13 
72.2 
-
-
-
-
5 
27.8 
Oligoden­
droglioma 
2 
2 
(100.0) 
1 
(50.0) 
1 
(50.0) 
-
_ 
-
-
Vascular 
neoplasm 
24 
22 
91.7 
11 
50.0 
4 
18.2 
5 
22.7 
2 
9.1 
Sarcoma 
4 
4 
(100.0) 
1 
(25.0) 
1 
f25.0J 
-
-
2 
(50.0) 
Percentages calculated on the number of cases having papilledema. 
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Papilledema (table 13) at the time of examination was present in 129 
patients (84.3 %) and absent in 24 (15.7 % ) . In 84 of the 129 cases having 
papilledema (65.1 % ) , it was of the same or nearly the same intensity in 
both eyes (symmetrical). The intensity of the papilledema varied considerable 
between the several patients and ranged from slight in some to 7 diopters in 
other cases. In most instances the intensity of the papilledema was about 2 to 
3 diopters. In 45 patients (34.8 %) the papilledema was unilateral or clearly 
predominant in one eye. In 15 of these latter cases (11.6 %) the papilledema 
was present on the same side (ipsi-lateral) and in 11 (8.5 %) on the contro-
lateral side (hetero-lateral) of the neoplasm; in 19 cases (14.7 %) the papill-
edema was observed on one side while the neoplasm was located mainly in the 
midline structures of the cerebellum (so-called latéralisation). 
A review of the presence of the papilledema in the several histological 
tumorgroups (table 13) brings out that it was relatively less frequent in the 
medulloblastomas (only 69.2%) and slightly less frequent in the ependy-
momas (81.8 %) as in the other types of cerebellar neoplasms (over 90.0 % ) . 
This is however a relative difference. No apparent relationship could be 
determined between the presence of papilledema and the degree of malignan-
cy of the neoplasms. 
Visual disturbances were observed in 71 of the 104 patients that this infor-
mation was available (68.3%) and absent in 33 (31.7%). Subjectively it 
was most often indicated by the patients as 'bad vision' or 'blurred vision'. 
An objective examination revealed a wide range of variety but complete 
blindness was never encountered at the time of admission. We could not 
indicate a relationship between the occurrence of visual disturbances and 
the histological character of the neoplasms. In all patients who had com-
plaints of visual disturbances, papilledema was present too. 
TABLE 14 The occurrence of cerebellar fits and cerebellar herniation in the various histologic 
types of cerebellar neoplasms (information available in 155 cases) 
Astro- Medullo- Ependy- Oligoden- Vascular 
Total cytoma blastoma moma drogltoma neoplasm Sarcoma 
Information N 
available 
Cerebellar fits* N 
% 
Surgical herniation N 
only* % 
155 
35 
22.6 
42 
27.1 
62 
13 
21.0 
16 
25.5 
39 
9 
23.1 
15 
38.5 
23 
4 
17.4 
6 
26.1 
* Percentages calculated on the number of cases that information was available. 
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Fits (table 14) which were felt to be due to cerebellar herniation were 
observed in 35 of the 155 patients that this information was recorded 
(22.6 % ) . Seizures of a different character which could not be interpreted as 
being due to cerebellar herniation, were present in one patient. At the time of 
the surgical intervention cerebellar herniation could be observed in an 
additional 42 patients (27.1 %) but it had apparently not yet given rise to 
cerebellar fits. This latter situation was relatively more frequent in the 
medulloblastomas than in the other types of neoplasms (table 14). No other 
relationship could be detected. 
Opisthotonus was observed in only eight patients of the 102 that this infor-
mation was recorded (7.8 % ) . It was noted four times in the astrocytoma 
series and four times in patients with a medulloblastoma. 
Stiffness of the neck was present in 52 patients (36.4 %) and absent in 91. 
No information was available in 19 cases. The frequency of this symptom was 
regularly distributed over the various tumortypes and there was no apparent 
relationship to the degree of malignancy. 
The 'cracked-pot sound' was heard in 47 patients or 30.3 % of the total 
of which we had the details at our disposal. As could be expected it was only 
present in children and in a few very young adults. Its low frequency in the 
group of vascular neoplasms (2 cases) can be explained on the basis that 
these tumors are mainly found in adults. No apparent connection with the 
degree of malignancy could be observed. 
The pulse rate (table 15) recordings, taken at the time of admission were 
available in 116 cases. No recordings at a later point of time are taken into 
TABLE 15 The pulse rate at the time of admission in the various histologic types of cerebellar 
neoplasms (information available in 116 cases) 
Information avail. 
< 50 p.min. 
51- 60 p.min. 
61- 70 p.min. 
71- 80 p.min. 
81- 90 p.min. 
91-100 p.min. 
101-110 p.min. 
111-120 p.min. 
121-130 p.min. 
Over 130 p.min. 
Total 
N 
116 
5)12.1 
9 / 7„ 
21145.7 
32/ % 
20 
13 
5 
6 
1 
42.2 
% 
4' 
Astro· Medullo- Ependy- Oligoden- Vascular 
cytoma blastoma moma droglioma neoplasm Sarcoma 
N 
42 
1\11.9 
4 / % 
6Ì38.1 
10/ % 
6 
7 
2 
4 
1 
50.0 
% 
1' 
Ν N 
26 20 
2)19.2 1) 5.0 
3/ % -ƒ % 
1)34.6 5)45.0 
8/ % 4/ % 
8 
3 
1 
-
-
2 
2 
46.1 1 
% 2 
-
50.0 
% 
- ' 3 ' 
N 
2 
: } -
-)(5°·°) 
1/ % 
1 
-
-
-
-
(50.0) 
% 
_l 
N 
22 
1)13.6 
2/ 7„ 
6)63.6 
8/ % 
3 
1 
1 
-
-
22.7 
% 
_) 
N 
4 
:}-
ЗКІОО.О) 
ι/ % 
-
-
-
-
-
J 
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account since these might be influenced by medication. The frequencies of 
the pulse rates and their relation to the types of tumors are presented in 
table 15. No apparent relationship to the type of neoplasm or to the degree 
of malignancy could be detected. 
The bloodpressure was in most cases found to be within normal limits. 
In only a few cases a slight elevation was observed but this always concerned 
adult patients so that it could not be regarded as a specific indication. 
Dyspituitarism. In 4 cases there was some suggestion of a possible 
dysfunction of the pituitary. A 19 year old female with a grade I astrocytoma 
had apart from a secundary amennorrhoe also signs of hypothyroidism. Hypo-
thyroidism alone was found in a 39 year old female with a grade I ependymo-
ma. A 26 year old male with a grade II ependymoma complained of loss of 
the sexual functions which were said to have returned some time after 
surgery. In a 6 year old boy with a medulloblastoma there was an abnormal 
strong hairgrowth on the extremities. 
Changes of conciousness (table 16). At the time of admission it was noted 
that the state of conciousness varied considerable in the several patients 
(table 16). In 4 patients there were subjective complaints of dullness or 
inertness which could be confirmed at the physical examination. In 87 of 
TABUE 16 The occurrence of changes of conciousness in the various histologic types of cere-
bellar neoplasms (information available in 149 cases) 
Information 
available 
Changes present 
Dull* 
Lethargic* 
Precoma* 
Coma* 
Dull to lethargic* 
Lethargic to 
precoma* 
N 
N 
% 
N 
% 
N 
% 
N 
% 
N 
% 
N 
% 
N 
% 
Total 
149 
62 
41.6 
35 
50.5 
15 
24.2 
2 
3.2 
2 
3.2 
5 
8.1 
3 
4.8 
Astro-
cytoma 
62 
29 
46.8 
18 
62.1 
7 
24.1 
-
-
-
-
3 
10.3 
1 
3.4 
Medullo-
blastoma 
37 
17 
45.9 
10 
58.8 
4 
23.5 
1 
5.9 
-
-
1 
5.9 
1 
5.9 
Ependy-
moma 
22 
5 
22.7 
4 
(80.0) 
1 
(20.0) 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
— 
Oligoden-
droglioma 
2 
1 
(50.0) 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
1 
(100.0) 
-
~ 
Vascular 
neoplasm 
21 
8 
38.1 
3 
(37.5) 
2 
(25.0) 
1 
(12.5) 
1 
(12.5) 
-
-
1 
(12.5) 
Sarcoma 
5 
2 
(40.0) 
-
-
1 
(50.0) 
-
-
1 
(50.0) 
-
-
-
— 
* Percentages calculated on the number of cases in which changes were present. 
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the 149 cases in which information was available (58.4%) the conciousness 
was judged to be alert and normal; 35 of the 62 patients in whom changes 
were present (56.5 %) were found to be dull, 15 (24.2 %) lethargic; 2 were 
precomatous and 2 comatous on admission. 
Abnormal behavior patterns were noted in 11 patients and they presented 
all kinds of variations: euphorism, mental depression, moodiness and bad 
temper. 
The frequency as well of the changes in the state of conciousness as of the 
changes in behavior appeared regularly distributed over the various types of 
tumors and no connection with the grade of malignancy could be noted. 
Disturbances of the function of the intracranial nerves. These disturbances 
were observed in all variations, patterns and combinations and they will be 
presented in the order of the cranial nerves. 
In 5 patients there was a bilateral concentric constriction of the visual fields 
and in 1 patient this was unilateral. It was felt at the time of examination that 
this defect could well be the result of papilledema of somewhat longer 
duration. 
The pupils were widely dilated in 6 patients; in half the number of these 
patients this was symmetrical and in half asymmetrical. In all cases it was 
associated with a loss of the light reflex. It is thought that this reaction is 
the result of disturbance of function of the third cranial nerve. 
In 13 patients there was some disturbance of function of the trigeminal 
nerve. In 6 of these cases it was ipsilateral to the neoplasm and in 7 cases it 
was lateralized while the neoplasm was located in the midline structures of 
the cerebellum. In some of these latter cases an expansion or infiltration of 
the neoplasm to one side could not be denied although it could also not 
always be proven. In 12 of the 13 patients the lesion consisted of varying 
degrees of loss of sensibility, from hypesthesia to anesthesia, in 6 of these 
cases the affected area could not clearly be demarcated, in one patient there 
was a solitary loss of the corneal reflex and in 5 the functional disturbance 
was limited to the second branche of the trigeminal nerve. In one patient 
there was a motor disturbance of the fifth nerve. 
Palsy of the sixth intracranial nerve was diagnosed in 27 patients; in 14 it 
was bilateral, in 6 ipsilateral and in 2 heterolateral to the neoplasm. In 5 
patients it was lateralized while the neoplasms were located in the midline 
structures of the cerebellum. In the histories the defect was always indicated 
as a convergent strabismus involving one or both eyes. 
Disturbance of the facial nerve was encountered in 52 patients. In 5 patients 
this was bilateral, in 15 ipsilateral, in 9 heterolateral and in 23 it was 
lateralized while the neoplasm was localized in the midline structures of the 
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cerebellum. The intensity and the extend of the lesions appeared variable and, 
as was noted in the histories, the muscles around the mouth were most 
frequently affected. 
Involvement of the eighth cranial nerve was observed in 10 cases. It was 
bilateral and heterolateral each in one patient, ipsilateral in three and la-
teralized in 5 patients. The defect consisted in six cases of some degree of 
unilateral loss of hearing, in five cases of complete deafness on one side and 
in the remaining cases there was disturbance of the equilibratory functions. In 
several additional cases tinnitus was indicated by the patient but no objective 
signs could be noted in these cases. 
The function of the glossopharyngeal nerve was disturbed in 4 patients; 
twice this was bilateral, once ipsilateral and once it was lateralized while 
the neoplasm was located in the midline of the cerebellum. The type or 
extend of the lesions was unfortunately not specified in the histories. 
In one case, an ependymoma of the fourth ventricle, there was a state-
ment of involvement of the vagal and accessory nerve, but no details were 
revealed in the case history. 
In 16 patients some functional disturbance of the hypoglossal nerve was 
noted. In 4 patients the tongue deviated on protruding to the ipsilateral side 
of the neoplasm and in 5 to the controlateral side. In 7 patients there was on 
protrusion a deviation of the tongue to one side while the neoplasm was 
mainly located in the midline structures of the cerebellum. 
Involvement of the corticospinal tracts was present in 19 cases. It consisted 
of loss of strength at the opposite side of the neoplasm in 9 patients and in 
7 cases this was present bilaterally, but in nearly all these cases it was less pro-
nounced on the ipsilateral side of the neoplasm. In 3 patients there was uni-
lateral involvement of the cortico-spinal tract while the neoplasm was mainly 
located in the midline of the cerebellum. 
In one case, an astrocytoma of the vermis, there was hypesthesia and 
hypalgesia on the left side of the body. 
Reflex changes were encountered in 49 patients( 34.0%) of the 144 in which 
this information was available. Most frequently encountered was the Babinski 
sign: 28 cases. Diminished reflexactivity or areflexia was found in 19 patients 
and hyperreflexia was noted in 9. The abdominal reflexes were negative in 
8 patients. As will be understood there were all kinds of combinations of the 
above mentioned abnormalities in the several patients. We were unable to 
indicate any relationship between the involvement of the cortico-spinal tract 
and the histologic type of neoplasm. 
A coated tongue was seen in 46 patients and absent in 91. 
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Symptoms of focal significance at the time of admission 
Focal pain when pressure was exerted on the occipital bones of the skull 
was indicated by 31 of the 123 patients in which this information was 
available (25.2 % ) . When present it was of significance in so far that it was 
mainly localized on the same side as the neoplasm. There was no connection 
to the histologic type of the neoplasm. 
Dystonia (table 17) was observed in 66 of the 145 patients (i.e. 45.2%). 
In 63 of these (95.5 %) there was hypotonia of one or more muscle groups 
and in the remaining 3 (4.5 % ) some muscle groups were hypertonic. In 
about half the number of cases the hypotonia was ipsilateral to the neoplasm, 
while in a few cases (2) the one sided hypotonia was associated with a 
midline lesion. In the remaining cases it was present bilateral although the 
neoplasm was located in one of the hemispheres or in the midline structures 
of the cerebellum. It must be concluded that hypotonia in itself is of limited 
significance for the exact location of the neoplasm. The incidence or the 
frequency of the dystonia did not present a clear relation with the type of 
neoplasm nor with its degree of malignancy (table 17). 
TABLE 17 The occurrence of dystonia in the various histologic types of cerebellar neoplasms 
(information available in 145 cases) 
Information 
available 
Dystonia present 
Hypotonia* 
Hypertonia* 
N 
N 
% 
N 
% 
N 
% 
Total 
145 
66 
45.2 
63 
95.5 
3 
4.5 
Astro-
cytoma 
59 
26 
44.1 
26 
100.0 
-
— 
MeduUo-
blastoma 
38 
21 
55J 
20 
95.2 
1 
4.8 
Ependy-
moma 
21 
8 
38.1 
7 
(87.5) 
1 
(12.5) 
Oligoden-
droglioma 
2 
-
-
-
-
-
— 
Vascular 
neoplasm 
20 
8 
40.0 
8 
(100.0) 
-
— 
Sarcoma 
5 
3 
(60.0) 
2 
(66.7) 
1 
(33.3) 
* Percentages calculated on the number of cases in which dystonia was present. 
The hypertonia was always bilateral. In two cases there was a midline 
lesion (ependymoma and sarcoma) and in the third case, a meduUoblastoma 
of the right hemisphere, there existed a considerable extension of the neo-
plasm in the fourth ventricle. 
Disturbance of posture was most frequently observed in the form of tilting 
of the head. In 13 patients the head was flexed toward the affected side, in 
8 toward the sound side. In 12 cases in which a lesion was mainly located 
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in the midline structures of the cerebellum, the head was flexed toward one 
side. In several patients it was noted that they exhibited a tendency to lay 
on one side. Three patients preferred the side of the neoplasm and four the 
opposite side. Another three patients were laying on one side while their 
neoplasm was located in the midline. There were four patients who kept their 
head tilted forward and another four who preferred to keep it tilted back-
wards. Three patients fancied to keep their arms folded in the neck while 
laying on their back. We were unable to detect a relationship with the histologic 
type of the neoplasm nor with its degree of malignancy. It also appeared 
that there was no marked connection between the side of the neoplasm and 
the side towards the head was tilted. 
Of 105 patients eight (7.6%) were unable to stand and 51 (48.6%) 
were clearly ataxic while standing (total 56.2 % ) . This latter group presented 
a tendency to fall, could not stand still or were standing with a wide base. 
For the connection with the histologic types of the neoplasms see table 18. 
TABLE 18 The occurrence of disturbances of standing (105 cases), walking (108 cases) and 
speech (131 cases) in the various histologic types of cerebellar neoplasms 
Standing: 
Information 
available 
Disturbance 
present* 
Walking: 
Information 
available 
Disturbance 
present* 
Speech: 
Information 
available 
Disturbance 
present* 
N 
N 
% 
N 
N 
% 
N 
N 
% 
Total 
105 
59 
56.2 
108 
82 
75.9 
131 
24 
17.6 
Astro-
cytoma 
44 
23 
52.3 
43 
33 
76.7 
56 
16 
28.6 
Medullo-
blastoma 
28 
15 
53.6 
30 
24 
80.0 
30 
2 
6.7 
Ependy-
moma 
13 
9 
69.2 
15 
11 
73.3 
17 
2 
11.8 
Oligoden-
droglioma 
2 
-
-
2 
-
-
2 
-
— 
Vascular 
neoplasm 
14 
10 
71.4 
15 
12 
80.0 
22 
3 
13.6 
Sarcoma 
4 
2 
(50.0) 
3 
2 
(66.7) 
4 
1 
(25.0) 
* Percentages calculated on the number of cases in which information was present. 
The Romberg test was positive in 84 of the 120 patients of whom we had 
sufficient details at our disposal (70.0%). The relation with the various 
histologic types of cerebellar neoplasms is presented in table 19. The tendency 
to fall was directed toward the affected side in 13 individuals and toward the 
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sound side in 11. There was a tendency to fall toward one side in 20 cases 
with a midline lesion. Nine patients tended to fall backwards and in 8 of these 
the neoplasm was mainly located in the vermis or fourth ventricle. In 31 
patients the direction of the tendency to fall was indeterminate and not of 
help for the localisation of the neoplasm. 
TABLE 19 The disturbances of the Romberg test in the various histologic types of cerebellar 
neoplasms (information available in 120 cases) 
Astro- Medullo- Ependy- Oligoden- Vascular 
Total cytoma blastoma moma droglioma neoplasm Sarcoma 
Information 
available 
Disturbances 
present 
Ipsilateral* 
Latéralisation* 
Heterolateral* 
Indeterminate* 
N 
N 
% 
N 
% 
N 
% 
N 
% 
N 
% 
120 
84 
70.0 
13 
15.5 
20 
23.8 
11 
13.1 
40 
47.6 
49 
33 
67.3 
9 
27.3 
1 
3.0 
7 
21.2 
16 
48.5 
29 
24 
82.8 
2 
8.3 
10 
41.7 
1 
4.2 
11 
45.8 
17 
12 
70.6 
1 
8.3 
7 
58.3 
-
-
4 
33.3 
2 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
19 
12 
63.2 
1 
8.3 
1 
8.3 
2 
16.7 
8 
66.7 
4 
3 
Г75.0; 
-
-
1 
(33.3) 
1 
(33.3) 
1 
(33.3) 
* Percentages calculated on the number of cases in which disturbances were present. 
TABLE 20 The disturbances of the finger-nose test in the various histologic types of cerebellar 
neoplasms (information available in 134 cases) 
Astro- Medullo- Ependy- Ohgoden- Vascular 
Total cytoma blastoma moma droglioma neoplasm Sarcoma 
Information 
available 
Disturbances 
present 
Ipsilateral* 
Latéralisation* 
Heterolateral· 
Bilateral* 
N 
N 
% 
N 
% 
N 
% 
N 
% 
N 
% 
134 
73 
54.5 
25 
34.2 
9 
12.3 
2 
2.7 
37 
50.7 
56 
36 
64.3 
15 
41.7 
3 
S.J 
1 
2.8 
17 
47.2 
33 
19 
57.6 
3 
15.8 
4 
21.1 
-
-
12 
63.2 
18 
4 
22.2 
-
-
2 
(50.0) 
-
-
2 
(50.0) 
2 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
21 
11 
52.4 
5 
45.5 
-
-
1 
9.1 
5 
45.5 
4 
3 
Í75.0J 
2 
(66.7) 
-
-
-
-
1 
(33.3) 
* Percentages calculated on the number of cases in which disturbances were present. 
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TABLE 21 The disturbances of the knee-heel test in the various histologic types of cerebellar 
neoplasms (information available in 121 cases) 
Astro- Mcdullo- Ependy- Oligoden- Vascular 
Total cytoma blastoma moma droglioma neoplasm Sarcoma 
Information 
available 
Disturbances 
present 
Ipsilateral* 
Latéralisation* 
Heterolateral* 
Bilateral* 
N 
N 
7. 
N 
% 
N 
% 
N 
% 
N 
7. 
121 
52 
43.0 
16 
30.8 
4 
7.7 
1 
1.9 
31 
59.6 
52 
27 
51.9 
7 
25.9 
1 
3.7 
1 
3.7 
18 
66.7 
28 
14 
50.0 
3 
21.4 
3 
21.4 
-
-
8 
57.1 
17 
1 
5.9 
-
-
-
-
-
-
1 
(100.0) 
2 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
18 
7 
38.9 
4 
(57.1) 
-
-
-
-
3 
(42.9) 
4 
3 
(75.0) 
2 
(66.7) 
-
-
-
-
1 
(33.3) 
* Percentages calculated on the number of cases in which disturbances were present. 
Disturbances of movement were noted in a total 94 patients (i.e. 67.1 % 
of those in which we had information). The details are described according 
to the several tests and it is clear that in many patients more than one test 
could be disturbed. The muscular coordination in the upper extremities 
(finger-nose test) was found to be insufficient in 73 of the 134 patients 
(54.5 % ) . Its connection to the histologic types of neoplasms is demonstrated 
in table 20. In the lower extremities (knee-heel test) it was defective in 52 
of the 121 patients (43.0%). The occurrence in the various types of neo-
plasms is indicated in table 21. An analysis of the location of the neoplasm 
and the affected side revealed that the same side as the neoplasm was involved 
in the upper extremities in 34.2 % and in lower extremities in 30.8 %. The 
hetero-lateral side appeared to be involved in respectively 2.7 % and 1.9 %. 
The disturbance was bilateral in the upper extremities in 50.7 % and in the 
lower in 59.6 %. Disturbance of the muscular coordination on one side, while 
the neoplasm was located in the midline of the cerebellum, was noted in the 
arms in 12.3 % and in the legs in 7.7 %. As can be observed in the tables 
20 and 21 the disturbances of muscular coordination were definitively less in 
in the ependymomas than in any other type of neoplasm. 
Dysdiadochokinesis was present bilateral in 25 patients. On the ipsilateral 
side of the neoplasm it was found in the same number of cases. On the 
heterolateral side it was present in one case and in four cases it was lateralized 
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TABLB 22 The occurrence of dysdiadochokinesis in the various histologic types of cerebellar 
neoplasms (information available in 118 cases) 
Information 
available 
Disturbances 
present 
Ipsilateral* 
Latéralisation* 
Heterolateral* 
Bilateral* 
N 
N 
% 
N 
% 
N 
% 
N 
% 
N 
% 
Total 
118 
55 
46.6 
25 
45.5 
4 
7.3 
1 
1.8 
25 
45.5 
Astro-
cytoma 
52 
31 
59.6 
14 
45.2 
2 
6.5 
1 
3.2 
14 
45.2 
Medullo-
blastoma 
27 
14 
51.9 
4 
28.6 
2 
¡4.3 
-
-
8 
57. i 
Ependy-
moma 
15 
3 
20.0 
1 
(33.3) 
-
-
-
-
2 
(66.7) 
Oligoden-
droglioma 
2 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
Vascular 
neoplasm 
18 
5 
27.8 
5 
(100.0) 
-
-
-
-
-
-
Sarcoma 
4 
2 
Г5о.о; 
1 
(50.0) 
-
-
-
-
1 
Cio.o; 
* Percentages calculated on the number of cases in which dysdiadochokinesis was present. 
although the tumor was located in the midline. Dysdiadochokinesis was 
observed in 46.6 % of all cases in which this information was available (118 
cases); its frequency in the several groups of neoplasms is presented in 
table 22. 
Of the 62 cases with a neoplasm in the midline structures of the cerebellum, 
23 presented some kind of bilateral disturbance of muscular coordination 
and in 12 this was only present unilateral. In 27 of these patients no abnor­
malities in muscular coordination were observed. 
Disturbance of gait (table 18) was observed in 72 patients while 10 
patients were unable to walk at all (i.e. 75.9 % of the 108 patients that this 
information was obtained). The occurrence in the several histological groups 
of tumors is detailed in table 18 (page 74). In 47 cases the ataxia was 
reported without any specific statement of the deviation of the gait or the 
kind of pattern presented. Thirty-one patients presented apart from the ataxia 
a deviation of the gait. In 9 of these this was directed to the ipsilateral side 
of the neoplasm, in 11 to the heterolateral side and 11 presented a lateral 
deviation while walking although their neoplasm was mainly located in the 
vermis or fourth ventricle. 
Disturbance of speech (table 18), characteristic for a cerebellar lesion, was 
noted in 24 patients (17.6 %) of the 131 that this information was recorded. 
Its distribution in the various types of cerebellar neoplasms is indicated in 
table 18 (page 74). 
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Nystagmus (table 23) was observed in 100 patients (i.e. 63.7 % of those 
in which information was available). In 70 (70%) it was horizontal and in 
2 vertical. In 28 patients (28 %) it had as well a horizontal as a vertical 
component. In 57 patients, of the 70 who presented a horizontal nystagmus, 
it could be obtained by looking in either direction. In 13 it was only present 
when the gaze was directed to one side; in 6 of these latter cases the rapid 
component was directed toward the side of the neoplasm, in 1 to the hetero-
lateral side and in the remaining 6 patients it was directed to one side, 
although the neoplasm was mainly located in the midline of the cerebellum. 
The relationship of the nystagmus to the tumorgroups is demonstrated in 
table 23. 
TABLE 23 The occurrence and direction of nystagmus in the various histologic types of cere­
bellar neoplasms (information available in 157 cases) 
Information 
available 
Ν 
Nystagmus present N 
Symmetrical 
horizontal* 
Vertical* 
Horizontal and 
vertical* 
Ipsilateral* 
Latéralisation* 
Heterolateral* 
% 
Ν 
% 
Ν 
% 
Ν 
% 
Ν 
% 
Ν 
% 
Ν 
% 
Total 
157 
100 
63.7 
57 
57.0 
2 
2.0 
28 
28.0 
6 
6.0 
6 
6.0 
1 
1.0 
Astro­
cytoma 
62 
33 
53.2 
24 
72.7 
1 
3.0 
3 
9.1 
3 
9.1 
1 
3.0 
1 
3.0 
Medullo-
blastoma 
41 
30 
73.2 
17 
56.7 
1 
3.3 
10 
33.3 
-
-
2 
6.7 
-
— 
Ependy­
moma 
23 
15 
65.2 
9 
60.0 
-
-
6 
40.0 
-
-
-
-
-
— 
Oligoden­
droglioma 
2 
2 
(100.0) 
1 
(50.0; 
-
-
1 
(50.0) 
-
-
-
-
-
— 
Vascular 
neoplasm 
24 
16 
66.7 
5 
31.2 
-
-
6 
37.5 
3 
18.8 
2 
12.5 
-
— 
Sarcoma 
5 
4 
(80.0) 
1 
(25.0) 
-
-
2 
(50.0J 
-
-
1 
(25.0; 
-
— 
* Percentages calculated on the number of cases in which nystagmus was present. 
Electro-encephalography 
Reports of electro-encephalographic examinations were available in 58 
patients. In 7 of these there were no abnormalities at all. In 21 recordings 
unspecific generalized abnormalities were noted which were mostly inter­
preted as being due to the increased intracranial pressure. In 13 recordings 
the abnormalities were felt to be the result of a lesion of the brainstem, while 
in 11 patients it was stated that the abnormal recording could be in agreement 
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with a lesion in the posterior fossa although, it was said, that the changes were 
not specific. In several individual cases the abnormal patterns were inter-
preted as being due either to a subcortical encephalopathy (2 patients), to an 
occipital lesion (1 patient), to a temporal process (1 patient), to a lesion in 
the parieto-occipito-temporal location (1 patient) or to an epileptogenic focus 
(1 patient). 
Roentgenologic examination 
In 99 patients a plain x-ray examination of the skull was made. In 33 
instances no abnormalities were recorded. The most frequent sign that was 
observed (see table 24) was a separation of the bony sutures of the skull 
(18 patients, 26,1%). In 17 patients (24.6%) a convolutional thinning, 
producing a cloudy appearance, was observed. In 10 patients (14.5 %) ab-
normalities of the sella were present which consisted of atrophy, destruction 
of the clinoid processes or floor of the sella, or of an enlargement of the 
sella. As can be noted in table 24 combinations of these abnormalities were 
present in 24 patients. In one instance an abnormal calcification was noted 
which was due to calcification in the neoplasm (astrocytoma). 
A ventriculogram was made in 113 patients. In 105 of these the intraven-
TABLE 24 The occurrence of roentgenologic abnormalities in the various histologic types of 
cerebellar neoplasms (information available in 99 cases) 
Astro- Medullo- Ependy- Oligoden- Vascular-
Total cytoma blastoma moma droglioma neoplasm Sarcoma 
Information 
available 
Abnormalities 
present 
Cloudy skull* 
Pathological sella* 
Separation 
sutures* 
Cloudy skull and 
separated sutures* 
Cloudy skull and 
pathological sella* 
Path, sella and 
separated sutures* 
N 
N 
% 
N 
% 
N 
% 
N 
% 
N 
% 
N 
7„ 
M 
% 
99 
69 
69.7 
17 
24.6 
10 
14.5 
18 
26.1 
14 
20.3 
4 
5.8 
6 
8.7 
40 
27 
67.5 
9 
33.3 
2 
7.4 
7 
25.9 
2 
7.4 
2 
7.4 
5 
18.5 
26 
23 
88.4 
5 
21.7 
1 
4.3 
7 
30.4 
8 
34.7 
2 
8.7 
-
-
16 
13 
81.2 
3 
23.0 
5 
38.4 
2 
15.3 
2 
15.3 
-
-
1 
7.7 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
15 
5 
(33.3) 
-
-
2 
(40.0) 
1 
(20.0) 
2 
(40.0) 
-
-
-
-
* Percentages calculated on the number of cases in which abnormalities were present. 
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trícular pressure of the cerebrospinal fluid was determined and the results 
are presented in table 25. In 112 of the 113 cases there was an internal 
hydrocephalus of varying degree. In 11 patients the shape or location of the 
third ventricle was abnormal. Defects of the aquaduct i.e. obstruction, abnor-
mal shape or location, were noted in 58 patients. No filling with air of the 
fourth ventricle could be obtained in 27 cases and in an additional 53 there 
were abnormal configurations of the fourth ventricle. 
TABLE 25 The intraventricular pressure (in mm. of water) of the cerebrospinal fluid in the 
various histologic types of cerebellar neoplasms (105 cases) 
Astro- Medullo· Ependy· Oligoden- Vascular 
Total cytoma blastoma moma droglioma neoplasm Sarcoma 
Ν N N N N N N 
100-149 (normal) 
150-199 
200-249 
250-299 
300-349 
350-399 
400-449 
450-499 
over500 
elevated 
Total 
11 10.5 
% 
5 
9 
9 
16 
9 
9 
7 
30 
89.5 
% 
105 
3 8.5 
% 
1 
3 
3 
4 
3 
1 
3 
13J 
91.5 
% 
34 
3 13.4 
% 
2 
4 
2 
5 
3 
2 
2 
6 
86.6 
% 
29 
2 10.5 
% 
1 
2 
1 
1 
3 
1 
2 
6 
89.5 
% 
19 
1 (50.0) 
% 
-
-
-
-
-
1 
-
-
(50.0) 
% 
2 
2 11.1 
7„ 
1 
-
2 
5 88.9 
-1 0/ 
1 / 0 
4 
-
4 
18 
-(-) 
-
-
1 
1 
-
-
-
1 
(100.0) 
7. 
3 
Laboratory examination 
Examination of the cerebrospinal fluid, obtained during the ventriculo­
graphy, could be performed in 127 cases. The determinations of the protein 
content are presented in table 26. The cells were counted in the same number 
of patients: in 118 patients the total number of cells was less than 10/3 and 
in 116 even less than 5/3. In four patients it was between 21/3 and 65/3; 
in one it was 246/3 and in two cases respectively 822/3 and 1095/3. In two 
cases neoplastic cells could be detected in the smear of the sediment of the 
cerebrospinal fluid (medulloblastoma and ependymoma). 
The hemoglobin content of the blood was only recorded in 59 patients; 
in only three it was more than 100 % but less than 104%. There were five 
patients with a vascular neoplasm among these 59; in none of these cases 
did the hemoglobin content exceed 95 %. 
The counts of the number of erythrocytes were always within normal 
limits. 
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TABLE 26 The protein content (in mgr %) of the cerebrospinal fluid in the various histologic 
types of cerebellar neoplasms (information available in 127 cases) 
Astro- Medullo- Ependy- Oligoden- Vascular 
Total cytoma blastoma moma droglioma neoplasm Sarcoma 
Ν N N N N N N 
Information available 
Less than 0.05 
0.05-0.09 
0.10-0.14 
0.15-0.19 
0.20-0.24 
0.25-0.29 
0.30-0.34 
0.35-0.39 
0.40-0.44 
0.45-0.49 
over 0.50 
127 
39 
44 
14 
5 
6 
3 
2 
3 
1 
1 
9 
52 
17 
22 
4 
-
2 
2 
2 
-
1 
-
2 
33 
8 
12 
5 
2 
1 
1 
-
1 
-
-
3 
18 
5 
4 
3 
1 
2 
-
-
2 
-
-
1 
1 
-
-
-
-
1 
-
-
-
-
-
-
18 
5 
6 
2 
2 
-
-
-
-
-
1 
2 
A differential white bloodcell count was made in 57 patients. When due 
consideration was given to the age of the individual patient no abnormalities 
were present. 
Discussion 
The frequency of primary cerebellar neoplasms 
Primary intracerebellar neoplasms are apparently rare and it appears 
extremely difficult to get an impression on its absolute and relative frequency. 
Of the statistical series on the absolute and relative frequency, only a few are 
well comparable because they are often based on divergent criteria. According 
to a statement of Ewing (1922), about 1 % of all death are due to tumors of 
the brain. More recently Ziilch (1958) noted that the relative frequency of 
braintumors in several series varied between 0.2 and 2.6%. Brain (1962) 
indicated that over 1 % of all deaths are due to intracranial tumors and that 
these form about 10 % of all malignant neoplasms in man. Slooff, Kernohan 
and MacCarty (1964) stated that in the Mayo Clinic material slightly less 
than 10 % of all malignant human neoplasms were derived from the central 
nervous system. 
In 1927 Gushing presented a series of 1108 verified intracranial 'tumors'. 
In this series 59 cases of 'tuberculoma', 'syphiloma' and metastatic neo­
plasms were included, so that, as we presume, there were 1049 primary neo­
plasms derived from the intracranial contents. Among these there were 166 
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primary cerebellar neoplasms and they represented 15 % of the total number 
of primary intracranial neoplasms. Gagel reported in 1938 on 560 'tumors' 
of the central nervous system. Ninety-two of these were not primarily intra-
cranial or not neoplastic. He stated that 52 of the neuro-epithelial neoplasms 
were located in the cerebellum so that 11 % of all primary intracranial neuro-
epithelial neoplasms were located in the cerebellum. Ziilch (1938) found 
among his 104 primary intracranial neoplasms in 'youth' 45 intracerebellar 
ones (i.e. 43 % ) . Bennett (1946) studied the primary intracranial neoplasms 
in the military age-group (i.e. between 18 and 38 year) and presented details 
on 446 cases. Eighty-six of these or 19 % were located in the cerebellum. 
Keith, Craigh and Kernohan (1949), in a study on braintumors in children 
less than 15 years old, reported that of their 427 histologically verified neo-
plasms 281 or 61 % were located below the tentorium (no details concerning 
the nature of the neoplasms were provided). In a study on 220 braintumors 
in children (less than 15 years old) Boldrey, Naffziger and Arnstein (1950) 
noted that 44 % of them were supratentorial so that 56 % of them were 
apparently infratentorial. 
Bork and Tönnis (1955) in a study on the differential diagnosis of infra-
tentorial neoplasms in all ages groups, found that 671 (22.7%) of their 
total number of 2947 braintumors were located in the posterior fossa. From 
one of the tables of this study it can be concluded that there were 369 primary 
intracerebellar neoplasms. Odom, Davis and Woodhall (1956) noted in their 
analysis of 164 cases of braintumors in children less than 16 years of age 
that 90 of them were located infratentorial (54.8 % ) . Bergstrand, Bergstedt 
and Herrlin (1958) described 248 verified braintumors in children not older 
than 15 years and 134 of them or 5 4 % were infratentorial. Ingraham and 
Matson (1961) observed that of their 313 tumors of infancy and childhood 
185 or 60 % were infratentorial. In a recent monograph Willis (1962) stated 
that of the 119 gliomas of the brain of children below the age of 16 years 
65 or 54.6 % were located in the cerebellum. 
From the studies of Gushing (1927), Gagel (1938) and Zülch (1958) can 
be concluded that the percentage of intracerebellar neoplasms in all age 
groups varies between 10 and 15 % of all primary intracranial neoplasms. 
When we pressume that the relative frequency of braintumors is about 1 % 
of all death (Ewing, 1922; Ziilch, 1958; Brain 1962), it can roughly be 
estimated that about 0.1 % of all death will be due to cerebellar neoplasms. 
When 10 % of the neoplasms of mankind are derived from the central 
nervous system, about 1 % of all malignant human neoplasms will be located 
in the cerebellum. 
Analysis of our own series clearly demonstrated the general accepted know-
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ledge (e.g. Gushing, 1930; Ziilch, 1958; Russell and Rubinstein, 1959; 
Ingraham and Matson, 1961) of the preponderance of primary cerebellar 
neoplasms in children: of the 163 cases studied, 95 or 58.2% were found 
in patients less than 15 years of age. 
When we try to analyse the frequency of the several histological types of 
neoplasms that occur in the cerebellum, we are faced with the lack of uni-
formity in the histologic classification of these neoplasms. For the purpose of 
comparison we had to convert the classification of several major series to 
one common type and we have done this on the basis of the synonyms given 
in the fascicle of 'Tumors of the central nervous system' of the 'Atlas of 
tumor pathology of the Armed Forces Institute of Pathology'. We apologize 
for errors or faulty interpretation that may result from this procedure, but we 
feel that the risk is worthwhile. 
In table 27 the data of several major series are presented and some obser-
vations can be made from this table. In the series covering all ages (Gagel, 
1938; Bennet, 1946; Borck and Tonnis, 1955; Zülch, 1958) it appears that 
the astrocytomas never exceed 35 % of the total number of intracerebellar 
neoplasms, while in the series concerning the children's age (Ziilch, 1938; 
Keith, Craigh and Kernohan, 1949; Cuneo and Rand, 1952; Odom, Davis 
and Woodhall, 1956; Bergstrand, Bergstedt an Herrlin, 1958; Willis, 1962) 
the smallest percentage noted is 37 %. This observation supports the im-
pression that astrocytomas are relatively somewhat more frequent in children 
than in adults. 
No conclusion can be drawn from a comparison of the medulloblastomas 
in the various series. In the series of Bennet (1946), covering the ages between 
18 and 38, the high percentage of medulloblastomas (58.1 %) stands out 
remarkably and we are unable to explain this figure. 
It appears that in some studies (e.g. Gagel, 1938; Zülch, 1938; Cuneo and 
Rand, 1952; Willis, 1962) the medulloblastomas are more frequent than the 
astrocytomas while there are other studies (e.g. Keith, Craigh and Kernohan, 
1949; Borck and Tönnis, 1955; Odom, Davis and Woodhall, 1956, Zülch, 
1958; Bergstrand, Bergstedt and Herrlin, 1958) in which the reverse is noted. 
When the data of several major series are taken together (table 27) it appears 
however that there is only a minimal difference in frequency between both 
types of neoplasms. The difference that we noted between the frequency of 
astrocytomas (39.0 %) and medulloblastomas (25.3 %) in our series appears 
more marked. Odom and Davis and Woodhall (1956) found in a part of the 
literature that they studied a ratio of astrocytomas to medulloblastomas of 60 to 
40 percent. This was not in agreement with their findings, but it correlates well 
with our findings: 64 astrocytomas (61 %) and 41 medulloblastomas (39 % ) . 
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TABLE 27 The frequency of the various types of cerebellar neoplasms according to several series of the literature with a comparison of our series 
Medullo- Oligoden- Vascular Mixed Congénital 
Total Astrocytoma blastoma Ependymoma droglioma Neoplasm Glioma Neoplasm Miscellaneous Comment 
All Ages N N % H % N % N % N % N % N % N % 
Gagel (1938) 56 16 28.5 25 44.7 11 19.7 - - - - - - - - 4 7.1 
Bennet (1946) 74 13 17.6 43 58.1 4 5.4 - - 14 18.9 - - - between 
18-38 years 
Borck-Tönnis(1955) 350 122 34.9 116 33.1 66 18.9 - - 46 13.1 - - - - -
ZUIch (1958; estimated) 392 137 Э4.9 117 29.9 63 16.1 2 0.5 55 14.0 - - 13 3.3 5 1.3 5 Sarcomas 
Total 872 288 33.0 301 34.5 144 16.5 2 0.2 115 1Э.2 - - 13 1.5 9 1.1 
Our Series 163 64 39.1 41 25.3 23 14.1 2 1.2 27 16.7 1 0.6 5 3.0 5 Sarcomas 
Children 
ZUlcli(1938) 45 19 42.2 23 51.1 3 6 . 7 - - - - - - - - -
Keith-Craigh-Kernohan (1949) . . 2 8 1 104 37.0 84 29.9 35 12.5 - - - - - - - - 58 20.6 < 15 years 
Cuneo-Rand (1952) 41 16 39.0 22 53.7 3 7 . 3 - - - - - - - - - - < 15 years 
Odom-Davis-Woodhall (1956) .. 88 38 43.2 41 46.6 5 5.7 - - 1 1.1 - - - - 3 3.4 < 16 years 
Bergstrand-Bergstedt-Herrlui(1958) 111 50 45.1 49 44.1 12 10.8 - - - - - - - - - - < 16 years 
Willis (1962) 65 28 43.0 31 47.7 4 6.1 - - - - - 2 3.0 
Total 631 255 40.4 250 39.6 62 9.8 - - 1 0.2 - - - - 63 10.0 
Ourseries 95 43 45.3 34 35.8 10 10.5 1 1.1 3 3.1 - - 4 4.2 < 15 years 
From a comparison of the totals of table 27 there appears to be a weak 
indication that the medulloblastomas are slightly more frequent in children 
than in adults. We, and many others with us, always have been of the opinion 
that the medulloblastomas were far more frequent in children than in adults. 
Kernohan and Uihlein (1962) recently expressed: 'We think that any 
medulloblastoma occurring after the age of twenty years should be evaluated 
with more than ordinary skepticism'. However, in the series reviewed (table 
27), the total counts of medulloblastomas in the all ages group and of the 
children's group differed only 5 %. We would certainly have expected a larger 
difference. In our series 34 of the 41 medulloblastomas were found in 
children less than 15 years of age (i.e. 83 % of all medulloblastomas while 
in our total series there were only 58.2 % children) and it appears that they 
represent 35.8 % of all intracerebellar neoplasms occurring in this age group. 
The seven medulloblastomas occurring in patients older than 15 years were 
17 % of all medulloblastomas and the total number of medulloblastomas 
(41 cases) represented 25.3 % of all intracerebellar neoplasms in the all ages 
group. 
When the frequencies of the ependymomas in the reported studies (table 27) 
in the several age groups are compared, it appears that they are relatively 
more frequent in the series covering all ages (16.5 % of all intracerebellar 
neoplasms) than at the children's age (9.8%). A similar observation could be 
made in our series (in the all ages series 1 4 . 1 % ; in the children's series 
10.5%). Svien, Mabon, Kernohan and Craigh (1953) noted that 4 4 % of 
their 75 infratentorial ependymomas occurred in children less than 15 years 
of age. We noted a similar ratio (10 of the 23 cases or 43.5 % of our ependy-
momas were in the children's age). 
Oligodendrogliomas are apparently rare in the cerebellum and only two 
cases were found in the reported series under discussion. 
Vascular neoplasms are clearly prevalent in adults and in the series pre-
sented in table 27 only one case was found at the children's age. In specific 
studies on vascular neoplasms it is also observed that these neoplasms occur 
only rarely in children. In our material 3 of 27 vascular neoplasms were 
found in patients younger than 15 years of age. 
In the series presented in table 27 only one author (Ziilch, 1958) observed 
intracerebellar neoplasms on the basis of congenital malformation. 
In the group of miscellaneous neoplasms most cases are not specified. Only 
Ziilch (1958) stated that he found 5 sarcomas. In no other series did we 
encounter sarcomas. 
A comparison of the details of our material with those of the series re-
viewed reveals that in our series the percentile frequency of the several tumor 
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types in children is in fair agreement with those of the reported studies 
(table 27). A comparison of our total series with the reported 'all ages' studies 
produces some differences (table 27): our number of astrocytomas is above 
and that of the meduHoblastomas below the average. Since we do not know 
all the details (e.g. age composition) of the reported series we are unable to 
comment on these differences, but since our children's group is in agreement 
with the literature details, it may well be that those differences are not essen-
tial and are the result of secondary factors. 
The histologic appearance of cerebellar neoplasms 
As has been described in Chapter II, the histological aspects of the cere-
bellar astrocytomas as a group differ in some details from those generally 
seen in the brain, but to our opinion cerebellar astrocytomas present more 
similarity to those found in the medulla spinalis. The difference in histological 
aspects is the basis of a considerable controversy in regard to the classification 
of these neoplasms. Some authors (e.g., Bergstrand, 1933, 1937; Ziilch, 
1940-41, 1958; Ringertz and Nordenstam, 1951) regard these tumors there-
fore as a specific type or sub-type of neoplasm, while other investigators 
(Gushing, 1931; Buey and Gustafson, 1939; Mabon, Svien, Adson and 
Kernohan, 1950) regard them as true astrocytomas. Our opinion concurs 
with that of this latter group and we feel, as has been indicated by Mabon and 
co-authors (1950), that the different histological aspects of cerebellar astro-
cytomas may at least partially be explained by the fact that they are mostly 
of a low degree of malignancy which is rarely encountered in the astro-
cytoma series of the brain; more than 80 % of the cerebral astrocytomas 
are of grade III or IV malignancy (Kernohan and Sayre, 1952). A second 
factor of importance may be that the cerebellar astrocytomas are more fre-
quently encountered in young individuals. Our observation that the cerebellar 
astrocytomas resemble more the astrocytomas of the spinal cord, may par-
tially be due to the fact that these latter are also mainly of a low degree of 
malignancy. Astrocytomas in both these locations present often a similar 
spongious or microcystic aspect. The frequent association of cerebellar astro-
cytomas with cysts is less surprising to us because the astrocytomas of the 
spinal cord are not infrequently associated with syringomyelia. We cannot 
offer specific prove that a cerebellar cyst associated with a neoplasm originate 
by the same mechanism as does syringomyelia associated with an intra-
medullary neoplasm, nor can we present absolute evidence that both types of 
cysts arc identical. Histologically however both structures show many points 
of resemblance. 
The presence of Rosenthal fibres in cerebellar astrocytomas is sometimes 
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used as an argument that these neoplasms are a separate entity. On this we 
cannot agree because there is sufficient evidence of occurrence of Rosenthal 
fibres in cerebral astrocytomas as also in non-neoplastic conditions such as 
e.g. gliosis. There is not yet prove that Rosenthal fibres are derived from or 
are associated with astrocytes but their presence in non-neoplastic, reactive 
gliosis seems to support this assumption evenas the occurrence of Rosenthal 
fibres in the arachnoidal extension of astrocytomas. Could it not be that the 
presence of Rosenthal fibres is an argument in favor of the supposition that 
the cerebellar astrocytomas are derived from astrocytes? 
A third hypothesis why cerebellar astrocytomas may present different 
histological aspects from those of the brain, may be that these astrocytomas 
may be derived from one of the several types of glial cells that arc specifically 
recognized in the cerebellum such as e.g. Bergmann glial cells. At present we 
lack any evidence in favor of this hypothesis and secondly there is no prove 
or specific indication that these cells differ essentially from the usual glial 
cells found elsewhere in the central nervous system. 
It is about generally accepted that the medulloblastomas originate from the 
cerebellar structures only, although its cell of origin is still a matter of dispute 
(see Chapter II). Our findings of the histological aspects of the medullo-
blastomas are in full agreement with the general accepted criteria and we are 
unable to offer any new argument in the dispute on the cell of origin. 
The morphologic aspects of the ependymomas of the cerebellum do not 
differ essentially from those found elsewhere in the central nervous system 
although it appears that the differentiation in the subtypes (cellular, papillary 
and epithelial type) is less variegated as in the spinal cord or filum terminale. 
The two oligodendrogliomas that we found presented a similar histological 
aspect as those found elsewhere in the central nervous system. 
Vascular neoplasms (hemangioendothelioma and hemangioblastoma) occur 
predominantly in the cerebellum, occasionally in the spinal cord, medulla 
oblongata (Cooper, Kernohan and Craigh, 1952) and rarely in the brain 
(Rochat, 1931; Kautzky and Vierdt, 1953; Brasseur, 1961). According to 
our experience the histological aspects of the vascular neoplasms in the 
cerebellum and spinal cord are identical. We do not have seen one occurring 
in the brain so that we cannot judge on its character. 
It is only since the last few years that sarcomas of the brain arc again fully 
considered as a possibility and a few recent studies have been published (Ziilch, 
1958; Kernohan and Uihlein, 1962). Many problems about these sarcomas 
are yet unsolved (origin, classification) and have to be settled by study of 
larger series. In our material we did not observe anything that might be 
of help. 
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Age and sex 
Astrocytoma. The average age of the patients with a cerebellar astro-
cytoma varies somewhat in the several descriptions: Gushing (1931): 13 years 
for his 76 cases, (variation: 22 months to 41 years); Elvidgc, Penfield and 
Cone (1937): 21.9 years (14 cases; variation: 6 to 58 years); Buey and 
Gustafson (1939): 8.9 years (25 cases; variation 22 months to 22 years); 
Ziilch (1940): 14.7 years (52 cases; variation 20 months to 54 years); Mabon, 
Svien, Adson and Kernohan (1950): 13.6 years (131 cases; variation 16 
months to 50 years); Ringertz and Nordenstam (1951): 14.8 years (140 
cases; variation 20 months to 54 years); Francois, Hoffmann and Jadoul 
(1961); 13 years (14 cases). 
The average age of our sixty-four cases was 15 years and it varied between 
17 months and 78 years. We observed in our series (see table 1, page 34) 
that the more malignant astrocytomas (grade III and IV) occurred generally 
at an average older age but there was only a total of 9 cases in these two 
groups. 
Elvidge, Penfield and Cone (1937) observed a notable difference in the 
average age of patients with a tumor located in one of the hemispheres 
(34.5 years) and that of patients with a neoplasm in the midline structures of 
the cerebellum (9.5 years) but their finding was only based on 14 cases. 
Several other investigators (e.g. Buey and Gustafson, 1939; Mabon, Svien, 
Adson and Kernohan, 1950; Ringertz and Nordenstam, 1951) with much 
larger series noted only minimal differences never exceeding 4.6 years. 
The difference we noted in our series was reversed to the foregoing studies; 
the patients with a midline lesion had an average age of 19 years and those 
with a lateral lesion one of 13 years. An explanation may be that the more 
malignant astrocytomas are included in our material. This was also done by 
Mabon and co-authors (1950). We are not sure whether this is the same in 
the other studies referred to, because what we regard in our classification as 
astrocytoma grade III and IV, is classified by these authors as glioblastoma 
multiforme. 
Most authors (e.g. Gushing, 1931; Ziilch, 1940; Mabon, Svien, Adson and 
Kernohan, 1950) state that there is an even sex distribution in their series of 
astrocytomas. Ringertz and Nordenstam (1951) noted a predominance in 
males (62.9%) and also Bergstrand, Bergstedt and Herrlin (1958) found a 
more frequent occurrence in boys (56 %) than in girls. 
In our series there was an about equal division in both sexes (31 males, 
33 females). 
Medulloblastoma. In Cushing's series (1930) the average age of patients 
with a medulloblastoma was 11 years. Ringertz and Tola (1950) found that 
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6 4 % of their 102 patients was less than 14 years of age. Cuneo and Rand 
(1952) noted that 12 of their 22 cases were less than 6 years old and the 
remaining 10 patients were between 6 and 13 years. 
The average age of the patients in our series was 8 years and 6 months; 
the youngest patient was 1 year and the oldest 24; 83 % of the patients was 
less than 15 years of age. 
Gushing (1930) observed in his material that the patients with a medullo-
blastoma in the midline structures of the cerebellum presented an average age 
of 8.3 years, while in those with a lateral located lesion this was 31 years. 
In our series we could not find a significant difference (midline lesions: 
7.8 years; lateral lesions: 9.9 years). 
Cuneo and Rand (1952) in a review of 190 reported cases of medullo-
blastomas noted that 65 % of them occurred in males. No exceptions were 
found in the series they studied. Ziilch (1958) indicated that the ratio between 
males and females is as 5 to 2. 
In our series there was an about equal distribution over both sexes: 
20 males and 21 females. 
Ependymoma. Cuneo and Rand (1952) found in their material of 83 
proven braintumors of childhood only three patients with an ependymoma 
of the cerebellum and the ages of these patients were respectively 17 months, 
19 months and 2'/2 years. In the series of Svien, Mabon and Kemohan and 
Craigh (1953) the average age of 75 patients with an infratentorial epen-
dymoma was 22.8 years. They could not find in their series a relationship 
between the average age and the degree of malignancy of the tumor. 
The average age of the 23 patients in our material was 19 years and 
10 months. The youngest patient was 7 months and the oldest 48 years. As 
has been indicated in table 4 (page 47) we noted that the more malignant 
types of ependymomas were found in younger patients but our number of 
cases in the more malignant types is far to small to be conclusive. 
In most series available an about equal division between both sexes is 
described. Bergstrand, Bergstedt and Herrlin (1958) observed in their 
material that 10 boys were affected and only 2 girls. Ingraham and Maison 
(1961) found in their series 13 males and 6 females with an infratentorial 
ependymoma. 
In our material we noted a nearly equal distribution: 13 males and 10 
females. 
Oligodendroglioma. There were no series available for comparison which 
is due to the rarity of this type of neoplasm in the cerebellum. The ages of 
our two patients were 9 and 19 years; both patients were females. 
Vascular neoplasm. McGovern and Wyke (1948) reported that the average 
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age of their patients with a vascular neoplasm in the cerebellum was 36,7 
years (8 cases; variation: 19 to 61 years). Perlmutter, Horrax and Poppen 
(1950) noted an average age of 34.1 year in their material (25 cases; varia-
tion: 17 to 55 years). Silver and Hennigar (1952) found 36.2 year as the average 
(48 cases; 1 in the first and 3 in the sixth decade). Olivecrona (1952) observed 
the greatest frequency of his cases in the sixth decade of life and stated that 
there was an about equal prevalence in the third, fourth and fifth decade. 
The ages in our series averaged 31 years and 4 months. The oldest patient 
was 57 and the youngest 11 year. A slight difference was noted between the 
average ages of the patients with an hemangioendothelioma (29 years and 
3 months) and hemangioblastoma (35 years). 
In most studies that were reviewed, a clear predominance of the vascular 
neoplasms in males was observed. Silver and Hennigar (1952) however noted 
the reverse. 
The distribution in our series was 13 males and 14 females. 
Sarcoma. Kernohan and Uihlein (1962) indicated in their study on sar-
comas of the brain that the sarcomas of the cerebellum may occur at any 
age but that there was a slight predominance in the first decade of life. Two 
of our patients were in their first, two in the second and one in the fourth 
decade of life. There were 2 males and 3 females affected. 
Heridity 
Van der Wiel (1959), in his study 'Inheritance of Gliomas', noted that, 
compared with the whole population of the Netherlands, the glioma mortality 
in a group of relatives of patients with a glioma was four times higher than 
the expectancy. From the literature he was able to collect 35 reports of 
familial incidence of gliomas and meningiomas. 
Also the familial incidence of vascular neoplasms is often stressed (Sargent 
and Greenfield, 1929; Craigh and Horrax, 1949; Perlmutter, Horrax and 
Poppen, 1950; Olivecrona, 1952; Tonning, Warren and Barrie, 1952). Silver 
(1954) stated that the presence of vascular neoplasms must be suspected in 
members of any family with the diagnosis of Lindau's disease. It is however 
our impression that this statement also holds true for the solitary vascular 
cerebellar neoplasms although not all the available studies are clear in this 
respect. 
In two cases of our series there was a clear suggestion of familial incidence 
of vascular cerebellar neoplasms. An illegitimate child of one of our patients 
was reported to suffer from angiomatosis retinae at the age of 21. The father, 
our patient, died at the age of 20 years following surgery for a cystic vascular 
cerebellar neoplasm. Post mortem examination of our patient did not reveal 
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any other sign of Lindau-von Hippel disease. The second incidence concerned 
three brothers. One had been operated on elsewhere for a cerebellar cyst 
associated with a neoplasm (type unknown). A brother of this patient (our 
patient) died shortly after surgery for a solid vascular neoplasm of the cere-
bellum. Post mortem examination could not be performed so that it remains 
unknown whether there were other manifestations of Lindau-von Hippel's 
disease; they were however not observed during the routine physical exami-
nation. A third brother of this family died fairly suddenly after having had 
headache and papilledema. 
In the glioma group there were a few cases in which we noted some infor-
mation that may be of significance in the question of inheritance. A sister 
of a four and half year old boy with a grade I astrocytoma of the cerebellum 
died at the age of 8 weeks due to the effects of an obstructive hydrocephalus. 
In a second case, the sister of the mother of a nearly three years old boy 
with a grade I ependymoma died of the results of a tumor of the brain 
(location and type unknown to us). Of interest appears to be the notice 
that a twin brother of a one year old boy, who died of the effects of a 
medulloblastomas, was apparently healthy as far as our information goes 
(which is only 7 months after the beginning of the disease in the twin 
brother). 
Pre-operative duration 
It can be assumed that the pre-operative duration of symptoms is at least 
partially dependent on the biological behavior of the neoplasm. It appears 
therefore surprising that in so many studies the correlation between the histo-
logical character of the neoplasm and the pre-operative duration of the 
symptoms is lacking. 
Astrocytoma. In the available studies the pre-operative duration of symp-
toms is found to be divergent. In Cushing's series (1931) it averaged 24 
months while in the series of Elvidge, Penfield and Cone (1937) it was 34.9 
months. Mabon, Svien, Adson and Kernohan (1950) correlated the duration 
of symptoms with the histologic grade of malignancy and noted for the grade I 
astrocytomas an average of 13.9 months, for the grade II astrocytoma an 
average of 11.7 months and for the grade III astrocytoma an average of 
8.5 months. There were no grade IV astrocytomas in this series. In their 
total scries of cerebellar astrocytomas Ringertz and Nordenstam (1951) found 
an average of 18.4 months. They observed that there was a difference in the 
pre-operative duration between the exclusive midline cerebellar astrocytomas 
(15.8 months) and those located in the hemispheres (18 months); it may 
be doubted whether this is a significant difference. Borck and Tönnis (1955) 
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stated that there was a difference between the pre-operative duration at the 
children's age (17.4 months) and in adults (25.3 months). Bergstrand, Berg-
stedt and Herrlin (1958) found in their series of children an average duration 
of the history of 7 months. 
The analysis of our group revealed (table 2, page 35) that the average 
duration of the history for the grade I astrocytomas was 11 months, for the 
grade II astrocytomas: 5.1 months, for the grade III astrocytomas: 4.8 
months and for the grade IV astrocytomas: 2.2 months. In the patients with 
a midcerebellar astrocytoma grade I we found a pre-operative duration of 
symptoms of 9 months and in the patients in whom a similar lesion was 
located in one of the hemispheres, it was 12.3 months. In the grade II group 
this was respectively 5.5 and 4.9 months and in the grade III group 8 and 
2.6 months. Both astrocytomas grade IV were located laterally. Our findings 
do not produce a clear outcome, but the number of cases is small. 
The average pre-operative duration in the grade I astrocytoma in children 
less than 15 years of age was 12.2 months and in adults 7.8 months. In the 
grade II astrocytoma these periods were respectively 4.5 and 7.3 months and 
in the grade III respectively 6 and 4.1 months. Both patients in the grade IV 
group were adults (average duration 2.2 months). Our results do not produce 
an indication that the pre-operative durations are correlated with the ages of 
the patients, but again it should be remembered, the number of cases is small. 
Medulloblastoma. Spitz, Shenkin and Grant (1947) found in their series 
of adult patients with a medulloblastoma an average pre-operative duration 
of symptoms of 3.8 months and they stated that this was similar as was found 
in their series of children. In the series of Ringertz and Tola (1950) covering 
all ages, the average was 5.4 months. Borck and Tönnis (1955) reported that 
the pre-operative duration in their children's age group was 7.9 months and 
in the adults 5 months. Bergstrand, Bergstedt and Herrlin (1958) noted an 
average of 3 months in children less than 16 years of age. Ingraham and 
Matson (1961) stated that in their series of children the length of the history 
varied between 4 and 6 weeks. 
In 38 cases of our series we observed an average pre-operative duration 
of symptoms of 5.7 months. We felt than an analysis in relation to the ages 
did not make much sense since only six patients were over 15 years of age. 
In the patients who had a mid-cerebellar medulloblastoma the average pre-
operative duration was 6.3 months and in those with a lesion in one of the 
hemispheres it was 3.6 months. 
Ependymoma. Ringertz and Nordenstam (1951) reported in their series 
of cerebellar ependymomas an average pre-operative duration of symptoms 
of 13 months. Bork and Tönnis (1955) noted that the average in the children's 
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age-group was 13.8 months and in adults 32 months. Bergstrand, Bergstedt 
and Herrlin (1958) found in their series of ependymomas in children an 
average period of 3 months. 
The analysis of our material revealed that the average pre-operative 
duration of symptoms in the grade 1 ependymoma was 33.5 months, in the 
grade II ependymoma: 11.9 months, in the grade 111 ependymoma: 5 months 
and in the two cases of grade IV ependymoma: 2 months. This appears to be a 
clear relationship. A connection of the pre-operative duration of symptoms 
and the age-groups of the patients resulted in the observation that this period 
in the grade I ependymoma in children was 5.3 months and in adults 47.6 
months. In one child of the grade II ependymoma group this was 5 months 
and in the adults 12.8 months. In the two children with a grade III epen­
dymoma it averaged 4 months and in the one adult of this group 6 months. 
Both patients with a grade IV ependymoma were children (average: 2 months). 
The small number of cases however docs not allow a conclusion. 
Oligodendroglioma. No series of this type of neoplasm are known to us. 
The pre-operative duration in our two patients was respectively 6 weeks and 
7 months. 
Vascular neoplasm. The findings of the average pre-operative durations in 
the series of McGovern and Wyke (1948), Perlmutter Ноггах and Poppen 
(1950) and Silver and Hennigar (1952) are in close agreement to each other 
and were respectively 11, 10 and 9 months. Borck and Tonnis (1955) re­
ported however an average of 23.9 months. 
In our series we found for the hemangioendotheliomas 9.3 months and for 
the hemangioblastomas 6 months. Since nearly all our patients were adults 
and since nearly all the lesions were located in one of the hemispheres of 
the cerebellum, no connection is made to the age of the patient or to the 
location of the neoplasm. 
Sarcoma. Of this group of neoplasms no details were available from the 
literature. The average pre-operative duration in our series was 3.1 months. 
Symptomatology 
A study of the literature (see Chapter 1) revealed that the symptoms of 
increased intracranial pressure offer little aid in the differential diagnosis of 
supra- and infratentorial neoplasms. It was also observed that these symptoms 
may be so overwhelming that they may obscure the focal symptomatology. 
It is generally stated (e.g. Borck and Tonnis, 1955; Odora, Davis and 
Woodhall, 1956; Bergstrand, Bergstedt and Herrlin, 1958; Ingraham and 
Matson, 1961; Brain, 1962) that headache, vomiting and staggering gait are 
the most frequent initial symptoms in cerebellar newgrowths. The same 
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Observation was made in our series and as can be seen in table 8 there was 
no specific difference in frequency of the various symptoms between the 
several types of neoplasms and also no relationship could be noted between 
the symptoms and the biological behavior of the neoplasms. It could however 
be observed (table 28) that in patients with a lesion in one of the hemis-
pheres, headache was a more frequent initial sign (57.6%) than in those 
which a medial located lesion (23.7 % ) . Vomiting, ataxia and dizziness were 
more frequent in midline lesions than in lesions located in one of the hemis-
pheres (table 28) but when the patients with headache are not taken into 
account, these symptoms are about equal in frequency in both groups. 
TABLE 28 The relationship between the location of a cerebellar neoplasm and the initial 
symptom (information available in 156 cases) 
Headache 
Vomiting 
Headache and vomiting . . 
Ataxia 
Dizziness 
Remaining symptoms (see table 8) 
Total 
Total 
N 
64 
29 
18 
15 
7 
23 
156 
N 
18 
18 
9 
11 
5 
15 
76 
Medial 
% 
23.7 
23.7 
11.9 
14.5 
6.6 
19.6 
100.0 
1 
N 
46 
11 
9 
4 
2 
8 
80 
Lateral 
% 
57.6 
13.9 
11.4 
5.0 
2.5 
9.6 
100.0 
The symptomatology on admission was complex. On analysis it appeared 
that the incidence and frequency of the symptoms and signs of increased 
intracranial pressure were in general in close agreement with the findings 
indicated by most authors (e.g. Borck and Tönnis, 1955; Odom, Davis and 
Woodhall, 1956; Bergstrand, Bergstedt and Herrlin, 1958; Biemond, 1961; 
Ingraham and Maison, 1961; Brain 1962). We were unable to find any sign 
or symptom of increased intracranial pressure that could be regarded as 
having any specific relationship to the histologic type of the neoplasm. 
Of the symptoms of focal significance it may be stated that they did occur 
in each histologic type of cerebellar neoplasm but the frequencies were 
sometimes slightly variable in the various types. 
The analysis demonstrated clearly the correlation of the symptoms to the 
location of the neoplasm. It was only in an occasional instance that the side 
of the neoplasm was in discongruence with the side manifested by the 
symptoms. A cause of error may also be the latéralisation of the symptoms 
while the neoplasm is mainly located in the midline structure of the cerebel-
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lum. In a number of cases this was supposedly the result of lateral extension 
of the neoplasm, but in a number of cases there was no specific prove. In 
these cases an explanation may also be that a disturbance in the circulation 
of blood, causing hypoxia or even anoxia, may be responsible, but a similar 
result may also be produced by one or more of the other factors which 
may accompany a cerebellar neoplasm (see page 9). 
There were also a number of cases in which the lesion was located in one 
of the hemispheres and in which the symptoms were present bilaterally 
although they could be of different intensity or extend. This may be also the 
results of a disturbance in the circulation of blood or of the other factors 
referred to on page 9. 
We were unable to detect a single symptom of focal significance that was 
specific for the type of neoplasm nor could we identify a combination of these 
symptoms that proved to be specific. The only significant fact that could 
be noted was that in the ependymomas there was less loss of muscular coor-
dination in the extremities than in any other type of neoplasm. The Romberg 
test, standing and walking were however as frequently ataxic as in the other 
types of neoplasms. This may be due to the specific location of the ependy-
momas in the IV ventricle (23 of the 24 cases) but when we took the 
medulloblastomas of the IV ventricle as a comparison (being aware that 
they present a different behavior), we noted that this was less frequently so. 
It may thus well be that this observation has some specificity for the ependy-
momas but it certainly is not absolute since the muscular coordination may 
also be undisturbed in patients with any other type of cerebellar neoplasm 
(tables 20, 21,22). 
The additional examinations, i.e. electro-encephalography, roentgenologic 
examination and the laboratory investigations did not bring out anything that 
appeared to be specific for the type of neoplasm. We were unable to confirm 
the polycytcmia in the cases of vascular neoplasm as was observed e.g. by 
Carpenter, Schwartz and Walker (1943) and by Ward, Foltz and Knopp 
(1956), but we did not always have sufficient information available. 
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SUMMARY 
The purpose of this study was to determine whether it would be possible 
to differentiate the histologic types of cerebellar neoplasms on the basis of 
the clinical symptoms or with other words, do the various histologic types of 
cerebellar neoplasms present a symptom or a combination of symptoms that 
is specific for each of them. 
For study we had available 163 cases of primary intracerebellar neoplasms. 
In Chapter I the symptomatology of cerebellar neoplasms is summarized. 
As is common use, the symptoms are divided into two groups namely: those 
that are the result of an increase of the intracranial pressure and those which 
result from the local growth of a neoplasm. After a review of the mecha-
nisms and symptoms of increased intracranial pressure it is observed that 
there is no single symptom nor a combination of symptoms in this group 
which can be regarded as being specific for a lesion in the cerebellum, but 
that only occasionally a few suggestions may be present which may point to 
such a location. Next some basic facts of the pathophysiology of the cere-
bellum and the cerebellar symptomatology in patients with a neoplasm are 
considered. These are mostly found to be of importance for the localisation of 
a neoplasm. After a review of the literature on electro-enccphalographic exami-
nation of the posterior fossa it is noted that, at least at present, there is no 
common opinion in this matter. Roentgenologic examinations are found to 
be more helpful for the diagnosis of a cerebellar neoplasm; they may show the 
changes as a result of increased intracranial pressure and ventriculography 
may often demonstrate, apart from the presence of an internal hydrocephalus, 
abnormalities in shape and location of the ventricular system. 
In Chapter II the development in the system of classification of brain-
tumors is described and our preference for the system of Kernohan is in-
dicated. Each of the several types of neoplasms is presented in detail: after 
a few historical notes the gross and microscopic aspects are extensively 
described and at the end of each group a few essential clinical details are 
given. 
The astrocytoma series was the largest group (64 cases). The histological 
examination revealed a few findings which are rarely stressed in other studies. 
It was noted that the cerebellar astrocytomas often extend in the arachnoid 
and that this extra-cerebellar or arachnoidal extension presents often a 
different histological aspect and appears composed of more fibrillar, bipolar 
types of cells; the intracerebellar part was mostly composed of multipolar 
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stellate shaped cells which resembled the basic cells of the astrocytomas of 
the brain and the spinal cord. A second fact noted was that Rosenthal fibres 
were not only found in the intracerebellar, but also in the arachnoidal part of 
an astrocytoma. This is felt to be an evidence for the connection between 
Rosenthal fibres and astrocytes. In the discussion of Chapter III it is argued 
that to our opinion the cerebellar astrocytomas are astrocytomas comparable 
to those of the spinal cord and the brain, and that they are not a separate type 
or subtype of a neoplasm. Furthermore it was noted in this group that there 
appeared to be a relationship between the degree of malignancy (expressed in 
four grades) and the average pre-operative duration of symptoms. There also 
seemed to be a tendency that the more malignant astrocytomas occur at an 
older age; for a definite proof our subgroups were however too small. 
Second in frequency were the medulloblastomas (41 cases). It is noted 
that this type of neoplasm is still controversial and that its histological diagno-
sis presents often difficulties and especially its differentiation from sarcomas. 
The ependymomas were third among the gliomas (23 cases). It is noted 
that the architectural patterns at histologic examination are less clear and 
pronounced when compared to those of the ependymomas of the spinal 
cord. A connection appeared to be present between the degree of malignancy 
and the length of the pre-operative history. 
We found two oligodendrogliomas in this series and they did not differ in 
histologic aspects from those of the brain or spinal cord. 
Among the non-gliomatous tumors the vascular neoplasms were the most 
frequent (27 cases). With the exception of three cases they were all found in 
individuals older than 15 years. On histological grounds we divided these 
neoplasms in hemangioendotheliomas and hcmangioblastomas (these latter 
appearing more malignant). We observed some differences in the clinical 
details but these seemed of minor importance so that it may be doubted that 
this histological distinction has a clinical significance. More study on a larger 
material will be necessary to settle this problem. 
Five cases were classified as sarcomas. Recent studies have indicated that 
sarcomas do occur in the central nervous system but the diagnosis is often 
difficult; especially in the cerebellum the differential diagnosis with medullo-
blastomas raises problems. For these reasons we present our cases hesi-
tatingly. 
In the first part of Chapter III the clinical symptomatology is analysed in 
extenso and the frequency of the various symptoms is presented. In the 
second part of this chapter the frequency of primary cerebellar neoplasms is 
analysed and our findings are compared with those of the literature. No 
major differences appeared to be present. In the discussion on symptom-
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atology it is noted that headache is a more frequent initial symptom in lateral 
located neoplasms than in those located in the midline structures of the 
cerebellum. Among the symptoms of increased intracranial pressure no dif-
ferences were noted between the several histologic types of cerebellar neo-
plasms nor did we note a connection between these symptoms and the 
location of the neoplasm. Among the symptoms of local significance it is 
observed that ependymomas do present less loss of muscular coordination in 
the extremities than did the other types of cerebellar neoplasms. It is supposed 
that this difference is not solely due to a location of most of these neoplasms 
in the fourth ventricle because the medulloblastomas which are located in 
the fourth ventricle did not show this feature. 
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SAMENVATTING 
De doelstelling van deze studie was na te gaan of het mogelijk zou zijn 
om op grond van de klinische symptomen te differentiëren tussen de ver-
schillende histologische typen van gezwellen van de kleine hersenen of met 
andere woorden, vertonen de verschillende histologische typen van cerebel-
laire gezwellen een symptoom of een combinatie van symptomen dat kenmer-
kend is voor ieder van hen. 
Voor het onderzoek hadden wij de beschikking over 163 gevallen van 
primaire gezwellen van de kleine hersenen. 
In hoofdstuk I wordt een kort overzicht gegeven van de verschijnselen van 
gezwellen van de kleine hersenen. Zoals gebruikelijk worden deze verschijn-
selen verdeeld in twee groepen namelijk die welke resulteren uit een verho-
ging van de intracraniale druk en die welke het gevolg zijn van de locale 
groei van een gezwel. Na het overzicht van de mechanismen en verschijnselen 
van intracraniale drukverhoging wordt vastgesteld, dat er geen enkel symp-
toom of combinatie van symptomen is, dat als kenmerkend beschouwd kan 
worden voor een laesie in de kleine hersenen. Soms zijn er enkele aanwijzingen 
die een dergelijke localisatie doen vermoeden. Vervolgens worden enkele grond-
beginselen van de patho-physiologie van de kleine hersenen en de cerebellaire 
verschijnselen bij patiënten met een gezwel besproken. Deze verschijnselen 
blijken meestal van belang voor de localisatie van een gezwel. Na het litera-
tuur overzicht van het electro-encephalographisch onderzoek van de achterste 
schedelgroeve wordt opgemerkt dat er, althans op dit ogenblik, nog geen 
eensluidende opvatting over deze procedure bestaat. Het röntgenonderzoek 
blijkt van meer belang te zijn voor het stellen van de diagnose; het kan de 
veranderingen aantonen die een gevolg zijn van een verhoogde intracraniale 
druk; de ventriculographie demonstreert vaak naast het bestaan van een 
inwendig hydrocephalus, afwijkingen in de vorm en plaats van het ventrikel-
systeem. 
In hoofdstuk II wordt de ontwikkeling in het systeem van classificatie van 
hersengezwellen beschreven en wordt onze voorkeur voor het systeem van 
Kernohan aangegeven. Ieder van de verschillende typen gezwellen wordt 
gedetailleerd besproken: na enkele historische aantekeningen worden de 
macroscopische en microscopische aspecten uitvoerig omschreven en op het 
einde van iedere groep worden enkele essentiële klinische details gegeven. 
De astrocytomen serie was de grootste groep (64 gevallen). Bij het histolo-
gisch onderzoek werden enkele bijzonderheden aangetroffen die in andere 
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studies zelden benadrukt worden. Het viel op dat de cerebellaire astrocytomen 
zich vaak uitbreiden in de arachnoidca. Deze extraccrebellaire of arach-
noidale uitbreiding vertoont vaak een afwijkend histologisch aspect en blijkt 
te zijn opgebouwd uit meer fibrillaire bipolaire cellen. Het intracerebellaire 
gedeelte bestond meestal uit multipolaire stervormige cellen die geleken op de 
basiscel van de astrocytomen in hersenen en ruggemerg. Een tweede feit dat 
werd opgemerkt was dat Rosenthal vezels niet alleen worden gevonden in het 
intracerebellaire maar ook in het arachnoidalc gedeelte van een astrocytoom. 
Hierin wordt een aanwijzing gevonden voor een verband tussen Rosenthal 
vezels en astrocyten. In de discussie in hoofdstuk l i l wordt betoogd dat, naar 
onze opvatting, de astrocytomen van de kleine hersenen vergelijkbaar zijn 
met die van het ruggemerg en de hersenen. Zij vormen geen afzonderlijk type 
of subtype van een gezwel. Verder werd in deze groep een verband gevonden 
tussen de graad van kwaadaardigheid van het gezwel (uitgedrukt in vier graden) 
en de gemiddelde pre-operatieve duur van de symptomen. Verder leek er ook 
een aanwijzing te bestaan dat de meer kwaadaardige astrocytomen op oudere 
leeftijd voorkomen; voor een zeker bewijs waren onze subgroepen echter te 
klein. 
Tweede in frequentie waren de medulloblastomen (41 gevallen). Het blijkt 
dat er over dit type gezwel nog tegenstrijdige opvattingen bestaan en dat de 
histologische diagnose hiervan dikwijls moeilijkheden geeft en speciaal de dif-
ferentiatie ten opzichte van de sarcomen. 
De ependymomen staan op de derde plaats in de groep van de gliomen 
(23 gevallen). Bij het histologisch onderzoek viel op dat de architecturele 
patronen minder duidelijk en uitgesproken zijn in vergelijking met die van 
de ependymomen van het ruggemerg. Er bleek een verband aanwezig te zijn 
tussen de graad van maligniteit en de duur van de pre-operatieve anamnese. 
We vonden twee Oligodendrogliomen in deze serie en in histologisch op-
zicht verschilden deze niet van die van de hersenen of het ruggemerg. 
Van de niet-gliomateuze gezwellen bleken de vasculaire het meest frequent 
(27 gevallen). Met uitzondering van drie gevallen werden allen gevonden in 
personen ouder dan 15 jaar. Op histologische gronden verdeelden wij deze 
gezwellen in haemangioendotheliomas en hacmangioblastomas (deze laatste 
lijken meer maligne te zijn). We vonden wel enkele verschillen in de klinische 
details maar deze leken van weinig belang. Het mag dus betwijfeld worden 
of dit histologisch onderscheid enige klinische betekenis heeft. Verder onder-
zoek van een groter materiaal zal noodzakelijk zijn om dit probleem op te 
lossen. 
Vijf gevallen werden ingedeeld als sarcomen. Recente onderzoekingen 
hebben uitgewezen dat sarcomen in het zenuwstelsel voorkomen maar dat 
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deze diagnose vaak moeilijk is; speciaal in het cerebellum stelt de differentiaal 
diagnose met het medulloblastoma ons vaak voor problemen. Om deze rede-
nen presenteren wij onze gevallen aarzelend. 
In het eerste deel van hoofdstuk III wordt de klinische Symptomatologie 
uitvoerig geanalyseerd en de frequentie van de verschillende symptomen aan-
gegeven. In het tweede deel van dit hoofdstuk wordt de frequentie van de 
primaire cerebellaire gezwellen nagegaan en worden onze bevindingen ver-
geleken met de literatuur. Er blijken geen opvallende verschillen te bestaan. 
In de discussie van de Symptomatologie blijkt dat hoofdpijn een meer frequent 
begin symptoom is in de lateraal gelegen gezwellen dan in die, gelegen in de 
mediale structuren van het cerebellum. De symptomen van verhoogde intra-
craniele druk toonden bij de diverse histologische typen van cerebellaire 
gezwellen geen verschillen. We konden ook geen verband aantonen tussen 
deze symptomen en de plaats van het gezwel. Bij de symptomen van locaal 
belang werd waargenomen dat de ependymomen minder vaak verlies van 
musculaire coördinatie in de ledematen vertoonden dan de andere typen van 
cerebellaire gezwellen. Omdat de medulloblastomen die op dezelfde plaats 
gelegen waren, dit verschijnsel niet vertoonden, wordt verondersteld dat dit 
verschil niet alleen het gevolg is van een localisatie van de meeste van deze 
gezwellen in de IV ventrikel. 
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